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FEDERATION

OF

LOCAL HISTORY

SOCIETIES
WHAT

IT IS AND WHAT IT DOES

HISTORY
The Federation of Local History Societies was established in 1981 to
promote the interests of amateur historians and voluntary museums
and to represent their views. In the intervening years the number of
affiliated societies has grown significantly.

AIMS
The aims of the Federation are:
1. To encourage research in the fields of history, archaeology,
folk-life and folklore.
2. To exchange information among affiliated societies through
the medium of newsletters, publications, seminars, etc.
3. To develop mutual support among affiliated societies.
4. To encourage the publication of information of historical
interest and the better utilisation of Archives.

MEMBERSHIP
Membership of the Federation is open to all Local History societies,
Archaeological societies, Field Groups, Folklore and Folk-life societies,
Family or Genealogical Societies and local museums. Other similar
organisations which don’t come within these categories can be linked
with the Federation through Associated Membership.

HOW

THE

FEDERATION OPERATES

The Federation has a voluntary secretariat by which societies can
help one another and combine to achieve results which could not be
achieved by individual effort.
The member societies come together twice yearly at different venues
around the country.
The Annual General Meeting and Seminars, Lectures and Workshops
provide an exciting exchange of ideas from all over the country.
The Federation’s Journal is a source of information on the activities
of the member societies and its contents indicate the widespread and
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growing interest in local history, which highlights the need for such
an organisation as the Federation.

INDIVIDUALS
When you join your local history group you are joining a lively
group of enthusiastic people who share a common interest in local
history, archaeology, folklore. You do not need to have any particular
qualification or a high level of knowledge of the subjects outlined,
but as a member, you will learn much about your heritage, in a most
enjoyable way, by having access to the lectures and slide shows
organised during the autumn, winter and spring.

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION/RENEWAL FORM IS AVAILABLE
DOWNLOAD ON THE FEDERATION WEBSITE:

FOR

www.localhistory.ie
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EDITORIAL
Looking back on 2017 it is encouraging to know that an interest in
local history is very much alive and well in communities all over the
island of Ireland. This is reflected in our membership which continues
to grow each year. We extend a warm welcome to all new societies
who have joined the Federation and also send good wishes to all the
members who have supported us over the years.
It has been a busy year again for the Federation with many events
and activities having been organised, all of which were successful
and very well supported.
Our Flagship event, the Federation AGM, was held in Galway City,
“the City of the Tribes”, and hosted by the Galway Archaeological &
Historical Society. It proved to be a marvellous and most enjoyable
weekend, due mainly to the very warm welcome, hard work,
hospitality and excellent organisation by our hosts. To them and all
their members who made it possible we extend a sincere word of
thanks.
The UK trip to North Wales turned out to be something special and was
added to by the wonderful spell of weather we experienced. Memories
of steam trains, slate splitting, mountains, valleys, gardens, castles,
scenic drives, beautiful villages, and of course the warm Welsh
welcome still resonate in our ears.
Gwlad hyfryd gyda phobl hyfryd — a lovely country with lovely
people
We continue to work and share our common interest in local history
with our friends in the Ulster Federation. We welcomed sixteen
delegates from Ulster to our AGM in Galway. This is a unique
achievement and unprecedented in all the years we have worked
together. We look forward to continuing this close relationship.
It is always a pleasure to visit “Cork Celebrating the Past” exhibition
and this year was no exception. Wouldn’t it be a great idea if other
centres followed suit. It is a powerful vehicle for promoting the sharing
of local history across the whole county.
The Federation appreciates your support and would welcome any
suggestions of how we might do things better in helping you promote
the study of local history in your communities.
We ask you to engage with us in reading our circulars, contributing to
our projects, to our Journal and supporting our trips and seminars.
LOCAL HISTORY JOURNAL 2017
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It is your Federation and we are here to help and support you.
Mile buíochas duit agus bain taitneamh as do chuid stair áitiúil

LARRY BREEN HON. EDITOR

x
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JOHANN GEORG KOHL — A GERMAN VISITOR
TO IRELAND IN 1842
PART THREE
BY

DENIS G. MARNANE

INTRODUCTION
Perhaps more than many other ethnic groups the Irish not only have
an interest in what outsiders think of them but frequently display
a need to be liked. We have all seen the interviews: the foreign
visitor confronted with questions about their visit and the unspoken
invitation to tell the host nation
how wonderful it is. In this
vein, we have an interest in the
outside view from the pen of a
foreign visitor. If a great deal
of time separates us from that
visitor, the reader’s unfamiliarity
with the Ireland being described
can complement how the visitor
responds to what for him is
also a strange environment.
The
visitor’s
interest
and
occasional astonishment can be
a counterpoint to our own.
Johann Georg Kohl was thirtyfour when he visited Ireland,
arriving in late September
1842 and remaining only about
a month. His account of his trip was published in Germany the
following year and in 1844, on the eve of the Great Famine his
‘Travels in Ireland’ appeared in English. Well educated (his later
career was city librarian of Bremen) and well read in preparation for
his trip, Kohl was not really one of those visitors for whom Ireland
was an antiquarian box of delights, all romantic ruins and demented
deities. His interests were more scientific. Kohl travelled from Dublin
to Edgeworthstown, then to the Shannon and Limerick, on towards
Clare where at Kilrush he encountered one of the great stars of the
period, Fr Theobald Mathew. From Clare the goal was Kerry, then as
now a place with a great sense of its own importance. After which
Cork may have been a letdown but in that city Kohl got to explore
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some of the most important institutions of the day such as the police,
the poor law and the medical service such as it was.
Kilkenny, Waterford, Wexford and Wicklow followed, each place
adding something to Kohl’s picture of what was to him and his readers
a strange island, off the coast of a larger island across the channel
from France. In Wicklow of course, at Glendalough, it was impossible
to avoid the antiquarian and like thousands of visitors since, the
German was content to soak up the life and lore of the place. In
the second of these three articles on Kohl’s book (in Local History
Journal (2016) we saw Herr Kohl being able to tick off his second
trophy encounter (a bit like a tourist today running into Bono at the
Clarence). This was Daniel O’Connell, his formidable powers now in
decline but still the most famous living Irishman (given that the Duke
of Wellington would likely refuse the honour). Kohl’s description of a
Repeal Association meeting in the Corn Exchange on Burgh Quay is
of great interest and a reminder that politics is essentially a human
drama.

LEAVING DUBLIN
Before departing Dublin for the northern counties, there was time
to affirm German cultural superiority. As the man wrote: ‘The
museums and literary societies of Dublin are not a little indebted to
the Germans.’ A claim for home consumption and hardly justified by
the meagre examples cited. Cultural and scholarly life in Dublin was
encompassed by a web of capital letters: TCD, RDS, RIA. Given our
ideas about Germany and humour, one hopes Kohl managed a smile
when he wrote: ‘After the Germans, the bogs of Ireland have done
most for the museums of (the RDS and RIA).’ He meant of course all
the stuff preserved in the bogs of Ireland, butter and bodies, clothing
and ornaments.
TCD on the other hand was a repository of objects of more cerebral
interest. In 1842, the writer claimed the college library held 96,100
books but given Kohl’s scientific cast of mind, what really excited
him was the ongoing ordnance survey of Ireland, what he called ‘this
gigantic work’. Twenty seven counties mapped and when completed
‘one of the greatest geographical works in the world’. Being German
was relevant to this excitement as its scholars were at the cutting
edge of geography as an academic study.
One of the pleasures of Kohl’s take on Ireland is the po-faced
conveyance of unexpected information that we can only interpret very
differently than the writer intended (unless his sense of humour was
both subtle and subversive). Singing an aria to the glories of Trinity
2
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College chapel, Kohl informs his readers that while the chapel was
inferior to what he had seen at Oxford, rank was rigidly maintained
and displayed by the quality and nature of the bindings of prayer
books. The provost had gilt edges and gold stars. The students
supplied their own but then as everyone there knew, God was a
gentleman and an English one at that and would approve of such
distinctions.
From Dublin, Kohl headed for Drogheda in heavy sleet and as ever
the way with drivers of vehicles for hire, his coachman was prodigal
with his opinions telling the German that everything improved as one
journeyed north. Incidentally one final thing that struck Kohl about
Dublin was the amount of ivy on its buildings. In spite of the weather
our visitor was as curious as ever about the passing scene (but then
there is nothing like a book contract to promote curiosity – all those
pages to be filled). At Balbriggan, it was a relief from those ruins to
see ‘a large manufactory! ‘Balbriggan was the first place in Ireland in
which I found a great cotton mill. Balbriggan stockings are celebrated
even in England’. Without being explicit, the author suggests that
the south with its ruins is the past, whereas the north (beginning at
Balbriggan) is the present and the future.
Making this journey in bad sleety October weather with the light
fading we are reminded that Kohl is no pampered tourist. He travelled
‘on’ rather than in the car, one of sixteen ‘outside’ passengers and
an aspect of that status that probably does not occur to us was the
danger of falling asleep and falling off. A stout lady, we are told,
sitting beside Kohl began to sing, explaining it was her way to try
and stay awake. Certainly one of the more unusual ways to arrive
at Drogheda. Describing a later part of his tour, we are told that the
most comfortable and sought after place on the coach was the seat
beside the coachman, which cost a little more. One advantage was
a cushioned seat. Also the coachman had a leather apron, provision
against the rain and usually shared with the passenger beside him.
Managing the team of four horses did not preclude the coachman from
providing a running commentary on the route, though the coachman
on the journey to Drogheda had little to say for himself. When Kohl
made his Tour, railway expansion in Ireland was about a decade
old and he reminds his readers that the days of the famous ‘crack
coaches’ and their envied coachmen were vanishing. Presumably
little boys now wanted to be engine drivers when older.
Ever with his attention on the present and future, our guide
in this journey has a deal to say about the linen industry which
was undergoing change because of competition from England and
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increased industrialisation. Drogheda was one of the places negatively
affected, the only town in the north with its population decreasing
(according to Kohl). There was no escaping the Battle of the Boyne,
the most interesting point made was that the details of the battle
were still part of oral tradition. However, Kohl was capable of picking
up false information (can it be called ‘fake news’?) For example that
the victorious William of Orange had two counties named in honour
of himself and his queen, King’s and Queen’s County (the former
as everyone knows is not named in honour of a Dutchman but of a
Spaniard!).

Not surprisingly, even for someone not that bothered about antiquities,
New Grange was hardly likely to escape his attention and allowed
comparisons with some east European sites. In proportion to the
difficulty of getting entrance to the hill of New Grange, the site excited
him. It involved ‘taking off our clothes’. He doesn’t explain. Probably
bulking down to fit through narrow openings allowing entrance to
what he called ‘chapels’, all of which he finds spiritual. The experience
connects him to us because just as today’s visitor is overwhelmed by
ideas of time and decay, exemplified respectively by the place and the
person, so is Kohl staggered by the seeming timelessness of where he
was, though of course in common with popular thinking, the Druids
come into the picture. Kohl is aware and has it confirmed by asking
some locals, that popular opinion ascribed all ruined antiquities to
the ‘Danes’. He knows this is wrong and his own theory is that people
confused the ‘Danes’ with the ‘Tuatha de Danaan’, who at least had
the merit of being a lot more ancient. Kohl’s intellectual curiosity,
his defining characteristic, manifests itself with his complaint about
the number of such monuments and Dowth is a prime example, not
explored by scholars.
4
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Returning to Drogheda, Kohl’s attention was caught by contemporary
burial rites. Encountering a funeral, he noticed that the bier was badly
and cheaply constructed and on asking, was told that because it was
only used once, it did not matter. ‘Immediately after the burial it was
broken to pieces and thrown into the grave.’ He understood that this
custom was widespread in the northern part of Ireland. Drogheda he
described as ‘a very Irish town’ because the further north the traveller
went, the more the Scottish influence was evident. He was also led
to understand that the Irish language was more widely used in that
town than elsewhere along the east coast. This connection with a
Gaelic past was demonstrated when he is entertained to a ‘session’,
which for Kohl was less about entertainment and much more about
anthropology. Songs and stories are translated for him and naturally
Kohl knows all about the Ossianic scam, when some decades earlier
Macpherson, something of a Scottish genius conned the European
intellectual community by ‘discovering’ ancient Celtic texts, which he
had written himself. Kohl has no doubts about the authentic nature
of what he heard in Drogheda and thought it likely that Macpherson
had ‘borrowed’ some of his material from Ireland.
On leaving Drogheda, some people he met, proud of Ireland’s ancient
religious heritage ensured he visited Monasterboice where the
weather as ever was dreadful, forcing him to seek shelter in a nearby
cabin. This allows him have a foodie moment, discoursing on the
nature and making of griddle cakes; thick-ground oats made into a
paste (or porridge) with water and spread upon a warm circular plate
of iron, the ‘griddle’, found in every Irish cabin and heated ‘by a few
handfuls of lighted straw’. The German was unimpressed but allowed
that different countries have odd tastes in food.

TO BELFAST

AND

BEYOND

As a county, Louth did not impress but Dundalk did. When the writer
compared that county with Kerry, he was not being complimentary.
There was little to chose between the poverty in each place. It was
there that Kohl first came across a tinker, engaged in the occupation
that gave that name, a tinsmith repairing a potato pot. The owner
of the pot had waited a long time for a tinker to call and complained
about the cost. This vignette was, as so often with Kohl, yet another
illustration of dire poverty, its dirty brown hues the ever present
backdrop of his ‘Tour of Ireland’. That is, until this point in his
narrative. Just as Dorothy suddenly went from the greys of everyday
Kansas to the technicolour of Oz, once Kohl crossed the border
into Ulster, ‘we seemed to find ourselves in a different world.... the
filthy cabins by the wayside were changed into habitable, yes pretty
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houses, painted with various colours... At first I would not trust my
eyes and imagined it was all an illusion ....but it continued to Newry
and beyond it again, the whole way to Belfast.’
After this burst of enthusiasm, the writer pulled back and told his
readers that parts of the North, especially the less fertile parts,
were inhabited by the ‘genuine Celtic Irish’ who of course wore and
displayed their poverty like indicators of identity. Having reached
this point on his tour, Kohl has to give his readers a history lesson
about Cromwell and confiscations and plantations, making a point
that Irish nationalists never want to hear. Under many headings
the connections between the North-East and Scotland are more
meaningful than between the North-East and the rest of the island.
Newry he liked. It ‘has a very pleasing appearance’. At this point in
his narrative the writer can hardly avoid displaying the results of
his research about flax and the linen trade. An unexpected point
though one entirely in keeping with the God-fearing view of itself that
the local business community displayed, was Kohl’s argument that
unlike other commodities such as flour or tea, the linen trade was
as morally clean as the fine white sheets it produced. Adulteration,
deceit, exploitation were no part of Ulster’s famous trade, that was
the making of Belfast and indeed the making of the Chichester family
fortunate enough to own much of the land on which the rapidly
expanding city was built. The head of the family when Johann George
Kohl visited was the 2nd Marquess, a noted gambler, who had two
more years to live, dying at seventy-five in 1844. Belfast in 1842
was not yet what it would become but everywhere he looked Kohl
saw evidence of industrial growth and potentially great prosperity.
Speaking to traders and exporters, Kohl learned that for each market
there was a particular type of linen that did best. Surprisingly South
America was accustomed to German linen, much of which had been
shipped from Belfast port to Hamburg.
On leaving Belfast, today’s reader can identify with Kohl describing
how he held back before boarding his coach ‘to allow an immoderately
stout dame, a rarity in Ireland, to mount the coach, in order to avoid
being her neighbour’. On his way to Carrickfergus, the weather
was a deal worse than before, so much so that for the first time
the locals even admitted as much. It is impossible to imagine what
it must have been like, perched atop a coach, passengers huddled
together for shelter, the wind and rain competing in fury and the
worry that the four inside passengers (in this instance, young ladies)
would not provide enough ballast to keep the coach on the road. The
Belfast stage coach went no farther than Carrickfergus. After that the
6
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choice was between one or two horse power, each with commissions
to deliver the mail. In the south, the Ring of Kerry. In the North,
the Antrim Coast Road which Kohl, in spite of the weather manfully
explores, though one wonders about the extent to which his readers
shared his scholarly enthusiasm about geology. For German readers
less obsessed about old stones, the writer’s descriptions of cliff
and wave, storm and erosion appealed to the Romantic side of the
German character, all that ‘Sturm und Drang’, so not available along
Germany’s tamer coastline.
Much less threatening was Glenarm, ‘the most beautiful point of
the coast’ and ‘one of the most delightful spots in Ireland’. Glenarm
castle was the seat of the earl of Antrim, MacDonnell by name and
in 1842, home of the 4th earl. Unlike better connected travellers,
Herr Kohl was disadvantaged in not having letters of introduction to

Big Houses and grand families and so continuing with the one horse
power letter carrier, he continued along the coast, taking in Garron
Point and noting the presence of an English revenue officer with his
family, charged with the difficult and unpopular task of halting the
passage of contraband. The coast guard was on hand to help in this
job of preserving Her Majesty’s tax revenue. Certainly to his surprise
and probably to ours, Kohl found that the glens of Antrim was one of
LOCAL HISTORY JOURNAL 2017
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the very few places along the east coast where the Irish language was
still spoken; a situation he attributed to the isolated and insulated
nature of the landscape.
Near Glenariff ( now a forest park) again in Romantic mode and
actually citing Sir Walter Scott, Kohl describes the Caves of Red
Bay and in one of the caves resided Nanny Murray (nowadays one
would think of an actress employed by local tourism), a genuine
eccentric who lived in her cave for many decades and clearly from the
description had grown into her role as weird local tourism attraction.
One can only wonder at the stamina of Herr Kohl who was thirty four
when he made his tour, during an October when the weather was not
very kind and raced around Ireland in transport that was challenging
(to use no other word) and continued to exercise curiosity and make
his notes about all he had seen and heard. For example, at this point
in his journey he arrived at Cushendall where his only relief was
provided by a woman by a turf fire who never shut up but as a now
seasoned traveller in Ireland he took it as a part of national identity,
glad of a fire to warm his frozen feet, a glass of whiskey and some
oat cakes. Needs must, but like so much else in Ireland, the whiskey
tasted of turf, not a pleasure Kohl adopted.
Because Kohl decided to press on, this was no more than a respite
stop. It is not clear why as the weather was so dreadful but in his
Germanic way he had a job to do.. Even the coach driver had been
relieved with a new man taking over. At nine o’clock in the evening
he arrived, as he said ‘on the wings of the wind’ at Ballycastle where
he found shelter at a comfortable inn, made more inviting by the
presence of some young ladies waiting for the weather to improve so
that they could go across to Rathlin Island. They were all Macdonnells
which we understand was as common a name as Ryan in Tipperary.
Kohl had hoped to visit the island but the bad weather prevented this,
a circumstance that did not prevent him from devoting a chapter to
Rathlin. One of his more imaginative forays was his speculation that
the island might have been Shakespeare’s inspiration for Prospero’s
island in The Tempest. Not an idea that has gained traction even
among the wilder reaches of Shakespearian scholarship. Kohl’s
interest in Fair Head very much centres on the geology, though the
general reader reacts with more interest to what Kohl had for his
dinner, a meal taken in the cabin of a local guide. It consisted of
whiskey, oat cakes and four fried eggs. His hostess ‘had a whole
crowd of children around her’ and this leads our protestant German
friend to blame the priests for this because in their eagerness for
marriage dues, they encouraged early marriage.
8
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With Kohl’s interest in geology, of course he devotes a chapter to
the Giant’s Causeway. It was still very stormy as he drove along
the coast At his destination, the scene was not unlike North Africa
today; the visitor was surrounded by eager, shouting, sometimes
imprecatory, locals each offering his service as a guide and citing as
recommendation some famous individual who had delighted in the
service offered. Kohl’s choice of guide having been made, the tumult
continued, it being the custom of the country for the entire gathering
to attach itself to the visitor. In Kohl’s graphic phrase: ‘They hunted
me as dogs would a deer’. From other contemporary sources, Kohl
was entirely correct about this practice of mob intimidation, which
was most obviously manifested at coach staging points. Connecting
countless visitors to this famous site with this German visitor in 1842
was his reaction that the site was much smaller than expected; a
triumph perhaps of marketing over reality. Nevertheless the geological
interest of the site was enough to enrapture this particular visitor.
One suspects that over the centuries, readers of this book, at this
point find their attention wander and page on to stories about flesh
and blood rather than sediment and fire. While the Causeway was
a phenomenon of nature, Dunluce Castle owned by the McDonnells
was a dramatic declaration of their local power and yet another
opportunity for Kohl to display his research. After all what was the
point of getting it and not showing it.
Finally just as his tour was about to end, on 25 October the storm
ended and it snowed. This was a surprise to the locals who comforted
themselves that they lived in a region of mild climate where the snow
never lingered. One positive aspect of the storm was the amount of
seaweed ready for collection. In Ballycastle he saw people put it on
the bread and butter like watercress and the author goes on to tell his
readers more about seaweed than a normal person might reasonably
want to know. In any case it was time to depart and after another
glass of whiskey at Glenarm (according to his driver, the last drop of
good whiskey along the coast) Kohl returned to Belfast telling us that
it was a journey in two halves - his.
The part of his body exposed to the snow and wind was frozen, the
more sheltered bits were comfortable. After some 400 pages, once
the writer’s account reaches Belfast, he cannot wait to leave. It was
as if he received a message from home to return immediately and
without ceremony and so providing no details, Johann Georg Kohl
departed Ireland’s shores forever. With less than half his life lived,
Kohl in the following decades made many other journeys, including
to the United States and he wrote many other books. During the With
LOCAL HISTORY JOURNAL 2017
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month (22 September to 25 October 1842) Kohl toured in Ireland,
not just because of the newness of the scene but also because of the
intensity of the weather, facts and impressions crowded in upon him
and must have left an indelible impression. As an old man in Bremen
did he perhaps occasionally dream about Ireland and amid a storm’s
fury, once again take his seat beside the coachman?

10
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CHARLEVILLE HOUSE, ENNISKERRY
A HERITAGE RESIDENCE
BY

WITH A

STORIED HISTORY

MYLES DUFFY, RATHMICHAEL HISTORICAL SOCIETY

Members of Rathmichael Historical Society visited Charleville House,
Enniskerry, Co. Wicklow in May. It is an imposing, nine bay, Palladian
heritage mansion across the River Dargle from Powerscourt. What
makes this 1797 Georgian property especially fascinating is that it
has consistently been a lived-in private residence maintained to an
admirable standard and bearing an interesting history. For the first
130 years of its existence it was the home of several generations of
the Monck family, who originate from Potheridge, North Devon.

The first Monck to arrive in Ireland was Charles Monck of St Stephen’s
Green who was appointed Surveyor-General of Customs in Ireland
in 1617 and through marriage, careers in the legal profession and
military and political office and inheritance across the generations,
the family fortunes prospered and reputations flourished.

THE FAMILY FOOTPRINT
Charles’s son, Henry Monck, married Sarah Stanley in 1673. She
inherited the Manor of Grangegorman Dublin from her father Sir
Thomas Stanley. He was a soldier of the New Model Army, who
had been granted the Manor in 1659 and knighted by Lord Henry
LOCAL HISTORY JOURNAL 2017
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Cromwell (1628-1674), fourth son of Oliver Cromwell and Lord
Deputy of Ireland between 1657 and 1659. It became a tradition
for successive generations of male members of the Monck family to
include Stanley as a second Christian name.
The grandson of Charles and namesake, Charles Monck, MP for
Inistioge, married Agneta Hitchcock in 1695. She inherited Charleville
Demesne from her great-uncle, Sir William Flower, who had been
granted the property by Charles II.
Their son, Henry Monck, built the terrace of Georgian houses at 2124 Merrion Street, now occupied by the Merrion Hotel. Number 24
Merrion Street was the birthplace of Arthur Wellesley (1769-1853),
1st Duke of Wellington and the residence of Viscount Castlereagh
(1769-1822), Chief Secretary for Ireland between 1798 and 1801 —
the architect of the Act of Union before he became Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs in 1812 and the first holder of this office to travel
outside the United Kingdom on official business.
The great-granddaughter of Charles senior, Sarah Forster, married
Rev George Berkeley (1685-1753), Bishop of Cloyne and distinguished
influential philosopher whose name is commemorated in the name of
the University of California at Berkeley and the Berkeley Library at
Trinity College and elsewhere.

OCCUPANTS

OF

CHARLEVILLE HOUSE

Charleville House was built by Charles Stanley Monck (1754-1802),
MP for Gorey, between 1790 and 1797, the grandson of Charles and
Agneta. Fire in 1792 destroyed a former residence on the site. He was
created Baron Monck of Ballytrammon, a townland close to Wexford
in 1797, possibly as a consequence of the intervention of influencepeddling friends. He was elevated to 1st Viscount Monck in 1801 as
a direct result of his having voted for the Act of Union the previous
year. He died just five months later at the age of 48.
His son, Henry Stanley Monck (1785-1848), became 2nd Viscount
Monck and was granted the title Earl of Rathdowne in 1822. His
wife, the former Lady Frances Mary Trench (1787-1843), was one
of 19 children of William Trench (1741-1805), 1st Earl of Clancarty,
of Garbally, Co Galway, and his wife Anne Gardiner, sister of Luke
Gardiner (1745-1798), 1st Viscount Mountjoy, who developed much of
the north side of Georgian Dublin. But despite having nine daughters
the Rathdownes had no heir and this earldom became extinct on his
death at the age of 63. His memory, however, is perpetuated in street
names around Phibsboro, such as: Charleville Road, Enniskerry
Road, Rathdown Road and Monck Place and in other ways.
12
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The Earl sold the site in Grangegorman in 1820 for the construction
of Richmond Penitentiary, a penal reform initiative at that time
intended to be an alternative to the transportation of convicts. This
property now forms the new campus of Dublin Institute of Technology
at the centre of which is Rathdown House, office of the President of
the Institute.
The Earl’s influence was further perpetuated when his daughter
Elizabeth Louise Mary Monck (1814-1892) married her first cousin
Charles Stanley Monck (1819-1894). He served as Liberal MP for
Portsmouth from 1855 to 1858 and was appointed Lord of the
Treasury by Prime Minister, Viscount Palmerston (1784-1865), before
he became 4th Viscount Monck.
Charleville House thrived with Charles and Elizabeth in charge. Their
hospitality was much sought after and they gave the Demesne a new
look. This included a new grand entrance to the House and a new
private road linking Charleville to Bray known as Dargle Drive, the
name Dargle thought to be a corruption of Dark Glen, or perhaps
Glen of the Oaks.

GOVERNOR-GENERAL
Queen Victoria appointed Viscount Monck last Governor-General of
the Province of Canada in 1861 and first Governor-General of Canada
on 1st July 1867, a senior role ranking second in importance to the
viceroyalty of India.
At the time of his appointment in 1861 Canada was a loose term
applied to six independent governments linked to the British Crown
by the governor-general. Relations with the United States (population
31 million) were strained to breaking point due to Britain’s neutrality
in the American Civil War and the most critical problem of the day
was Canada’s urgent need for military defence. The population of
Canada was shy of 3½ million persons, including a half million Irish
immigrants and significantly less than the post-Famine population
of Ireland. The Irish were the largest ethnic group in every large town
and city, except Montreal and Quebec.
Charles and Elizabeth sailed to Canada on October 11, 1861, on the
SS North Briton, a three-masted, iron-framed ship. They arrived in
Derry by train; travelled in a horse-drawn carriage to the quay from
where it took a ferry two hours to reach their ship at the mouth of
the Foyle.
The primary objective of the 4th Viscount’s tenure as GovernorGeneral was the passage of the Act of Confederation on March 8,
LOCAL HISTORY JOURNAL 2017
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1867, uniting the provinces of Upper and Lower Canada, New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia into the Dominion of Canada. The
achievement of this took longer than any commentator had foreseen
such was the complexity of creating a regime that would satisfy
proudly independent but sparsely populated provinces.
The advance towards Confederation was hastened by five raids into
Canada by the Fenian Brotherhood, an Irish Republican organization
based in the United States — all ending in failure. Three raids
occurred in the course of Governor-General Monck’s tenure. They
divided Catholic Irish-Canadians torn between loyalty to their new
homeland and sympathy with the aims of the Fenians. The Protestant
Irish were generally loyal to Britain.
But among the Fenian casualties was Thomas D’Arcy McGee (18251868), a native of Carlingford, outspoken against Fenianism and
raised a Catholic. Elected Conservative Party MP for Montreal West
he was a Father of Confederation who vigorously defended the
principle of Catholic representation in the Ottawa Parliament. D’Arcy
McGee was assassinated by a Fenian sympathiser in the early hours
of November 7th, 1868, having contributed to a parliamentary debate
in Ottawa the previous evening. He was given a State funeral that
attracted 80,000 citizens in a city with a population of 105,000.
Lord Monck also established Rideau Hall in Ottawa as the official
residence of the Governor-General in 1867, a function that it
continues to fulfil today, an enduring mark of his pioneering vision.
His return from Ottawa was delayed by the reluctance of another
Anglo-Irish peer, Richard Southwell Bourke (1822-1872), 6th Earl
of Mayo, to replace him on grounds that the remuneration for the
post was inadequate. The Earl was appointed Viceroy of India in
1869 but he was assassinated when visiting a convict settlement and
was buried in Johnstown, Co Kildare, close to his home at nearby
Palmerstown House. His eventual successor as Governor-General
of Canada was another Anglo-Irish peer, John Young (1807-1876),
1st Baron Lisgar of Bailieborough Castle, whose father, Sir William
Young designed the town of Bailieborough Co Cavan.

RETURN

TO

CHARLEVILLE

On his return from Ottawa to Enniskerry the 4th Viscount Monck
served as Lord Lieutenant and Custos Rotulorum (keeper of County
records) of County Dublin. Regrettably, the records of County Dublin
accumulated by Lord Lieutenant Monck were destroyed on June 30,
1922, when the Four Courts endured a two-day bombardment and
explosion and fire ravaged the building.
14
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The protean personality of Viscount Monck sustained by his public
reputation adapted to a myriad of roles: he was appointed to the
Commission responsible for the administration and reallocation of the
immense property of the Church of Ireland following disestablishment
in 1869. He became a member of the Land Commission following its
formation in 1881 and he was appointed Commissioner of National
Education in Ireland whose role was to provide state-aided, nonsectarian schools.
Gladstone visited Charleville House in the course of his first and
only 4-week visit to Ireland, which commenced in Kingstown on
October 17, 1877. His visit was marked by Gladstone planting a
pine tree — pinus insiginius — in the garden, now with a trunk of
6 feet. Gladstone made overnight visits to Kilruddery, Coolattin,
Powerscourt, Carton and Abbeyleix during this stay but did not stay
overnight at Charleville.
Lady Monck died unexpectedly in Charleville on June 16, 1892, and
he passed away on November 29, 1894, after a prolonged period of
failing health.

AFTER

THE

MONCKS

The last generation of the family to reside in Charleville House was
Henry Wyndham Stanley Monck (1905-1982), 6th Viscount Monck.

Gardens at Charleville House
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His family moved to Hampshire in 1929 and Charleville House
remained unoccupied for eleven years until 1940.
The property was then acquired by Mr & Mrs Donald Davies from
where he ran a fashion business with a global reach. They sold
Charleville House shortly after the death in January 1978 of their
son Anthony in a motor accident. Their daughter, Lucy Mary Davies
(b 1941), became Countess Snowden when she married in 1978
Anthony Armstrong Jones (1930-2017) 1st Earl of Snowdon and
former spouse of Princess Margaret. They divorced in 2000.
The current owners, since 1982, Mr & Mrs Ken Rohan, have
maintained their home to a magnificent standard reflecting much of
the charm, character and sophistication of a 19th century aristocratic
residence. Meadows, buttercups and cattle grazing on lush pasture
surround the grand formal gardens with their herbaceous beds, yew
and acres of lovely walks maintained and nurtured by six full-time
gardeners.

Gardens at Charleville House

Bb
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FOREWORD
Early in 1917 the Coisde Comhairle, Sinn Fein, appointed a
special committee to draft Ireland’s Case for Independence to
be presented to the Peace Conference. While engaged in this
work, leaders of the Irish people, including the members of
that Committee, were arrested and imprisoned by the British
Government without legal charges being preferred against
them, and have been held since then without trial. The
Committee was thus prevented from accomplishing its task at
the time and in the manner desired. However, one member
thereof. Mr. Laurence Ginnell, while incarcerated in Mountjoy
Prison, Dublin—the Governor being unaware of the nature of
Mr. Ginnell’s literary work—completed the document herein
presented.
This statement of Ireland’s demand was sanctioned by the
Government of the Irish Republic, and the usurping British
Government, true to its traditions, prohibited its publication.
It, however, recently reached America and has been forwarded
to President Wilson by Dr. Patrick McCartan.
Subsequent to its despatch from Ireland, the Dail Eireann
assembled in Dublin and the message issued on that occasion
by the elected representatives of the Irish Republic to the
Nations of the World is included in this volume.
DIARMUID LYNCH.
New York, February 3, 1919.

(TRANSLATION)
“To the Nations of the World, Greeting:
“The nation of Ireland, having proclaimed her national
independence, calls, through her elected representatives in
Parliament assembled in the Irish capital on January 21,
1919, upon every free nation to support the Irish Republic
by recognizing Ireland’s national status and her right to its
vindication by the Peace Congress.
“Nationally, the race, the language, the customs and traditions
of Ireland are radically distinct from the English. Ireland is one
of the most ancient nations of Europe, and she has preserved
her national integrity vigorous and intact through seven
18
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centuries of foreign oppression; she has never relinquished
her national rights, and throughout the long era of English
usurpation she has in every generation defiantly proclaimed
her inalienable right of nationhood down to her last glorious
resort to arms in 1916.
“Internationally, Ireland is the gateway to the Atlantic. Ireland
is the last outpost of Europe toward the West; Ireland is the
point upon which great trade routes between East and West
converge; her independence is demanded by the freedom of the
seas; her great harbors must be open to all nations, instead of
being the monopoly of England. Today these harbors are empty
and idle solely because English policy is determined to retain
Ireland as a barren bulwark for English aggrandizement, and
the unique geographical position of this island, far from being
a benefit and safeguard to Europe and America, is subjected
to the purposes of England’s policy of world dominion.
“Ireland today reasserts her historic nationhood the more
confidently before the new world emerging from the war,
because she believes in freedom and justice as the fundamental
principles of international law; because she. believes in a frank
co-operation between the peoples for equal rights against the
vested privileges of ancient tyrannies, because the permanent
peace of Europe can never be secured by perpetuating military
dominion for the profit of empire, but only by establishing
the control of government in every land upon the basis of
the free will of a free people, and the existing state of war
between Ireland and England can never be ended until Ireland
is definitely evacuated by the armed forces of England.
“For these, among other reasons, Ireland—-resolutely and
irrevocably determined at the dawn of the promised era of
self-determination and liberty, that she will suffer foreign
dominion no longer—calls upon every free nation to uphold her
national claim to complete independence as an Irish Republic
against the arrogant pretensions of England founded in fraud
and sustained only by an overwhelming military occupation,
and demands to be confronted publicly with England at the
Congress of Nations, that the civilized world having judged
between English wrong and Irish right may guarantee to
Ireland its permanent support for the maintenance of her
national independence.”
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A STATEMENT OF IRELAND’S CASE FOR
FREEDOM FOR SUBMISSION TO THE
INTERNATIONAL PEACE CONGRESS IN
FOURTEEN PROPOSITIONS.
SYNOPSIS
The ancient sovereign State of Ireland, one of the primary
sovereign States of Christendom, claims resumption of her
sovereign independence, recognition of her status by the
International Peace Congress, and intervention on her behalf
by way of international guarantee of future respect for her
independence; and submits in support of her claim the
subjoined fourteen Propositions, prefaced by a brief Synopsis
of them, respectively:
I.

The Irish Nation earnestly desires the International Peace
Congress to be pure and impartial in its constitution
and proceedings, beyond the reach of the power and
contamination of States guilty of entering into secret
treaties in conflict with their public professions and with
the rights and interests of peoples subject to them and of
peoples subject to other States; beyond the reach of all
influences save those of authentic history and justice;
in order that it may inspire confidence in all nations,
small as well as great, to be affected by its decisions;
and that those decisions may be of a character fitting for
the beginning of a new era of amity among nations and
peaceful progress throughout the world.

II

Ireland is historically entitled to independence as one
of the primary sovereign States of Christendom, never
having forfeited or lost her sovereign status or consciously
recognized sovereignty over her in any other country;
always having so resented and resisted the usurpation
of foreign military force that the continual presence of
an army of occupation has always been, and still is,
essential to the maintenance of foreign rule; having
always venerated, and still venerating as her truest
patriots the purest and best of her sons who, treated by
England as criminals, have, generation after generation,
offered their lives in open insurrection for her freedom;

20
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still adhering to her right of sovereignty with matchless
fidelity and tenacity at immeasurable sacrifice of life and
property. Of all this, the presence of England’s army of
occupation is England’s practical admission. All Irish
national characteristics, especially love of freedom,
are acknowledged by English legislation and English
statesmen. Nor can England have acquired any right
over Ireland by prescription, because (a) prescription
is a domestic principle not applicable between nations;
and (b) there can be no prescription of what is unjust:
Grotius. A further historical basis, sufficient in itself, is,
that at present a vast majority of the Irish population, of
every race of which it is composed, regard foreign rule as
slavery, and are animated by a reasoned determination
never to yield a willing allegiance to foreign rule, to
destroy it at the earliest possible moment, and to continue
resistance to it until Ireland’s sovereign independence is
re-established and secured.
III.

Ireland’s constitutional right is supported by her
meritorious record when independent. The public
profession of anxiety for civilization as a justification of
the Great War gives special force to this claim. Ireland’s
unique services to civilization from the sixth to the
twelfth centuries, especially during the eighth, ninth and
tenth, when history shows that the services were most
opportune and important, strengthen her constitutional
right and constitute an additional special claim upon
Europe to enable her to resume her independence. The
distinctions won by Irishmen in strange lands in those
early times, as shown in this Statement, were triumphs
for herself and benefits to mankind as noble as ever
nation achieved; and not to the Continent alone, but to
England also, as acknowledged by the Venerable Bede, in
marked contrast with England’s subsequent treatment of
Irishmen in England, and English laws against religion
and civilization in Ireland. And throughout her agony
of subjection and persecution Ireland has shown the
permanence of that spirit and attitude by never practising
persecution and by always maintaining intimacy with the
pure and noble. She has to-day no feeling for the peoples
of other lands but reciprocal friendship, respect and a
desire to co-operate with them towards increasing and
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securing happiness and peace amongst nations, by, as in
the time of her independence, commercial and industrial
as well as intellectual intercourse. All this constitutes
an additional title to independence, an additional claim
upon European nations, and an additional reason against
leaving Ireland in subjection to the usurped power of a
state guilty of the abuses of power exemplified in this
Statement.
IV.

Ireland is inherently entitled to sovereign independence
and international recognition. For nation as for individual,
the right of self-determination is indefeasible. Endowed
with all the qualities, properties and faculties essential
to a State, she is entitled to exercise them. Ireland being
replete with distinct national individuality and animated
with an inextinguishable desire to realize the purposes
of her being, she has never learned, from morality, or
constitutional law, or the course of history, any valid
reason why she should not be, now as in the past, in
the full enjoyment of sovereign independence; and she
confidently submits that no valid reason exists; that her
national endowments, which even England reluctantly
admits in making them a pretext for persecution, are
for Ireland’s own purposes; and that foreign usurpation
of power over her is an outrage upon her and a breach
of international law, aggravated by the manner of its
exercise and by the policy of defamation; that it is her
duty and her interest to throw off this foreign yoke;
and that in doing this she is entitled to international
support. The inherent right of free intercourse with the
outside world, now denied her, is also indestructible.
We would ask the Peace Congress to note in connection
with this proposition, that as a slanderous person is
dangerous to society, so a slanderous State is dangerous
to international peace, and that abuse of a country by
those who are profiting by that country is suspicious.

V.

Ireland possesses adequate potential manpower to
maintain sovereign independence once established.
General proof of this appears in the fact that the Irish
nation still exists, in spite of the policy of extermination
carried on persistently for 360 years, including, as will
be found in this Statement, murder by Act of Parliament;
“extermination preached by gospel;” State-created famine;
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sale of Irish youths into slavery in the West Indies at 25
pounds each; death of millions from famine and plague,
culminating in the Great Famine in Queen Victoria’s
reign, and the exultation of the English press. This policy
of extermination, adopted by Henry VIII, practiced by his
daughters—Mary and Elizabeth, and expanded by James
I, was brought to logical perfection of iniquity and the
reduction of the population to one-third by Cromwell; the
murderers of the people being commonly rewarded out of
the property of their victims. A nation that has survived
that, the severest test of a nation’s manpower of which
there is record, must be indestructible. And yet within
forty years of the Cromwellian massacres, the nation was
once more able and generous enough to make a brave
fight for an undeserving king, James II. English legislation
against Irish industries and trade threw the people onto
the land; the Penal Laws and laws hostile to agriculture
cleared them off the land again; the consequential Statecreated famine and plague overtook each other almost
continually during the eighteenth century. The misery
resulting from the Union and from hostile legislation and
culpable neglect of official reports on the condition of
the people perpetuated famine from 1815 till 1845. The
Great Famine of 1846-7-8 was caused by carrying away
the food grown by the Irish people to feed the English
people, subjecting more than a million people to the most
terrible of all deaths, and forcing nearly two millions
into exile. Victoria, whom many of us have seen in the
flesh, surpassed Cromwell in cruelty. The same policy
of extermination was continued in milder but equally
effective form down to 1914, when the population of
Ireland was only half what it had been seventy years
before, while that of England had more than doubled
in the same period. The Irish race is now estimated at
30,000,000, less than one-seventh of that number being
in Ireland; a situation showing at once the fertility of the
race and the necessity for freedom to enable them to live
in their own country.
VI.

Ireland is apt for industries and trade as an independent
State. When independent she had her industries and trade
in the measure customary at that time; manufactured
her own requirements; used them with great profusion,
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as will be found set forth in this Statement, and exported
a considerable surplus of commodities in exchange for
wines and silks. Her industries and trade underwent
normal growth until the beginning of Elizabeth’s reign.
By the end of that reign there was little of them left.
Thenceforward wars and English legislation combined
in hostility to Irish industries, chiefly by destroying the
export trade on which they depended, a typical law, for
example, peremptorily prohibiting the export of glass of
Irish manufacture to any country whatever. After the
Irish woolen industry had been destroyed by legislation
in that spirit, and large numbers of people in the south
of Ireland, thrown out of employment, the Government
peremptorily forbade the founding of linen industry in
the south of Ireland, although William III and the English
Lords and Commons had publicly pledged “the utmost
support in their power” to a linen industry in Ireland on
the discontinuance of the woolen. Every manufacturing
industry founded with a prospect of success was
deliberately crushed, and the people reduced to the land
as their sole industry; whereupon Irish agriculture was
similarly thwarted. Vast areas were cleared of people and
turned to grass. A situation was created leaving no use
for Irish people in Ireland. The number and stringency of
the hostile statutes afford the most conclusive evidence
of the persistent efforts of the Irish to practice almost any
industry, and England’s persistent determination not to
allow them. The section of this Statement dealing with
this matter needs to be read throughout, because the
character of the legislation was such as would otherwise
be incredible. Such statutes are not now necessary; they
did their work too well. Their unspent force and unbroken
pursuance of the policy make their effect permanent as
if enacted yesterday. Independence alone can ever open
industries and trade for the Irish people in Ireland as
they are open to free peoples.
VII. Ireland is financially able to discharge the duties of an
independent State. England affords proof of this which
even she cannot attempt to refute, by the amount of money
she has abstracted from Ireland, and the prospect of
abstracting more is one of her reasons for retaining control
as long as she can. A country from which England has,
24
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on the findings of her own financial experts, abstracted
from the year 1800 to 1914 400,000,000 pounds in
excessive taxes, in addition to what the government
of Ireland cost in that time, possesses natural wealth
which many an independent State might envy. A country
from which Englishmen resident in England abstracted
through the various public and private channels during
the nineteenth century 1,300,000,000 pounds, without
any return whatever, is represented by English statesmen
and press as poor. If she be poor and England rich, there
can be no doubt as to the cause. There may possibly
be doubt whether the system of government should be
regarded as an imperial license to plunder, or as a new
species of fine art. We ask the Peace Congress to note
that the same English government which alleges that this
country is poor is at the present time extracting from
Ireland an annual tax revenue at the rate of 40,000,000
pounds, spending less than 13,000,000 pounds on the
government and defence of Ireland, and appropriating to
itself, without our consent, a net profit of 27,000,000
pounds; all out of the country which it alleges to be poor.
Although these facts show that Ireland has ample financial
strength to discharge the duties of an independent State,
they in no way weaken her claim to the common justice
of restitution of the excessive charges and reparation of
wanton damage inflicted upon Ireland, in accordance
with international law and the practice of great States.
Ireland is entitled to all that is due to her. The amount is
more than England can conveniently pay. On obtaining
independence and an international guarantee that it will
be respected in future, Ireland is willing, for the sake of
peace, to accept an immediate payment of 500,000,000
pounds to help her undo the wreckage England has
wrought and recover the due commercial and industrial
position of which England has deprived her.
VIII. Ireland is fit and prepared to resume the responsibilities,
internal and external, of an independent State. A nation
possessing the historical right, the special claim upon
Europe, the inherent right, the manpower, the aptitude
for industries and trade and the financial resources
adequate for a sovereign State, is in possession of a
large part of fitness for independence. What remains is
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chiefly organizing financial, administrative and judicial
abilities and powers, which usually accompany the other
possessions, but which are in our case being specially
cultivated; so that we stand to-day adequately equipped
in all those departments for independence. We, the
people concerned, who would suffer if our preparations
were inadequate, are confident of their efficiency for the
security of life, liberty and property in Ireland, and the
promotion of the country’s highest interests and welfare.
For obvious reasons the specific preparations and
personnel cannot be disclosed here. England’s present
method of counteracting us in advance is intensive
practice of her permanent policy of Divide and Rule, the
unity of the Irish people being the greatest permanent
danger to her power in Ireland. She knows that but for
her persistent and strenuous exertions the entire Irish
people would have been fused together long since; that
on their amalgamation English rule would no longer
be tolerated, and that their harmonious amalgamation
is certain as soon as her power to keep them apart is
eliminated. Hence she stakes all upon her present efforts
to keep the Irish divided. We look with confidence for
complete amalgamation, prosperity and happiness as a
result of independence, and security for its permanence.
We invite the Peace Congress to rule on the merits of this
simple issue.
IX.

26

Ireland is entitled to the right, common to nations and
persons, of self-preservation against England’s policy of
extermination. This elementary right is too self-evident
to need argument. A nation or individual that had not
the right of self-preservation had no right whatever. All
other rights are embodied in that. If it were conceivable
that this Peace Congress would acquiesce in a policy of
extermination and destruction, it might well be said that
there was no such thing as international law, because
the saving of a nation from destruction would be one
of the primary functions of such a law. The urgency of
the need for its exercise arises from the continuance of
England’s policy and the imminent extinction of the Irish
nation in Ireland if that continuance is tolerated. This
supreme danger the nation is now determined to resist.
It believes it still possesses sufficient power, but without
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international intervention the struggle might be long and
destructive. In any event, better even rapid extinction in
a worthy fight than the stealthy extinction planned by
England. That is the situation.
X.

Ireland has rightly re-asserted her right in armed
insurrection in 1916. In the Great War, which, according to
England, was to free the world from military government,
no belligerent State on either side can, and no neutral
State will desire to dispute the proposition which has
been made a text for the war, and a most powerful
incentive for recruiting, namely, that the benefits most
certain to result from the war were the elimination of
militarism as a permanent system of government, and
the independence and future security of small oppressed
nations. See, as a specimen, the English proclamation
at Bagdad. Nationality, not imperialism, is the principle
to which appeal has been made everywhere; and of all
forms of bad government a foreign military government is
unanimously condemned as the worst. Irish Nationalists,
with all the irresistible reasons shown in this Statement
to guide them, and with a foreign military despotism
in actual operation over them, could not do other than
regard with scorn professions they knew to be false, and
were bound to assert their right, if only to let the world
see how false the professions were. They would have
been unworthy of freedom if in the circumstances they
had failed to render this great service to Ireland and to
mankind. We proudly submit the fact of their having
done so as powerful additional support of Ireland’s
claim, and the execution of those patriots as criminals,
in flagrant breach of the international convention of The
Hague, 1907, Clause c, after they had fought for their
country’s independence, surrendered and laid down their
arms, as conclusive evidence of England’s unfitness to
rule Ireland. England’s appeal for recruits having been
successful in getting millions of men to fight and slay
each other, we now ask the Peace Congress to require
the States which made those professions and thereby got
what they wanted, to fulfil their promises to the small
nations. We ask especially that this be done in the case of
England. We really want, not central countries only, but
all countries, to be free from the danger of militarism; and
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it is clearer now than it was when the belligerents said so
that an essential condition for the abolition of militarism
and the durability of peace is the re-establishment of the
independence of oppressed nations.
XI.

Ireland’s purposes on resuming independence are those
of peace and progress. While on the one hand no right of
inquisition exists to require a nation on re-entering the
society of independent States to declare her intentions in
advance, and on the other, any such declaration before
power had been recovered would be merely academical
and therefore unsatisfactory; nevertheless, we are willing,
subject to those qualifications, to gratify a natural desire,
and it may be to help the Peace Congress to satisfy
itself on this subject. We are the more willing from the
fortunate circumstance of being able to refer to our past
for corroboration so strong that we actually make it one
of the foundations of our claim. To emulate that past
in harmony with the very different circumstances and
with the greater facilities and varied interests of modern
life, we hold to be a worthy ambition. We calculate that
the essential work of rebuilding our State and most of
its interests from the ruins, ridding ourselves of costly
evils forced upon us, curing gross neglect, reviving and
practicing our characteristic ideals, releasing faculties
blasted by foreign rule, and fostering our domestic
aptitudes, will occupy most of us for a considerable time.
A private individual’s outline of our probable activities
will be found in the part of this Statement to which this
summary refers. It has no authority save the writer’s, but
may be accepted as typical of current thought.

XII.

Ireland’s sovereign independence is essential to the
Freedom of the Seas. That her sovereign independence is
essential to her own freedom of commerce is self-evident,
and is demonstrated by the number and stringency of
English laws for the destruction and prevention of Irish
commerce; last illustrated by England’s prohibition of
the Hamburg-Amerika line of steamships from calling at
an Irish port in 1913, and by the fact that now, under
direct English rule, most of Ireland’s harbors are empty
and have no commerce. The necessary liberty to engage
in commerce is one of the most important of our objects
after independence itself; because, favorably situated as
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we are, we look with confidence to a great commercial
future for an independent Ireland, and to a considerable
revenue from that source. Ireland’s geographical position
makes its freedom, while vital for itself, important for
other countries also. A powerful State intolerant of free
commerce in a country subject to it would, in favorable
circumstances, be equally intolerant of any commerce
but its own, and is capable of using the geographical
position of Ireland, in conjunction with other strategic
points in her possession, to the detriment and danger
of all international commerce. The freedom of the seas
would then be an idle dream. The sovereign independence
of Ireland is essential to make it a reality.
XIII. England is disqualified and unfit to rule Ireland. This

is abundantly demonstrated by every section of this
Statement, as by every governmental act of England over
Ireland. Unconstitutional and criminal as that record is,
it is not of misgovernment we complain, but of foreign
rule, whatever its character. Its bad character is only
secondary evidence for us; but it is primary evidence
against England. England first established her colonial
parliament in Ireland; made it the most corrupt assembly
that ever bore the name; made it a fit instrument for
enforcing penal laws against religion and civilization and
for keeping the colonists and the nation at permanent
enmity; made it a classic exhibition of the futility of a
subordinate parliament for any legitimate purpose; and
when, under popular pressure, the parliament showed
a tendency to amalgamate, bribed it to commit suicide.
In the history of the subsequent relations between the
two countries, since ameliorative legislation began to
be talked of, it is the uniform experience admitted by
all, English as well as Irish, that the one thing that
can always be predicted with certainty of any English
measure for Ireland —other than a coercive measure—is
that it will be bad in itself, or spoiled by its limitations, or
by something hateful accompanying it, by rubbing poison
into an open wound, by delay, by the manner of giving, or
by some of the many ways in which it is humanly possible
to spoil a measure. In not one solitary instance has this
rule been departed from. In the case of any other country,
this phenomenon might be attributed to unfortunate
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coincidence. But the calculated result of English rule
evidenced in the present deplorable condition of Ireland
is an irrefutable reminder of deliberate injustice still
being perpetuated by the continuing effects of that rule
aided by fixed policy and administration; that England is
profiting by her injustice to Ireland; that England’s spirit
is unchanged; and that it is only the persistence of the
effects and the profits renders violently unjust measures
unnecessary now. In these circumstances, to attribute
England’s hostility to gaucherie or coincidence, might
be charitable, but would be highly fantastic. We charge
her before the nations with the supreme crime of wilful
destruction of a sister nation. We deny that she has any
right to rule Ireland, well or ill. Both on that ground and
on the character of the rule, we ask the Peace Congress
to declare England disqualified and unfit to rule Ireland.
XIV. Ireland claims recognition and intervention by the Peace
Congress, restitution and reparation by England, and an
international guarantee for her future security. Every
section of this Statement which shows Ireland being
treated as a victim country enforces this particular
claim on grounds of justice and morality as well as of
international law. Several of the facts revealed make
intervention incumbent under that law as a duty
on civilized States. Of this character is the policy of
extermination. That policy imposes on the Irish a duty
of resistance even when there is no prospect of success.
The indefinite continuance of such an unequal and
deadly struggle is, in many respects, a most undesirable
condition to allow. As it ought not to be borne by the victim
nation, neither ought it to be tolerated by nations which
hold that such victimisation is a breach of international
law and a danger to international peace. The outrage is
aggravated and the danger not lessened by the plea that
the victimisation of one nation by another is a domestic
concern of the latter with which other countries have no
right to interfere. The Congress will note that England,
which uses the plea, has herself frequently interfered,
and indeed boasts of her interference, in precisely similar
cases under other powers, insisting that the abuses were
matters of international concern. Her plea therefore
assumes that international law is subject to England’s
30
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interests, and that the States represented in the Congress
are, like England, immoral entities. International
recognition of her plea would be conclusive proof that
civilisation was really in danger, and would make peace
necessarily unstable by divorcing it from justice. On all
these grounds Ireland now claims
SOVEREIGN INDEPENDENCE
comprising the rights and powers
Of designing, framing and establishing an Irish
national constitution;
Of territorial inviolability, including islands and
territorial waters as internationally recognised;
Of self-preservation by prevention of, defence
against, and resistance to, economic or military
hostility, war or peace, as self-preservation may
demand;
Of free development of national resources by internal
action, and by commerce, treaties, and relations
with other States;
Of absolute control and jurisdiction over all persons,
things, and rights within Ireland and its islands
and territorial waters;
Of protection of her lawful citizens. wherever
situated; and
Of recognition of her government and her flag and
the external marks of honour and respect:
and she claims partial restitution and reparation
to the amount, namely, of 500,000,000 pounds, as
an international guarantee for the security of her
independence.
The final statement in the booklet is:
Written and now finished in this cell in Mountjoy Prison,
Dublin, 15th July, 1918.

L AURENCE G INNELL ,
Barrister of the Middle Temple and Irish Bar,
M.P. for North Westmeath,
Joint Treasurer for Sinn Fein,
Member of the Committee for the
Drafting of Ireland’s Case.
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LAURENCE GINNELL
Laurence Ginnell (1852 –1923) was an
Irish nationalist politician, lawyer and
Member of Parliament (MP) of the House
of Commons of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland as member
of the Irish Parliamentary Party for
Westmeath North at the 1906 UK
general election. From 1910 he sat as
an Independent Nationalist and at the
1918 general election he was elected for
Sinn Féin.
He was self-educated and was called to
the Irish bar as well as the England bar.
In his youth he was involved with the
Land War and acted as private secretary
to John Dillon.
He was a native of Delvin, Co. Westmeath and he lead the 1906-9 “Ranch
War” and was a pioneer of political cattle-driving. He was gaoled in 1907 for
encouraging cattle driving. He was well aware of British political imprisonment
practices and in the summer of 1916 he used his position as an MP to gain
access to and inspect gaols holding republican prisoners.
His efforts against Irish involvement in World War I catapulted him to
international attention. In Parliament he campaigned vigorously against
British army recruiting in Ireland and against the Defence of the Realm Act
(DORA).
In 1911 he shared a platform with Patrick Pearse, James Connolly, Constance
Markievicz and other leaders in opposing King George V’s visit to Ireland.
Ginnell denounced the British Cabinet when Asquith announced the
executions of Patrick Pearse, Thomas Clarke and Thomas MacDonagh in
Parliament. He accused Asquith of murder and regularly asked questions
about prison conditions and the nature of the secret courts-martial.
By July 1917 Ginnell had left the House of Commons to join the new
movement in Ireland. He was elected to the First Dáil and served as its
Director of Propaganda.
His time in prison for “unlawful assembly” and inciting cattle-drives took its
toll and in 1920 he was forced to leave the country for the good of his health.
Ginnell went to Chicago to carry out propaganda work on behalf of the Dáil
before continuing to Argentina as the Republic’s first accredited envoy in
South America in 1921.
Ginnell, aged 71, died in the Washington, DC, on April 17, 1923, still
campaigning against the Anglo-Irish Treaty.
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WHO

WAS

FR NED DOWLING?

The First World War diary of Fr Edward Dowling, an Irish Catholic
priest, was found during a house clearance in Co Laois, by Canon
Seán O’Doherty, now the PP in Durrow, Co Laois. Canon O’Doherty
authorised the publication of the diary, which covers the period from
late 1914 until the summer of 1915.
Fr Dowling served as a British
Army Catholic chaplain and was
sent to Flanders in November
1914, where he served with the
Royal Dublin Fusiliers regiment.
The full 90-page transcript of
the diary was published in 2015
in, Kilkenny Voices from the
Western Front 1914-1918, by Niall
Brannigan and John Kirwan.

VERY REV. EDWARD DOWLING
ON 8TH JUNE, 1960 VERY REV.
EDWARD DOWLING, P.P. of Camross
died, and the diocese of Ossory
lost one of its most outstanding
priests. He was born in Slieverue,
Co. Kilkenny and educated in St.
Kieran’s College and Maynooth
where he was ordained in 1908.
He spent some years teaching
in St. Kieran’s where he was
remembered principally for his unconventional and entertaining
lectures. When the Great War broke out in 1914 he volunteered for
service as a chaplain. He joined the Royal Dublin Fusiliers and served
with them to the end of the war, retiring with the rank of Colonel.
Ever afterwards he was affectionately known as “The Colonel”.
Born Edward Dowling in 1886 in Slieverue, Co Kilkenny. He was
the son of schoolteachers William and Catherine Dowling and was
always known as Ned.
He studied for the priesthood and was ordained for the Diocese of
Ossory in Maynooth in 1908. He was then sent to do missionary work
in the north of England in the diocese of Hexham and Newcastle,
where he spent three years before he returned to Ireland and took up
a teaching post in St Kieran’s College, Kilkenny, in 1911.
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FIRST WORLD WAR
In autumn 1914, following the outbreak of the first World War, he
volunteered as a military chaplain with the British army and was
dispatched to the western front. He was assigned to the 2nd Battalion,
Royal Dublin Fusiliers.
He was stationed near the Belgian village Ploegsteert, south of Ypres,
on the French border. This area was generally referred to by the
British army as “Plug Street”. He served with distinction as a military
chaplain in the army until 1920.
During the course of the first World War he maintained a diary of his
experiences including his detailed account of Christmas Day 1914 on
the battlefields.
Just a few months after leaving St Kieran’s College, Kilkenny, on
Christmas Eve, 1914, he slept in an abandoned farmhouse a short
distance from German enemy lines on a bed of straw.

CHRISTMAS MORNING
In his diary he described Christmas morning thus: “The morning was
clear and dark, with many stars, and very cold”. He said Mass for his
flock, soldiers of the Royal Dublin Fusiliers, some of whom had spent
Christmas Eve in the trenches.
The altar was set up in a makeshift chapel in the farm buildings. He
then had to travel to another group of Irish soldiers stationed on a
nearby farm where he celebrated Mass in a large piggery accompanied
by the grunts of the pigs.
He gave a rare description of Irish soldiers attending the Mass on
the battlefield on Christmas morning, opening gift parcels sent from
home, enjoying festive treats including plum pudding and, most
remarkably, participating in the unofficial “Christmas Truce”, when
the British and German armies briefly ceased hostilities and mingled
in “No Man’s Land” to exchange gifts and play football.
From early morning the Irish soldiers “were forming up in the
courtyard, white with frost”. They had “been relieved from the
trenches only yesterday” and so, with no time for Confession, he
“gave a general absolution before the Mass, (and) no sermon except a
few words of greeting, for it was cold standing there bare-headed and
the Communions took a long time”.
His description of the start of the truce on Christmas Eve reads: “The
enemy came out from his lair and sung out to us, while our fellows
were not behindhand in showing the same friendly spirit.”
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Later that day he was delighted with gifts from Ireland which included
two new pipes, and, “things I had sighed for — pipe-cleaners.”
The diary provides a graphic account of the duties of an army chaplain
ministering to soldiers on the Western Front, amidst the carnage of
the first year of the war. Fr Dowling described some of the battles and
their aftermath, his efforts to comfort the wounded and dying, and
conducting funerals amidst the shelling.
He also provided great detail about life in the trenches and encounters
with other soldiers including German prisoners.
Although Fr Dowling served throughout the war, and stayed in the
army until 1920, the diary only covers events during the first year.
Throughout the war he used an engraved silver chalice and paten
that he kept in his knapsack. They had been given been to him as a
farewell gift by his colleagues at St Kieran’s when he volunteered. The
chalice and paten were brought back by him to Ireland after the war.
On his return to Ossory he worked as a curate in Castlecomer,
Clontubrid, Kilmoganny and Gathabawn. In 1942 he was appointed
parish priest of Camross. He served there for 18 years until his death,
aged 74, in 1960. He was known, informally, as “The Colonel”.
In Camross he won the deep affection of the people of the parish. His
pleasant and kindly manner, his charitableness and his interest in
the spiritual welfare of the parishioners made him a beloved figure
in the parish.

DISENCHANTMENT
It would appear that he found it difficult to settle back into an
ordinary existence after his return to Ireland. He penned the following,
displaying the hurt he obviously felt.
Nov. 11th, 1934
Twenty years ago I was “called to the colours”. A telegram, a hasty
visit to Dublin to get my kit, a day at home in my weirdly new uniform,
a mighty send-off from the wildly enthusiastic neighbours and within
the week on my way to the firing line.
And after the send-off, a rather lonely time trying to get somewhere.
The drums and the cheers left far behind, one’s sole effort was to get
away from the cheerless, listless base areas to some home or other
and to some kind of work. It only lasted a few days, but it was enough.
Others have stressed the comic or the tragic side of this ante-room to
the slaughter-yard. I hadn’t the mind or the time for it. The French
soldiers that one saw were weird creatures, the people dull and
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listless. The retreat and the advance had come to an end, and either
defeat or victory seemed remote as the stars — emotion seems to have
been exhausted and people had not yet got their second breath. Still
it was better than the stale neutrality of home-life, when the fate of
civilization hung in the balance.
Twenty years ago I was a civilian and a soldier within the week. I am
a civilian now, and I have forgotten whatever blessings peace was
supposed to have brought me. I am away from the only comrade I ever
had, the only people who shared those great days with me. My life is
passed with strangers, men with whom I have never shared danger,
and with whom I share no memories. But over the air I am in touch
with them again, their memory of the dead, the old stories and the
old songs. It makes me lonely. They were great wide days. Perhaps I
didn’t deserve them and now I am come down to this sordid existence
in an uneasy upstart country.
They had their great gathering in the Albert Hall, had by comrades. I
would have had friends among them. From the Prince down I would
have seen again the old faces. If they were only in khaki one would
have looked among them for the ghosts of those that gave their lives in
Flanders and on the Somme. It was very lonely — sitting here thinking
of the dead, and of the living, spending my Armistice Day as I always
spend it, thinking of them and praying for them — alone with my
ghosts.
And in Dublin’s fair city, the medals, won at such cost were being
snatched at, and poppies torn away! Luckily the ex-service men are
not all disabled, and can take care of their hooligan fellow-Irishmen.
Perhaps I am bitter — but it is a land and a people in which I see little to
boast of. We have changed masters, and gaining the name of Freedom
we have lost all else, generosity, human and fraternal charity. I have
little use for alien occupation, but I envied that gathering in London,
and the moving and mighty Remembrance of their dead. And I envied
them their anthem when they prayed for the King of Kings to preserve
their King — while our gangsters and hooligans commemorate the
glories and the virtues of old Erin as epitomised in their own valorous
qualities “Soldiers are we.” God save Ireland.
It is a poor spirit that hasn’t much to be grateful for. It is a good thing
for a man to know what he has to be grateful for and to feel it. It is
also probably a good thing to bring out into the light of day the things
that rankle and fester that we may feel them less. These things no less
than the others are the element with which we build.
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HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
BY

OF

WICKLOW TOWN

BRENDAN CULLEN

That some form of settlement has existed on, or near, the present
site of Wicklow Town from early historic times is certain. Legend
attributes the foundation of settlement here to St. Patrick and one
of his companions, St. Mantan, who built a church here and from
whom the town gets its name.
In the 8th century the Norse landed and later settled at the mouth
of the river. During this period the town formed part of the Norse
Kingdom of Dublin which stretched south along the east coast as
far as Arklow. That this Norse settlement was an important one is
evidenced by the fact that during this period the place name was
changed to Wykinglo, which still survives today in the anglicised
form of Wicklow. However, it is with the arrival of the Normans and
the establishment here of a Norman settlement that the origin of the
town is to be sought.
Evidence of the importance of the place in medieval times is found
in the remains of a castle and a friary, each located at opposite ends
of the modern town. The
castle, called the Black
Castle, is built on a rocky
promontory overlooking
the sea and is separated
from the mainland by a
large artificial fosse. The
date of its construction
is unknown but it is
believed to have been
commenced by Maurice
Fitzgerald,
Baron
of
Naas, ancestor to the
Earls of Kildare, who
accompanied
Robert
Fitzstephen to Ireland.
The earliest reference to the castle is in 1174 “contained in a grant
from Henry II to Earl Richard.” The presence of the castle, occupying
a prominent position overlooking the town from the east, was
paramount in the subsequent development and formation of Wicklow.
After the Normans had settled the area and up to the 17th century
the town’s historical evolution is largely the story of the castle and
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its struggle for survival
against the indigenous
clans who inhabited the
nearby mountains and who
made many incursions into
the lowlands with drastic
consequences both for town
and castle. Located in close
proximity to the Wicklow
uplands
which
were
inhabited by the O’Byrnes
and O’Tooles, the Norman
fortification was the object
of many bitter attacks by
the Irish who resented the intrusion of an alien culture into lands
they considered to be rightfully theirs. Wicklow town was part of the
territory granted to Maurice Fitzgerald by Strongbow, along with the
middle cantred of Offalan and Naas.
Gradually, the Norman conquest consolidated itself and by the time of
Henry III’s accession to the throne in 1216 all east Wicklow had been
taken over by them. It was during this period of Norman dominance
that the Franciscan Abbey of Wicklow was built. It was probably
built by one of the Fitzgeralds who had possession of the town at the
time. It later came under the Patronage of the Irish clans in the 14th
or 15th centuries, who renovated it, thereby meriting the name of
“founders” by contemporary writers. Unlike the castle, the monastery
failed to attract settlement to its immediate neighbourhood.
By the 15th century the O’Byrnes had extended their territory from
Delgany to Arklow and west to Glenmalure while the O’Tooles had
spread from Imaal to Glencree. It was during this period that the
inhabitants of the town were subject to “Black Rents” by the Irish
chiefs. Nevertheless, throughout these troubled times the town
survived and trade flourished. Its harbour came into prominence
principally on account of its trade in “Vycklow Boards” which were
used for building purposes. It seems that the town at this time was
divided into an Irish town and an English town. The name “Irishtown”
survives locally today and is identified with Castle Street and the
“Ballalley” areas both of which are located near the castle but outside
its precincts.
Wicklow town seems never to have been walled although after the
fall of the Geraldines in 1535 many proposals were made to fortify it
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adequately. How the town was defended remains obscure and no ruins
of ancient walls or gates survive to tell us. This is rather astonishing
as Wicklow was located in hostile country and was the object of
frequent raids by the clans. In the early part of the 16th century the
town was in the possession of the O’Byrnes. It was during the reign
of Henry VIII in 1543 with the recovery of the colonists once again to
superiority in arms that the town and castle were surrendered to the
king. The clans agreed “that the king shall have the town and castle
free and totally exonerated from their impositions”.
Throughout the reign of Elizabeth staunch efforts were made to
subdue the clans but with little success. In 1580 the town was again
the object of attack. The castle was destroyed and the town burned to
the ground. The castle was rebuilt and again garrisoned. It was once
more burned in 1597 along with the town which suffered further
destruction at the hands of the Irish. By the end of the 16th century
the only place held by the English in O’Byrne’s Country was the
castle of Wicklow.
The 17th century was a significant one in the historical development
of Wicklow town. It witnessed the granting of a Charter to the town,
conferring upon it urban status and it saw the final suppression of the
native clans in their mountainous stronghold; thus giving the town
a period of peace in which it could develop as an urban settlement
and carry on the functions characteristic of such an establishment.
However, early 17th century Wicklow, just emerging from the troubled
period of 300 years, was in decay as a result of the repeated burnings
suffered by it at the hands of the clans. The opening lines of the
Charter, granted in 1614 by James I are enlightening and give us a
good picture of the town after the preceding eventful years.
At the humble request of the inhabitants of the town of Wicklow as
being willing to plant and inhabit the town of Wicklow being waste
and unpeopled and to establish the same according to the republic of
England.”
The town was constituted a borough by the Charter and was placed
under a portreeve and burgesses. It was granted the power of
returning two members to Parliament; a privilege which it exercised
until the Act of Union when it was disfranchised. The privileges
conferred on the citizens by the Charter were confined solely to
the English colonists and could not be attained by the native Irish
inhabitants. Likewise the Irish were excluded from participation in
trade and commerce which were controlled by the English residents.
The limits of the borough as defined by the Charter included the
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town and surrounding countryside for a mile in north, south and
west directions but excluded the castle with all its privileges. The
townspeople were obliged to pay taxes to the castle annually.
That early 17th century Wicklow combined the functions of a market
town and a port is evidenced from an inquisition of the period which
states that: the sixth part of all wood, timber or barque which should
be brought to the key (i.e. quay) or market of said town of Wicklow
every Saturday or any other day of the week at the election of the
constable of the said castle hath been always paid to the constables
of the said castle.
Eight years prior to the Rising of 1641 Wicklow Town became
associated with the name of Wentworth. Thomas Wentworth, Earl
of Strafford, who first acquired Wicklow, was the second son of Sir
William Wentworth, of Wentworth
Woodhouse, Yorkshire. At the age
of twenty-one Thomas sat in the
English Parliament as a member
for Yorkshire and in 1631 was
appointed Lord Deputy of Ireland. In
1636 he was granted the Manor of
Newcastle and the Manor of Wicklow
which were created out of the part
of the O’Byrne Country belonging
to the senior branch of the clan
and called Crioch Brannach. Thus
did Wicklow Town come under the
ownership of the Wentworths and
subsequently, through marriage,
the Fitzwilliams. The WentworthFitzwilliam connection with the
town is remembered today in the local street names.
The Confederate wars broke out in 1641 and once again the castle
and the town became prominent in the ensuing struggle. The castle
was attacked and besieged by the clans under the command of Luke
O’Toole but was relieved by the advance of Sir Charles Coote and
his army who retaliated by the brutal massacre of a large number of
townspeople in the part of the town now known as Melancholy Lane.
From the latter part of the 17th century the castle never assumed its
former importance and seems to have gone into disrepair and finally
into decay.
With the advent of the 18th century Wicklow Town fades almost
into oblivion from a historical point of view. Never does it regain the
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prominence it enjoyed in former times due mainly to the extinction
of the clans and the decay of the castle, thus losing its function as a
strategic centre. Brigid Redmond after describing in some detail the
warlike past of the town dismisses its 18th century and subsequent
history in one sentence; “Wicklow settled down at last and became
a quiet provincial town noted in the18th century for its good ale.”
Its chief claim to fame lay in the presence there of a jail built in the
1700s and used for the detention and execution of the rebels of 1798.
Despite rebel activity in the county, the town was relatively peaceful
and suffered little damage in comparison with former burnings.
In the early part of the century settlement was still largely confined to
the area formerly dominated by the castle. However, towards the end
of the century it is probable that some settlement had grown up on
the north bank of the river. Certainly the old part of the present town
on the south side was taking shape and was gradually elongating
along the shore. Taylor and Skinner’s map of the town in 1777 shows
the Main Street almost as it is today. The houses of all classes in the
town except the ‘gentry’ were low, clay-walled, thatched dwellings
aligned along several narrow, crooked and untidy streets.
It was during this period that the first conscious efforts were made
to transform the harbour into an artificial port capable of receiving
large trading vessels of the time. For this purpose the Baronies of
Arklow, Newcastle, North Ballinacor, South Ballinacor and Shillelagh
joined in financial aid in an effort to provide the town with a harbour
suitable to its needs. The attempt however, seems to have been a
failure and the harbour appears to have benefited the town little.
As the 19th century progressed Wicklow gradually began to assume
the shape so characteristic of it today and to acquire the function
of a market centre for the surrounding countryside. As early as
1838 most of the present streets were in existence. Chief among
these were Main Street and Market Square, Irish Street, Gaol Street
and Malthouse Lane. However, territorially the town was small and
unimpressive. The dwellings were mostly confined to the base of the
hill on the south side with a scattering of settlements occupying the
southern extremity of the Murrough on the north bank of the river.
It consisted primarily of a Main Street and Market Square aligned
parallel to the shore and several smaller streets at right angles to
Main Street. Powell in his guide gives us a concise picture of it; “It is
an old town with a good bridge, a long street, and some respectable
shops, a prominent old church and a new chapel, also a courthouse,
a gaol and two good hotels.”
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That Wicklow, although the county town, was of little importance or
significance to the 19th century traveller is illustrated by Wright in
his guide; “Nor would it be mentioned but that it is the county town.”
The town of this period was not an architectural gem. The streets
were “narrow, irregular, badly aligned and ill adapted to business or
comfort and they may be regarded as but a degree superior to a group
of lanes.” The houses were of inferior appearance and “the town in an
architectural view is the poorest of the Assize towns of Ireland and
even in general insignificance is exceeded only by Lifford”. The streets
were neither paved nor lighted and remained so until 1898 when the
town was constituted an Urban Council with control of such matters.
The principal function of 19th century Wicklow was that of a
market centre for the surrounding districts but it also combined the
functions of an assize, garrison and port town. The market supplied
the townspeople with farm produce grown in the vicinity and was
held in the Market Square and Shambles where meat, poultry and
vegetables were displayed.
The Square then consisted of dwellings and the Market House and
was the main commercial zone of the town. Here also were sold the
fish caught by the local fishermen — mainly haddock, hake, plaice,
sole, mackerel, lobster and to a lesser degree cod, gurnet, whiting
and herring.
There was no regular market for corn which was brought to the
stores on any day of the week. Fairs were held four times a year;
March 28th, May 24th, August 12th and November 25th. The Market
continued up to the 1930s and the fair was in existence until 1950.
Wicklow was also a garrison town. The first Wicklow Regiment was
the 37th Wicklow Infantry militia which was raised in 1793 but was
disbanded in 1816. 1855 saw its reorganisation as the 92nd Wicklow
Rifles and three years later the staff was moved to the town where
premises were hired in the Main Street. In 1879 the regiment was
encamped under canvas on the Murrough and the headquarters were
moved from Main Street to the Marine Hotel which had been hired by
the War Department and converted into a barrack. In 1909 with the
introduction of new army regulations the regiment was dispersed.
From 1918 to 1922 the old jail, now a tourist attraction, acted as
the headquarters of the Chesire Regiment of the British Army and a
prison for Sinn Fein and I.R.A. members.
The presence of a relatively good harbour contributed much to the
prosperity of the town in the 19th century. Traffic was confined to
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small vessels drawing between 7 and 8 feet of water in consequence
of the sand bar at its entrance. Despite this handicap a considerable
amount of trade was carried on. This was largely confined to the
export of grain and copper ore and to the importation of coal,
limestone, timber and iron. In 1835 the exports amounted to
£86,000, consisting of 12,000 tons of copper ore and 3,700 tons of
grain and its imports for the same year were valued at £15,671. The
port continued to prosper and was in a healthy state towards the
end of the century, due principally to the repeated improvement of
facilities. These included the building of the East Pier in 1884 and
the Packet Pier in 1886, the dredging of the sand bar and a general
overhaul of the quays.
The population of the period remained almost static. Large increases
or decreases were uncommon and the total population never
exceeded 4,000. The highest figure recorded i.e. 3,666, was in 1851
immediately after the famine when country people flocked to the town
seeking work and food. The population rise was only a temporary
affair however, and did not cause the town any serious problems of
adaptation. From 1861 a steady decline was initiated and continued
until 1936 when a small increase was noticeable.
Early 20th century Wicklow, although a small town was relatively
prosperous. It still fulfilled the function of a market centre but its
economy was also intimately linked with the commercial activities
of the harbour. The prosperity of the town fluctuated with the rise
and fall of trade there. However, after 1922 and the achievement of
independence, the fortunes of the town declined and it suffered a long
period of stagnation from which it was to recover only in the 1960s.
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CONSTABLE PATRICK WHELAN
A MAN CAUGHT
“THE

ON THE

WRONG SIDE

OF

REVOLUTION

MOST HARMLESS MAN IN THE WHOLE BARRACKS1”

Patrick Whelan is widely regarded the only fatality during the 1916
Rising in County Galway. He was killed at a rural set of crossroads
a few kilometres outside Galway City in the late hours of night
approaching dawn. He was a RIC constable who through a series of
unfortunate events lay dying on the side of the road, shot by a man
he probably knew and may have once socialised with.
Patrick was not the only fatality to result out of The Rising in Galway
as is commonly thought. An Irish Volunteer with the Clarinbridge
Company named Martin Reaney also died a week after it ended.
He was injured in a shootout at either Clarinbridge or Oranmore
and was cared for by Bridie
Lane of Cuman na mBan at
Moyode and then brought
to a sympathisers house
close by. He died a week
later from his gunshot
wounds and was buried
at Stradbally cemetery in
Kilcolgan.2 Martin or ‘Matty’
as he was also known came
from a family of famous
Galway
Hooker
boat
builders and served his time
with his father Michael at
the Weir in Clarinbridge. His
1.1: Constable Patrick Whelan in Irish Guards
uniform
older brother John Francis
eventually had a boat
building yard at the Long Walk in Galway City on the site where the
Galway City Museum now stands.3
Another RIC constable named Hugh Hamilton was also injured in the
Carnmore Cross shootout. He was 31 years of age and had served
with the force for almost ten years.4 He survived his injuries.
Patrick Whelan was born on the 17th of February 18785 into a
traditional farming family and lived in Whiteswall, County Kilkenny.
He lived with his siblings Daniel, Michael, Julia, Kate and Ellen6 and
parents Patrick Senior and Margaret (nee Fletcher) who had married
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in Galmoy Catholic Church in 1871. As third eldest to his brothers
Daniel and Michael he did not have many prospects for later life in
such a rural community as one of his brothers stood to inherit the
family farm. Daniel had left for the US in 1896 but had returned
to live in the family home with his wife Mary and younger brother
Michael by 1908.7
The house (no.22) where Patrick grew up in was slated or tiled, had
5 or 6 rooms with 5 windows at the front of the house. It also had 6
outhouses which gives the impression that it was a substantial farm
and the family lived in comfortable accommodation for the time8.
They also kept livestock such as pigs and chickens. By the census of
1911 the house is recorded as number 27 and Patrick’s older brother
Michael (35) is still living there but now with the eldest Phelan brother
Daniel (38) and his wife Mary (31). The farm of 50 acres had been
put up for sale in 1909 after his parent’s bitter divorce in 19089 and
Daniel bought the house and a parcel of land. Patrick’s three sisters
no longer live there10 as one has married and the remaining two have
gone into service as house servants.11
Patrick’s mother Margaret was originally from the Galmoy area and
stayed in the area with her daughter Julia after leaving her husband
in August 1907 while Patrick Sr who was from Kyle on the Kilkenny/
Laois border stayed in the family home until moving to Kilkenny City
after the fallout with all his family in 191012. Their divorce made
the local and national papers including The Kilkenny People as it
was unusual and almost unheard of at the time. Patrick’s mother
applied for divorce in Dublin Probate Court on the grounds of cruelty.
Margaret stated at the court proceedings that she was subjected to
violence at the hands of her husband for many years and suffered
three miscarriages as a result. Margaret also stated that Patrick Sr
had treated her very badly for the past nine years during when Patrick
Jr had gone to join The Irish Guards which were formed in 1900. It
seems there was an escalation of violence after Patrick turned his son
‘Captain’ Pat out of the house in 1906 and said that he would ‘manage
her now that the ‘Captain’ was gone’. This was rejected by Patrick Snr
and stated that he had never turned any of his children away.13. This
suggests that Patrick Junior protected his mother against his father
often and helped minimise the violence against her.
After the divorce was granted the violence and abuse directed at
Margaret continued. Alimony payments granted by the court were
not met and a court decree ordered the lands to be sold. Their oldest
son Daniel returns from America in May 1908 to buy the family land
for a nominal amount and settles the debts owed to his mother by his
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father.14 After the divorce Margaret moved permanently in with her
son in law Thomas Glendon and daughter Julia in the local area.15
Their shed was burned down the night after the land was sold and
Patrick Snr was called in for questioning regarding the incident.16
In December 1909 Daniel’s wife Mary brought Patrick Snr, who had
been living with them, to court for assault. She had only returned
a week before from the US to live in the family home in Whiteswall.
Patrick was given 8 weeks in gaol as he refused to pay bail.17 A final
court date by Patrick against his son Daniel in April 1910 brings
this painful family quarrel to an end18 and gives an insight into the
chaotic and volatile situation Patrick Jr had left.

1.2: Galmoy, County Kilkenny – Birthplace of Constable Patrick Whelan

The land where Patrick grew up in County Kilkenny which straddles
the border with Laois is farming land that is acidic and rich in clay.
It is not the best land to grow crops but is used more for grazing
animals19. Although inheriting the farm was not an option Patrick
could read and write which was an advantage when looking for
alternative employment and there was the tense and sometimes
violent situation in the family home. This situation may have been
the catalyst that convinced this young Catholic man to join the Royal
Irish Constabulary at their headquarters in Phoenix Park, Dublin on
25th October 1907 at the age of 2920.
The rules of the RIC clearly state however, that no person shall be
admitted to join unless they are between 19 and 27 years21 of age.
Patrick who now used the surname Whelan was allowed to sign up
to the constabulary even though he was above the permitted age and
there is much confusion regarding this. The official RIC death register
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states that Patrick was born on the 18th of February 1882 which
makes his age at enlistment 2522. The Sinn Féin Rebellion Handbook
published in 1917 states that he was 34 at his time of death also
making him 25 when joining the RIC.23 However, his official death
certificate (no.5529522) issued in Galway City on 15 July 1916 states
his age at death as 3224. The definitive proof of his age however must
be his baptismal cert as his baptism was performed within a day of
his birth. The official Certificate of Baptism acquired from Fr. Thomas
Coyle, the current Galmoy parish priest, states that his date of birth
is Sunday February 18, 1878 making his age 29 in 1907.25 Patrick
was a corporal in The Irish Guards regiment before he signed up to
the RIC so his previous military experience or his original enlisting
date to the army may have been factors in this decision to allow
him to join. At home Patrick was called ‘Captain’ by his father, a
derogatory reference to him being a member of the army.26

1.3: Carnmore Cross Memorial Plaque, Galway (Eoin O Neill 24/05/2016)

Men joining the RIC at this time were often enlisted for their physique
and also had to swear allegiance to the monarchy of England. This
seemed to be no barrier for young Irish Catholic men who made up
80% of the rank and file force and were more interested in making a
wage in post famine Ireland than worrying about politics.27 However
the RIC were often viewed by the public as being an arm of the British
colonial involvement in Ireland and this made them deeply unpopular
in certain parts of the country. Unfortunately this is still seems to
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hold true one hundred years on in sections of Irish political society. A
recent example of this concerns a centenary commemoration plaque
(see image 1.3) unveiled at the site where Constable Whelan was shot
which marks the location of the skirmish that resulted in his death
but makes no mention of him. This was partly due to pressure from
Galway Sinn Féin senator, Trevor Ó Clochartaigh, on behalf of himself
and the party’s five Galway Councillors who wrote to a co-ordinator
of the Galway City Centenary Committee in January ‘objecting
to Constable Whelan’s inclusion in the Rising celebrations. He
acknowledged that the only fatality in Galway should be recognised.
“However, as an RIC officer he was part of the crown Forces violently
opposed to the volunteers, and we find it inappropriate to hold such a
commemoration as part of the city and county’s centenary celebration
of 1916,” wrote Senator Ó Clochartaigh. Celebrating Constable
Whelan as part of 1916 commemorations was a “contradiction”.28
The option of employment for a rural farmer’s son in Ireland at the
turn of the century was very limited and acceptance to the RIC would
have been a huge financial boost to Patrick as he now had a secure
pensionable job. Little could Patrick have known that this prospect of
a decent job would ultimately lead to his death at the side of a road
many miles from home.
The confusion surrounding Patrick’s surname may be that the names
Phelan and Whelan were often interchangeable in an Ireland still in
transition from a Gaelic speaking society to an English one. The Gaelic
for both Whelan/Phelan is Ó Faoláin and these are two Anglicisation’s
of this Irish surname. Patrick’s father Patrick Snr is listed as Whelan
in his certificate of marriage to Margaret in 187129. In 1911 Margaret
(69) is listed as Phelan while living with her daughter Julia and her
husband at house no. 8 Whiteswall, Galmoy30. However, in a letter of
sympathy written to her weeks after her son’s death by the Secretary
of the Galway branch of The National Volunteers31 she is addressed
as Margaret Whelan. She is also addressed as Whelan in a letter of
sympathy from P.J Killacky Head Constable RIC32.
On the 14th April 1908 when his six months of training was
completed Constable Patrick Whelan (no. 63409) was sent to his first
posting in County Galway as RIC members were not allowed to serve
where they or their wives grew up33. Patrick was posted to Polkeen
Barracks in Ballintemple, Castlegar an area a few kilometres from
Galway City. The 1911 Census shows that he served in the barracks
with eight other constables ranging in age from 21 to 39, who were all
farmers sons bar one who was a teacher’s son. They were all Roman
Catholic and were drawn from a wide range of counties including
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Sligo, Leitrim and Kerry. They were all single men bar the eldest who
was married34.
A short walk from the barracks was McHugh’s public house in which
Patrick may have frequented on occasion if he drank and it is possible
he sat having a pint in the company of the men who would soon be
involved in his death. It is likely that Patrick met local girl Mary Kyne
there as her sister Margaret (b.1888) ran the pub with her husband
Stephen McHugh.
Mary was born in 1892 and by 1901 she was living in Ballintemple,
County Galway with her mother Bridget (40) who was widowed,
brother John (19) and sisters Ellen (16) and Margaret (13)35. By 1911
John was running the family farm, Ellen and Margaret had moved
out and a nephew Michael Finn (14) now lived with John along with
a farm servant named Bartley McDonagh (28)36.
Patrick gave Mary a Claddagh ring and they intended to marry.
Mary’s family were unhappy with this for many reasons other than
the fact he was a member of the RIC. On the contrary Mary’s family
were very fond of Patrick and “the policeman was well liked and the
disapproval had nothing to do with his personality”37. They were not
happy with the engagement because they did not know the family of
the man Mary was going to marry as matchmaking was common at
the time in rural Ireland. They would have preferred a local man. The
fact he had no land was also an issue as it was thought he would
not be as financially secure as a farmer would although he had a
pensionable job. This must have been
a very important issue, as the family
would have struggled growing up with
no father in the house38.

1.4: The gold Claddagh ring given
to Mary Kyne by Constable Patrick
Whelan on their engagement
(Photograph courtesy of Galway
City Museum 2016)
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Mary’s family also feared that she
would have to move away as they
would not be allowed to live in the
locality when she married Patrick as
required by RIC rules. Nevertheless
they planned to marry and Patrick
gave Mary a gold Claddagh ring. It is
treasured and still worn today by her
great niece, a lasting testament to
their love and legacy. Mary was greatly
saddened by Patrick’s untimely death,
she never married and died aged fiftytwo in 1944 in her family home.39
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There have been many conflicting accounts of the events of the
morning of April 26th 1916. Constable Whelan and his colleagues
and members of the British Army were called out to a sighting of
rebels around Carnmore Cross at 3.30am. Patrick was now stationed
at Eglinton Street Barracks, Galway City and oblivious to the fate
about to befall him had met a friend, Brother E O’Connell, earlier
that night who recalled that ‘he was quite cheerful and cool as an
iceberg’.40 There are also witness statements taken from members
of the Irish Volunteers from the Castlegar Unit who were involved
in the shootout in which Constable Whelan died. These statements
are unique primary accounts of the incident but these invaluable
statements were recorded between 1947 and 1957 and over the
passage of time memories may have become hazy or biased. There
is also the coroner’s report on his death in which his commanding
officers give a first hand account of what happened. Although these
are a much fresher account of the incident as the inquest was held
in the two months after his death but these statements may also
have been biased in view of recent events. Central to the confusion of
how Constable Whelan was killed are the statements of rebels stating
that his Inspector had pushed him into the firing line and got him
shot and the conflicting statement of his superior Inspector George
B Heard that in fact he was ‘a very tall man of about six foot three’41
and could not get sufficient cover from the firing.
Captain Brian Molloy led the Castlegar unit of the Irish Volunteers
who were engaged in the shootout with The RIC and The British Army.
In his Bureau of Military History witness statement of the incident
he claims ‘I rushed the Company with all speed to the crossroads. I
quickly placed some of the men at Greaslishs’ house and others at
Cooney’s’ house to hold the Oranmore road, and the remainder of the
Company with myself took up position at the eastern corner. This
position was an open wall about four feet high. We opened fire on
the Crown Forces, which had arrived in thirteen cars. They replied
with intense revolver and rifle fire and then tried to rush our position
but we beat them off with one of their number killed and several
wounded.’42
Michael Newell also of that unit gives the most often quoted and well
known account of the incident which is at odds with the one given by
Whelan’s superior Inspector Heard at the coroner’s inquest. In it he
states that ‘the enemy advanced up to the crossroads. And District
Inspector Heard pushed the District Inspector standing behind
Whelan and holding him by the collar of his tunic Constable Whelan
up to the wall, which was about four feet high. Constable Whelan
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shouted, “surrender boys, I know ye all”. Whelan was shot dead and
the District Inspector fell also and lay motionless on the ground.
The enemy then made an attempt to outflank our position but were
beaten back.43 This gives the impression that Constable Whelan’s
superior was the cause of his death. This does not make much sense
as to put one of your men in danger of being shot while in the middle
of a shootout would only lessen your chance of success. However
Inspector Heard may have thought that the sight of a policeman that
these men knew well and who was engaged to a local girl might make
them take pause and think about what they were doing?
Another member of the Castlegar unit that morning was Thomas
Hynes and he states in his witness statement that ‘In the meantime
the Volunteers had congregated Tom Ruane’s place in Carnmore and
sent out outposts or sentries. Next day a crowd of what we called
“specials enlisted for the emergency (mostly ex Redmond Volunteers)
and in company with R.I.C. - 13 or 14 cars in all - went out at daybreak
to round up all these rebels. The outpost fired a shot to warn the
resting Volunteers. All the cars stopped suddenly. Their occupants
got out, got under cover and started firing in all directions. An R.I.C.
Constable (Whelan), more brave than the rest, went to investigate
put his head over a wall and was shot dead by said outpost’44. This
last statement seems to be in some agreement with Inspector Heard’s
account at the coroner’s inquest into the Constable’s death.
The inquest into Constable Whelan’s death was held in the Eglinton
Street Barracks, Galway City between the 26 April and 16 June
1916. It was presided over by Deputy Coroner Louis Edward O’Dea in
the absence of George
Nicholls the Coroner
for the city. Nicholls
was one of the first to
be arrested in Galway
by the British forces,
as he was instrumental
in originally setting up
the Irish Volunteers in
Galway in 1913 and
was one of the main
organisers of the Rising
in Galway. The inquest
heard from three main
witness’ including Dr.
1.5: Eglinton Street Barracks, Galway City in the early
William
Sandys, Head
1900’s
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Constable of Eglinton Street Barracks Patrick J Killacky and County
Inspector George B Heard who was subsequently accused by Irish
Volunteer Michael Newell of placing Constable Whelan in the line of
fire purposely leading to him being shot.
Inspector Heard’s version of what happened when he arrived at
Carnmore Cross was as recounted to the inquest as follows: ‘A party
of anything between fifteen and twenty men who were lying on the
left side of the wall and only came into my view when I reached that
spot and fired a volley. The deceased Constable was a very tall man of
about six foot three and the shots fired appeared to go high, certainly
over my head. Whether from the concussion or the Constable falling
on me I cannot say but I fell out onto the middle of the road. Constable
Whelan the deceased was also on the ground when I recovered myself
and we both crept back to the shelter of the wall on the west side.
Constable Whelan as he lay up against the bank behind the wall
within a few yards of me for some time was a little bit exposed to fire
then so I spoke to him and got him to move down a few yards. The
side of his face was covered in blood.’45
In a letter of sympathy to Patrick’s sister Julia after his death a friend
Brother E O Connell suggested that ‘he took shelter under a wall’ and
that ‘Pat thought when the people know him they would not fire but
as soon as he raised his head they fired and he got wounded on the
neck.’46
We may never discover the real version of events surrounding his
death but it is possible that Whelan was not shot on purpose and
that he was hit by a stray bullet being fired by men who were not very
well experienced in open warfare. The rebels were shooting from fields
and from behind walls and using inferior weaponry such as shotguns
not known for their accuracy or range. Castlegar rebel leader Brian
Molloy states that after receiving a signal of approaching RIC and army
forces from a local woman in a field close to Carnmore Cross that ‘We
were about fifty yards from the cross roads at this time. I rushed the
Company with all speed to the cross roads. I quickly placed same of
the men at Greashishs’ house and others at Cooneys’ house to hold
the Oranmore road, and the remainder of the Company with myself
took up position at the eastern corner. This position was an open
wall about four feet high. We opened fire on the Crown Forces which
had arrived in thirteen cars. They replied with intense revolver and
rifle fire…. They then retreated along the Galway road, all the time
keeping up on intense rifle fire. This was kept up for a considerable
time while they were safely out of range of our shotguns’.47
The issue of his height seems to be a critical one as the walls
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surrounding these rural fields did not have sufficient height to cover
a man who was six foot three in height. The fact that his fatal wounds
were on his face and neck seem to imply that Whelan had either
failed to take sufficient cover behind one of these small walls or he
raised his head to appeal to men he knew. Doctor William A Sandy’s
sworn witness statement at the coroner’s inquest confirms these
head wounds and he states that he was brought back to the city that
‘He was then dead. The left side of his face of his forehead and of his
neck nearly to the collarbone was covered in blood, which I washed
off and found he has several puncture wounds over the regions I
have described. These wounds were caused by pellets of number four
gunshot one of which I extracted’48.
It is often mentioned in local
folklore that the four rebel
volunteers who were closest to
Whelan when he was shot made a
pact, until death, that they would
never expose which of them fired
the fatal shot. It is more likely that
none of these volunteers knew
who fired the fatal shot as there
were many men firing at the same
time. Inspector Heard stated that
‘the shots fired appeared to go
high certainly over my head’49 in
his witness statement. Heard may
have had better cover than Whelan
or perhaps the rebels were firing
high and a stray hit fatally injured
Constable Whelan, we will never
know. As leader of the Castlegar
rebel unit and responsible for his
men’s actions Brian Molloy was
1.6: Constable Whelan’s grave, Bohermore subsequently sentenced to death
Cemetery, Galway City (Eoin O Neill
for Constable Whelan’s killing.
22/04/2016)
However this was commuted to
ten years penal servitude due to lack of evidence and he was released
in 1917.50
In the official RIC Register (image 1.8) regarding his death it states
that Constable Whelan received a 3rd Class favourable record for
good policing duty51. Why he did not receive a 1st Class Favourable
record considering he died in the line of duty is not known. Also
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interesting to note is that the 1916 Rising is called the Sinn Féin
Rising on this document because although ‘the Sinn Féin party
had certain leadership figures and other combatants amongst its
ranks, as an organised body it had absolutely no involvement in the
planning or fighting on the rebel side’.52 Another factor to take note of
is that by the time of the Easter Rising, Sinn Féin was regarded as a
small, separatist movement on the fringe of Irish nationalist politics;
public support was mainly given to the moderate Irish Parliamentary
Party’.53
Letters recently revealed by Patrick’s family that were written in the
weeks after his death give a fascinating insight to just how highly
regarded this man was in his local community and by his fellow
constables. They state that he was ‘beloved by all that knew him’54
and that ‘his kindness, his gentleness and his good nature we will
never forget’.55 A Galway RIC Sergeant even went as far as to say that
‘he was beloved by everyone even amongst those at whose he met his
death.’56
Unfortunately because of communication lines being down due to
The Rising Patrick’s family were not contacted in time to attend his
funeral mass. An attempt was made to get his body back to County
Kilkenny but ‘by motor or rail you couldn’t leave town’.57 The only
family member to attend was a brother in the Patrician Order in
Galway, a cousin named Anthony Phelan.58 These letters also show
that Patrick’s funeral in Galway Pro-Cathedral was ‘one of the largest
ever seen in Galway’ and ‘it was one of the greatest sights I have
witnessed’ ’59. It was very well attended by representatives of The
Connacht Rangers, The Military Band, the Navy and the RIC and had
an office of eight priests leading the mass. It was also claimed that
‘the townspeople in thousands accompanied the remains to the grave
site’60 a show of solidarity by the people of Galway at the sadness of
his passing and the esteem he was held in by the community. He was
buried with military honours in Bohermore Cemetery. The letters all
sought to reassure Patrick’s family members of his spiritual welfare
and that his soul was safe and ‘that he would not change places with
the best on this earth at this moment’.61
Patrick Whelan’s death and the conflicting reports surrounding it
leaves many questions unanswered. An accidental death or not we
may never know but what evidence we do have is that Patrick was
a well-liked, honest and respected man. No-one it seems had a bad
word to say about him either professionally or personally. While
the centenary celebrations of the 1916 Rising were in full swing
on a sunny April weekend in Athenry it was refreshing to see at a
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photographic exhibition in the local community hall, that a picture
of Patrick Whelan had been placed in the middle of portraits of men
from the rebel’s Castlegar Unit. It is likely the image of the man who
fired the fatal shot that killed Whelan now shares the same wall
with him. In death, it seems these Irish men from both sides of the
revolution have now made their peace and been reconciled.

1.7: 1916 Exhibition-Athenry Community Hall- (Eoin O Neill 21/03/2016)
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THE GOLDEN AGE OF KILDARE’S
18TH-CENTURY WHISKEY DISTILLING
INDUSTRY
BY

PAT GIVEN, CLANE LOCAL HISTORY GROUP

INTRODUCTION
News of plans for the establishment of new whiskey distilleries is now
a regular feature in modern Irish news-media. But this phenomena
of small, localised, and widely distributed distilleries is not a new
feature in the Irish landscape. Returns of the locations of Irish
distilleries as published in the Journal of the Irish House of Commons
in 1782 show that distilling was an established feature of most
centres of population in Ireland at that time when over one thousand
one hundred whiskey distilleries were licensed here1. These Irish
distilleries consisted of many small, easily managed, low technology
family-run operations. This situation radically changed in the last two
decades of the 18th century when the industry was transformed by
legislation driven by John Beresford, the most senior Irish Revenue
Commissioner. The implementation of the legislation led to the total
disappearance of this type of distilling from Ireland’s countryside and
it is only in recent years that the full effects of Beresford’s legislation
have been reversed. Today, a new interest in this dormant drink
category has been re-kindled in many world-wide markets by Irish
whiskey’s unique properties and this success, in turn, is leading to
the return of distilling to rural Ireland.

A Craft distillery in 1729.
Source: Contemporary woodcut by P.
Fourdrinier
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From the introduction of modern
licencing and excise control in the
seventeenth century until the last
quarter of the 18th-century distilling
in Ireland had been practised on a craft
scale and had displayed the properties
of artisanal enterprises. Although
never incorporated as a guild, distilling
bore many characteristics of medieval
fraternities.
Beresford successfully delivered a
major realignment of the structure
of Irish distilling by getting the Irish
House of Commons in 1779-80 to pass
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new controls on the operators of
distilleries.
For those operating small-scale
distilleries, Beresford’s single most
disruptive requirement proved to
be his very demanding requirement
that distillers operate their stills
to very tight, specified, production
schedules every twenty-eight days.
These clauses were aimed at keeping
the stills busy in order to prevent
their use for other purposes such
as the distillation of ‘undeclared’
spirits.2 This latter stipulation
proved so onerous that within a
year of the law becoming operative
John Beresford (1738-1805)
Source: Portrait by Charles Howard Hodges (1790) in 1779-80 a quarter of all legal
stills, then in operation, had ceased
working.3 Things continued to worsen. Records show that in 1779
there were 1,152 registered distilleries, most in rural areas, but by
1790 the number of distilleries in Ireland had fallen to 246. It is now
generally accepted that this change heralded a renewed growth of
illicit distilleries and poteen-making in Ireland and that the spirit was
used to replace the product of the now-closed legal distilleries in rural
Ireland.4 To make matters worse, Beresford further consolidated his
purpose by including in the new legislation attractive inducements in
the form of lower excise duty on spirits distilled in larger distilleries,
many of which were in urban areas.5
Beresford intentionally laid the basis for the destruction of the craft
scale and artisanal structure of Irish distilling when he introduced
his legislation in 1779-80. His objectives were to assist the Revenue
collection by encouraging large scale distilling enterprises and so
improve the effectiveness of excise duty collection. This strategy
was also intended to cut the Government’s costs of providing excise
supervision in Irish distilleries by drastically reducing the number of
small Irish distilleries and to encourage larger but fewer distilleries
in their place. From the point of view of the Government, Beresford’s
strategy was extremely successful since the quantity of spirit charged
with duty rose from 1.2 million gallons in 1780 to three million
gallons in 1790.6
These results are very well illustrated by John Beresford‘s speech in
the Irish House of Commons on 2 Feb 1791 when he stated that the
60
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number of stills licensed in 1781 was 1,212 with a combined content
of 295,127 gallons. The distillers in question paid duty on 1,787,295
gallons in that year making the ratio of the volume of liquid produced
to the gross volume of the stills, 6:1. In effect this meant that each
still was used six times on average per year. In providing further data
on the numbers of stills licensed annually from 1781 to 1790, he also
presented, not only the numbers of such stills on an annual basis, but
also the proportion of gallons of spirits (on which duty was paid) each
year as a multiple of the gross content of the stills in gallons. This
figure showed a steady and constant rise over the period going from
6:1 in 1781 to 24:1 in 1790. Thus, the stills in 1790 were now being
used twenty-four times per year on average. The primary objective
of Beresford’s legislation was to keep the stills working and so avoid
down-time during periods in which they could be used for illicit spirit
production. This approach by Beresford achieved greater distillery
outputs with smaller numbers of larger stills and so in consequence it
controlled the costs of excise supervision - or in to-days management
terms it was really ‘sweating the assets’. The effects of Beresford’s
legislation on the national Irish distilling industry are evident from
the summary presented above but its effects on rural Ireland were
even more dramatic. The effect on local distilling operations can only
be established from the examination of any contemporary statistics
on distilling which were maintained at local level and to establish this
it is necessary to know where to seek these figures. In consequence,
it should also be noted how rural Irish distillers suffered more than
urban concerns since the former generally lacked the population
density to provide the consumers necessary to absorb the greater
still outputs which the new legislation demanded.

GOVERNMENT

REVENUE COLLECTION FROM DISTILLING

From the introduction of the revised form of excise control, which
came with the Restoration of the British Monarchy in 1660, the
British Government had structured a nation-wide organisation in
Ireland which was aimed at the effective collection of revenues and
taxes generated by activities such as distilling. The element of the
new revenue collecting organisation set up at that time and which
was concerned with collection of distilling revenue was known as
the Excise Service. The Excise was designated to collect certain
duties arising from the distillation of spirits, the malting of barley,
the production of paper, tobacco sales, glass making, and many
other related industries. From the time of the Restoration in the
1660s, structures were put in place throughout Ireland and in the
rest of latter-day Britain to collect these revenues. In Ireland over
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thirty Collectorships were set up and each area was supervised by
a Collector. These areas broadly coincided with the modern county
structures and, for example, Naas was the site of one such centre
for Kildare. As can be seen from the sketch the Naas collectorship
extended also into some surrounding areas, including parts of
Dublin, Meath, Wicklow, and Carlow.
The area supervised by the Collector at Naas was subdivided into
smaller areas, termed ‘Surveys’, and the officer responsible for
each area were known as a Surveyor — who reported directly to the
Naas Collector. These
surveyors were located
in the towns of Kilcock,
Kildare, Carlow and
Dunlavin as well as
another survey area,
situated in Naas itself.
The surveyors in turn
supervised the next
level of excise control
known as ‘Walks’. Walks
operated at the coalface
of revenue generation
and in consequence
an excise walk had
a permanent excise
presence whose officers
had specific duties such
as supervising a local
distillery or a malting
operation etc. As can be
seen from the sketch,
Clane was a Walk, with
Sketch showing Naas Revenue Collection
officers reporting to one
of the Naas Surveyors who, in turn reported to the Naas Collector.
Each surveyor supervised a number of walks and since excise
supervision entailed twenty-four-hour seven day a week monitoring,
many walks in turn had a number of officers.
Consequently, Surveyors were responsible to the Collector for
the performance of a number of excise officers. With a detailed
excise structure such as this existing throughout Ireland, data
and information on the distilling industry was closely monitored
and recorded by the British authorities at that time. Much of this
62
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information can now provide us with valuable insights on conditions
existing in the local distilling industry at that time. Using such
sources, I have re-constructed the effects of Beresford’s legislation on
Kildare and surrounding areas while similar exercises are possible
for other areas of Ireland.

EVIDENCE OF DISTILLING IN
THE EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY:

THE

NAAS EXCISE COLLECTION

AREA IN

Using official records, it is possible to chart the progress of distilling
in the Naas collection from 1768 when the earliest records of the
numbers of licensed distillers in the area becomes available.
Combining these records with subsequent parliamentary papers
illustrates that distilling was in a healthy state in the area in the
period 1766-82, and that an overall, licensed distillery numbers
increased over the period.

Total number of stills licensed in Naas collection, 1768-1806 (Parliamentary Reports,
NAI M 5955)

The number of stills licensed in the area over this period remained
relatively constant between the late 1760s and the late 1770s,
fluctuating above the mid-forties to fifty-ish until the year 1779 when
a parliamentary report showed a peak number of ninety-three stills
in operation in the area. It is not possible to establish the precise
location of the stills within the Naas area in the 1760s and 1770s but
from 1782 the data is comprehensive enough to allow a distribution
of the stills on the basis of locations which can then be assigned to
the five survey areas which then constituted the Naas collectorship
area.7 Of these five surveys, the Kildare survey area with twenty-one
stills had the largest number of legal stills. These were sited in Athy
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(11), Monasterevin (2), Stradbally (2), Kildare (2), and Rathangan
(4). The names of each licensee together with the number of units
and capacity of each still are all provided, allowing the construction
of a comprehensive database for that year. Similar information is
available for the other four surveys of Dunlavin, Kilcock, Carlow,
and Naas. The chart shows the number of stills licensed in the Naas
Collection by survey area in 1782.

Distilleries in the Surveys reporting to Naas Collector 1782

In addition, there is other useful information to be found buried in
the Parliamentary papers of the time. For instance, examples of the
earlier reference to family dynasties who were engaged in the distilling
industry is to be found by a perusal of the available information for
the town of Maynooth. In the 1782 Irish House of Commons Report
there were three members of the Chamberlains recorded as licensed
distillers. Two Chamberlains are shown as distillers in the town of
Maynooth; another was a distiller in Toolstown [sic] - which was one
of the residences of the Chamberlains. A fourth licence was held by
Thomas Swords of Crew Hill, a location adjacent to Maynooth Castle.
In that report, the details concerning the number of stills licensed in
Maynooth from 25 March 1781 to 25 March 1782, and shown in the
tabulation below, are published.
The Chamberlain family had originally surrendered land leases in
Carton to allow the consolidation of that iconic demesne.8 Thereafter
they became licensed victuallers in Maynooth in the 1720s and in
the interim, as is seen from the above reports, they had established
themselves as the principal distillers in the town of Maynooth.
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DISTILLERS
NAMES
Thomas Chamberlaine
Jane Chamberlaine
William Chamberlaine
Thomas Swords
LICENSED

LOCATIONS
Maynooth
Maynooth
Toolstown
Crew Hill

STILLS IN

NUMBER OF
STILLS
1
1
1
1

CAPACITY IN
GALLONS
256
226
260
232

MAYNOOTH, 1782 (PARLIAMENTARY REPORTS)

The Chamberlaine’s progress as owners of a number of distilleries
may have been assisted through their linkage by marriage with other
local families associated with the brewing and distilling business. For
instance, we read in the Freeman’s Journal of 8-10 February 1776
of the marriage of Thomas Chamberlaine of Maynooth. Thomas,
who is described as a distiller, had married Eleanor Latchford of
Kilcock. The Latchfords were a family associated with distilling in
Kilcock but also had a malt house in Maynooth. Some months after
Thomas’s marriage, the death of Peter Chamberlain, also described
as ‘distiller’, occurred at Maynooth and it, too, was also announced
in the Freeman’s Journal. It should be noted that Toolstown [sic] or
Toolestown lies to the southeast of urban Maynooth on the Straffan
road. In Sherrard‘s map of 1781, William, Thomas, and ‘widow‘
Chamberlain are shown as lessees of seven properties in and around
the town of Maynooth while, ‘widow‘ Chamberlain is shown as the
occupying tenant of a prime dwelling house, offices and yard at
the castle.9 This extensive portfolio of property accumulated by the
Chamberlains in Maynooth attests to the profitability of distilling in
Ireland in the 18th century.
But, Maynooth was not unique in having a number of distilleries
at that time since the following extract describes almost the same
situation in nearby Kilcock. However, in this case, we also learn a
little more about the management of distilleries where the feeding
of animals with distilling by-product was a standard technique to
further improve profitability. This technique provided a standard
method of disposing of the residue which remained after the cereal
had been fermented to alcohol in the production process. Bearing in
mind that cereals consist of starch and protein, and that only the
starch is consumed in the fermentation process, it is evident that the
waste materials or ‘spent grains’ contain a high protein content. This
is a valuable and nutritious animal feedstuff and this was recognised
as such from the earliest phases of the commercialisation of distilling.
Thus, on 28 June 1776, Arthur Young breakfasted with Mr Jones of
Dollestown [sic]10 in Co Kildare. Young, a noted English agriculturist
was at that time undertaking his famous journey around Ireland
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which eventually lead to his publication Travels in Ireland. As usual
with Arthur Young, the breakfast conversation soon turned to the
practice of agricultural husbandry in the area. Young provides the
following insight of that discussion:
He [Jones] informed me [Young] that the town of Kilcock
contained six great distilleries for making whisky, and that
all the wash and grains were used in fattening either hogs or
beasts, generally the latter. About November they put them to
it, and though quite lean, they will be completely fat by Easter;
those who are more attentive than common, give them also
some bran or hay. Mr Foster of Branchale, at some distance
from the town, has a more complete distillery, and fats more
beasts than any other person

THE

FINAL TWENTY YEARS OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY IN THE

NAAS

COLLECTION:

Number of stills in each Naas survey area, 1782-1806
Source: Parliamentary reports

Maynooth, an excise walk within the Kilcock survey, has been
examined as an example of the growth and relative stability of Irish
distilling as it was practised in Irish towns up to c. 1780. The number
of distilleries in Maynooth peaked in 1782 and over the next decade
a rapid decline occurred, and distilling had disappeared entirely by
the mid-1790s. This picture was not confined or unique to Maynooth.
Taking the entire Naas collectorship, the same trend is evident in all
its constituent surveys in the period 1780-1806.
As may be seen from the chart the decline in still numbers during the
end of the 18th century in the Naas Collectorship was rapid. From
a total of seventy-four stills in 1782, the number fell to eighteen in
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1796, to six in 1802, and by 1806 there was just one still operating in
the Naas collection. This latter still was sited at Monasterevin (which
was in the Kildare survey). The six stills licensed in 1802 in the Naas
revenue collection were sited in Baltinglass, Kilcock, Sallins and
Monasterevin, while two operated at Leighlin Bridge. As shown also
in the chart the decline in still numbers followed an almost identical
pattern in each of the Naas collectorship surveys. Thus in the Kilcock
survey area in 1782, the records show that the surveyor of excise was
responsible for the supervision of sixteen distillers who operated a
total of nineteen stills in the area. Since the capacity of the still was
assuming importance at that time, it is noteworthy that seventeen of
the stills were below 500 gallons in capacity with only two between
500 and 1,000-gallon capacity.
Examination of the distillers’ names provides evidence of the
participation of a number of well-known personalities in distilling.
Michael Smith in Kilcock operated the largest still in the Kilcock
survey while the second largest was operated by Richard Guinness at
Leixlip.11 Richard Guinness was an innkeeper as well as a distiller at
Leixlip, comparable to the Chamberlains at Maynooth, which provides
further evidence of the distillation of spirits and their retailing by the
same person. Another personality was Burton Tandy, a brother of
Napper Tandy, who operated the second smallest still in the area.12
While Kilcock was a busy survey area the town itself was also the
principal distilling town in the survey area in 1782, having seven stills
in five distilleries. This correlates well with Arthur Young’s finding of
six distilleries in the town when he visited it in June 1776.13 By 1796,
the Kilcock survey had reduced to four stills -two of the four stills in
the survey area were under 500 gallons in capacity, while two were
between 500 and 1,000 gallons capacity.
The Kilcock walk itself, in 1796 had two stills, one over 500 gallons
in capacity and one of 229 gallons. By 1802, the number of stills in
the Kilcock survey had fallen further and there was just a single still
operated by Thomas O’Brien; this still had a capacity of 340 gallons.
There were no stills in the Kilcock survey in 1806 and of the five
surveys in the Naas area, the Kildare survey was the only survey
which had an active distillery -having one licensed still. The Cassidy
family of Monasterevin held that sole distilling licence in the entire
Naas collectorship at that date and continued to distil until the 20th
century. The golden age of distilling in Ireland, and specifically in
Kildare, had ended. Only in very recent years are we again seeing any
serious evidence of potential growth in the Irish distilling industry.
It is to be hoped that this time, rural Ireland which today features so
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much in the associated PR material on potential distillery sites, and
which was once the home of so much of the heritage and tradition
of Irish whiskey, will be a significant and rightful beneficiary of this
welcome development.
1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13

Journal of the Irish House of Commons 1782, appendix 7 June 1782, pp dxxiiidxxxii. This listing illustrates the nation-wide distribution of the distilleries in
Ireland at that time
Undeclared spirits are spirits whose production is kept secret from the excise
officer and so are not ‘declared’ by the distiller. Consequently, this is deemed to
be a very serious offence since it entails avoiding the payment of excise tax.
E. B. McGuire, Irish Whiskey, A history of distilling in Ireland (Dublin, 1973),
p.127.
McGuire, Irish Whiskey, p. 128.
Beresford, Observations on a pamphlet entitled a letter to his grace the duke of
Portland …. Beresford‘s belief in large stills is expressed on page 67House of Commons Journal, 27 January 1791, app. pp. 52-3.
Journal of the Irish House of Commons 1782, Appendix, 7 June 1782, pp dxxix –
dxxx.
See for instance memorial, Kildare to Chamberlain, 17 Nov.1727 (Registry of
Deeds, book 53 p.416 no. 36169)
Sherrard‘s, A Survey of the Town of the Town of Maynooth 1781, see also,
Horner, Irish historic town atlas, no. 7, Maynooth. For Maynooth in 1781, see
appendix C, reference table to Map no. 7
Dollerstown, Co. Meath.
Richard, who was the fourth son of Richard Guinness and brother of Arthur,
‘continued to brew beer at Leixlip until 1803...he bought an inn just across the
Liffey, still called the Salmon Leap Inn to-day...he also had some sort of pub or
sheebeen at the brewery property on the main street.’ See Patrick Guinness,
Arthur’s round: the life and times of the brewing legend Arthur Guinness (London,
2008), p. 99.
Burton Tandy was a member of the Tandy family of Drewstown, Co Meath.
Young, A tour in Ireland, pp 32-3.
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BAY

BAY

PATRICK LARKIN

Loch Lurgan was the original name for Galway Bay and that remains
its name in Irish to this day. It is referenced in the old annals as being
one of the three largest lakes in Ireland at one time. This corroborates
the belief, which is supported by the geology of the area, that the
Aran Islands were once connected to one another and to the Clare
and Galway coasts. They formed the western boundary of that inland
lake, tellingly named a Loch rather than a Cuan or Inbhear. At some
early time, either slowly and inexorably over a lengthy period of time,
or in a cataclysmic event of nature such as a massive cavern collapse
or a tsunami, the sea flowed into Loch Lurgan and united it with the
Atlantic Ocean.
Galway Bay today is a large bay located on the centre of the west coast,
bordered by counties Clare to the south and Galway to the north and
east. The bay is 62 kilometres long from the tiny Brannock Islands
in the west to Oranmore in the east. From Doolin to Lettermullan
the mouth of the bay is 33 kilometres wide, but narrows at Black
Head to 10 kilometres. The bay is both dominated and protected
by the Aran Islands. The largest of these is Inishmore to the north,
Inish Oírr to the south and Inishmean between them. The main
rivers entering the bay are the River Corrib at Galway, the Boluisce
at Spiddal, the Clarin at Clarinbridge and the Dunkellin at Kilcolgan.
Along the south coast of the bay there are many minor freshwater
inputs as well as submarine freshwater sources due to the drainage
patterns associated with the karst topography of the Burren. The
bay gradually deepens towards the west, with two distinctive areas of
deep water between the Aran Islands and the mainland having water
depths around 60 metres between Inishmore and Connemara in Co.
Galway (the North Sound) and 50 metres between Inish Oírr and Co.
Clare. There are also channels of deeper water between the islands,
known as Gregory’s Sound (between Inishmore and Inishmean) and
Foul Sound (between Inishmean and Inish Oírr) where water depths
around 30 metres are recorded.
A major feature in the geology of Galway Bay is the transition from
the limestone of the Aran Islands and the Burren in Co. Clare to
the granite of west Galway and Connemara. The rocky outcrops in
the seabed around the Aran Islands and the Connemara coast have
strikingly different appearances. The limestone of the islands shows
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regular layers and the granite outcrops of the north of the bay have
a craggy and irregular nature. The boundary between the two rock
types is interpreted as a fault line, which line is conveniently followed
by the provincial and social divisions of the district – specifically, the
demarcations marking the old kingdoms of Connacht and Munster.

NORTH
The old kingdom of Connacht, now a province, runs along the northern
shore of the bay. It has been long inhabited, and was peopled by the
Gaelic Clans named for their kingdom, the Connachta. This western
district of Connacht is named Connemara, once the greater part of a
near-sovereign kingdom known as Íar Connacht, under the kingship
of the O’Flaherty, before it became part of the Kingdom of Ireland in
the 16th century. The most common delineation of the area is that it
consists of west Galway; that is to say the part of the county west of
Lough Corrib including a stripe of lakeside east Galway, contained by
Killary Harbour, Galway Bay and the Atlantic Ocean. It has a strong
association with traditional Irish culture.
Their mountainous territory and shoreline, with its innumerable
ports, rugged sea-landing facilities and sheltered coves, provided
these people with a grandstand view of the comings and goings of
all traffic on the bay, as well as a ready place of refuge. They were
able to identify the wealth of goods being transported into and out of
the town of Galway; and attracted by all that trade, they developed
an appetite for some of that wealth by all available means up to and
including piracy. These activities lead to a necessity for self-defence
on the part of the shipping companies and their customers, who at
times, also used assertive military activities to the same aim.

SOUTH
The south coast of Galway Bay is within the old kingdom of Munster;
a wealthy province long populated by a people named for their
caput in Cashel; these were the Dalcassian. The north of Munster
(Thomond), which touches Galway Bay, includes the Burren region
of County Clare which is dominated by a karst topography. The
name The Burren is most often applied to the area within the circle
made by the villages of Ballyvaughan, Tubber, Corofin, Kilfenora and
Lisdoonvarna. The O’Loughlin clan ruled the Burren down to the
mid-17th century from their chief residence at Gregans Castle. The
chief of the family was known in later times as the Prince of Burren
and clan members were buried in the family tomb near the altar of
Corcomroe Abbey. Their kinsmen, the O’Connor clan, ruled south
Corcomroe from Dough Castle near Liscannor. Both of these clans
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were subjects of the O’Briens, the rulers of Thomond. The O’Briens
sometimes extended their direct influence by taking over houses and
territories for themselves. They controlled the castles at Dromoland
and Leamaneh, and later became the Barons Inchiquin.

EAST
The innermost reaches of the bay have been the environs of Galway
town since the earliest settlements were made there, at the location
where the Galway River meets the Bay. Hardiman has it that
“previous to the arrival of Henry II, Galway was but an inconsiderable
fishing village, under the protection of an Irish dune or fortress, and it
was then called Ballinshruane, or the town of the little streams.” This
dune was Dún Bhun na Gaillimhe which was constructed in 1124
by the O’Connor King of Connacht, according to the Annals of the
Four Masters. This fort was called a caisleán (castle) in the annals.
It was attacked in 1132 and 1149. The O’Flaherty clan held it up
until the Norman invasion of Connacht in the 1230s. Following an
unsuccessful week-long siege in 1230, it was captured by Richard Mór
de Burgh in 1232. Over the following century, Anglo-Norman Galway
thrived under the de Burghs, becoming a walled, fortified town. After
the splits within the de Burgh dynasty in 1333, Galway sought its
independence from the feuding Burkes, receiving a murage charter
from the Crown in 1396. The Anglo-Norman merchant families (The
Tribes of Galway) were anxious to have control over their own affairs
without the interference of the Gaelicised Burkes. With independence
from the Burkes achieved, Galway became to a large degree culturally
and politically aloof from the surrounding territories; virtually a
Norman enclave within the Gaelic territories of Íar Connacht.

WEST
To the west of the bay lay the Aran Islands, long an outlying bastion
of the Dalcassian clans of Munster. Their strategic location at the
entrance to the bay afforded them a degree of control over all traffic
entering or leaving the port of Galway. Aran was no stranger to
fortifications, and houses the pre-historic seven stone forts across the
three islands, still a source of wonder today. Inishmore held the main
port for Galway, and was under the control of the O’Briens; sometimes
in alliance with their Connacht neighbours, the O’Flaherty’s. They
were able to levy duties (virtually protection money) on the passing
trade, and were paid 12 tons of wine a year by Galway city merchants.
The O’Flaherty clan invaded the islands in force in 1585, and seized
control there; although their superiority was not to last very long.
The medieval harbour below Arkin’s castle formed part of the Gaelic
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monopoly which the Elizabethans then tried to break, successfully
doing so in the later Cromwellian incursions of the 17th century, and
their decision to garrison the islands.

SUMMARY
Galway Bay in this medieval context was therefore surrounded on
all four sides by groups of people who had every reason to be fearful
of one another. Spurred on by the parade of wealth making its way
into and out of the alien walled town of Galway, it was inevitable that
there would be on-going violence and responses from each party.
Over the centuries, there was indeed much activity of this nature on
every side, making on-going fortification of every kind inevitable. The
remnants of this period are well represented to this day; castles in
every shape and size on each shore still grace the area. What follows
here is a listing of the known medieval stone castles in the area
around the bay, with some information as to owners and builders on
each.

The Castles on the Bay.

THE MEDIEVAL CASTLE LIST
This list, illustrated on the next page, takes account only of the
mortared stone castles of the medieval period. It therefore takes no
account of the early stone forts of the area (such as Dun Aengus and
its like), as well as the later post-medieval structures in the area.
Specifically, these are Arkin’s castle (Cromwellian), and the three
Ordnance Towers at Rossaveal in Connemara, with Aughinish and
Finvarra on the southern shore. The list is constructed so as to follow
the geography of the shorelines of the bay; commencing with Inis
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Oírr, and moving in a clockwise direction across the Aran Islands,
through Connemara along the northern shore of the bay; around the
outskirts of Galway city and its environs, then turning south along
the southern shore of the bay into the Burren and Munster. The
circuit terminates in Doolin village in the Burren, a short distance
from the starting point on the Aran Islands.
1. FOIRMNE CASTLE: The remains of an
O’Brien towerhouse on Inis Oírr, which
was built in the 14th century, but
subsequently lost to the O’Flaherty’s in
1582. It was occupied until 1652, when
the Aran Islands were surrendered to the
Cromwellian forces. The castle appears
to have been partially dismantled at
that time in favour of the Arkin’s Fort
on Inis Mór. It is distinguished by virtue
of having been constructed on a site
within a more ancient earthen rath or
ring-fort.

Foirmne Castle

2. ARKIN’S CASTLE: Originally a castle built upon the site of an early
O’Brien stronghold, it changed hands several times until it was
finally confiscated from the O’Flaherty clan in the 1650s, and
demolished. The remains were reconstructed into a Cromwellian
fort with protected access to the sea. Extensive ruins still remain.
3. ONACHT CASTLE: Located in a field to the north of the village of
Eoghanacht are the remains of what was a tower house. Known
locally as the Seanchaisleán, it is considered to be the remains of
an early O’Brien stronghold. Only a collection of stones remain,
lost and barely recognisable amongst the stone-filled site.
4. ARD EAST CASTLE: This was a small towerhouse built by the
O’Flaherty Clan, of the type they erected around the perimeter of
their lordship in the 15th and 16th century. It was strategically
situated, and commanded views of the sea. Seven such tower
houses were built around the coastal fringes of their lordship,
fringing Galway Bay, as well as five others inland in Connemara.
The remains of the castle were incorporated into the pier at Ard
East in the 19th century.
5. LETTERMULLEN CASTLE: The island of Lettermullen was virtually
uninhabited until the O’Flahertys were driven out of the Barony
of Clare into Connemara, which then became the seat of their
clan. The first documented reference to Lettermullen was to its
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castle, which was in the possession of Ochaghy O’Flaherty in
1574. A single wall remains as a reminder of their fortification of
the island.
6. MINNA CASTLE: There was another O’Flaherty castle at Minna in
Inverin; in 1549, Walter Fada Bourke was murthered [there] by
Donnel Fitz-Rory Og Flaherty; later Blakes. The footings of the
castle are still visible on this site.
7. BARNA CASTLE: One of several early medieval O’Halloran sites
around Galway; in existence in 1574 when it was occupied by
Owen O’ Halloran. The O’Flaherty family were later occupants,
and the Lynches took over the castle in the 17th century. Scant
remains are left on the site.
8. MUTTON ISLAND CASTLE: A two-acre island just off the harbour of
Galway proved an attractive location from which to fortify the
town. Originally of the 16th century, it was fortified by William’s
forces after the taking of the town in 1691. It was demolished
in 1810 to make room for the lighthouse. The bawn wall which
surrounded the castle is still intact.
9. THE CITADEL OF GALWAY: The town of Galway
was walled from the 13th century, when
the Normans became established there.
Within those walls, the wealthier merchants
constructed large fortified houses to protect
themselves. There are eight such Town
Houses identified on Steeds 17th century
map of Galway, the most imposing of which
Galway’s Town Walls
is Lynch’s Castle, now appropriately, a bank
branch office.
10. ROSCAM CASTLE: The lordship of Clan Fergal covered the parishes of
St. Nicholas in the medieval city, Roscam and part of Claregalway
parish. This district was held by the O’Halloran clan at the
pleasure of the O’Flahertys. Roscam
was one of their castles, and is shown
on early O.S. Maps complete with
bawn wall and marine slip-way. It is
now demolished, with much of the
stone matériel recycled into the 19th
century pier which now occupies the
site.
11. ORAN CASTLE: The massive towerhouse
at Oranmore was built in the 15th
century by the earls of Clanricarde.
Oranmore Castle
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It was leased to the Athy family in the 17th century, and later,
to the Blakes, until abandoned in 1853. It lay ruined for many
years, but was restored in 1947 and is still in residential use.
12. RINVILLE CASTLE: This towerhouse is another de Burgh castle,
which later came into Blake and Lynch hands through marriages,
finally ending up with the Athy family. In use until the mid20th century, it has since been preserved and is now in use as a
public amenity.
13. ARDFRY CASTLE & HOUSE: Ardfry House was built in 1770 by Joseph
Blake, who later gained the title of Lord Wallscourt. It replaced
an earlier castle to the rear of the site; there are still sufficient
remains there to confirm that this was an impressive castle with
a moat and bawn, the earlier Blake residence from the 15th
century.
14. BALLINACOURTY CASTLE: Ballinacourty Court was a de Burgh HallHouse of the 13th century; an important manor of the first
Richard de Burgh. It was much altered in the 16th century, and
later leased to the de Berminghams as caput of the manor of
Maree.
15. KILCOLGAN CASTLE: The present Kilcolgan Castle was built in 1801
by Christopher St George, who also erected nearby Tyrone House.
It was built on the site of and incorporates fabric from 15th
century towerhouse castle, the present tower being substantially
the earlier building. Still in use as
a residence.
16. DUNGUAIRE CASTLE: This is a 16thcentury tower house built in 1520
by the Hynes Clan, passing to the
Martyn family in the 17th century.
Vacated in the 1920s, it was later
restored and is now in use as a
tourist amenity.
17. BALLYBRANAGAN CASTLE: The older
medieval castle of Kinvara, another
O’Hynes’ structure long predating
Dunguaire Castle
Dunguaire, was located in the
townland of Ballybranagan; just a short distance to the west along
the seashore. This castle was ruined in the Elizabethan wars,
although substantial remains of the double-arched vaulting are
still impressive on the site.
18. ISLAND EDDY CASTLE: A towerhouse on this island is mentioned
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in 1552, 1574 and 1585 variously as being in the hands of the
Skerret, Perrell and O’Flaherty families. By the 17th century,
the Lynch family were in possession there. The site of the Castle
has been located at the eastern end of the island village. All that
survives is a large stump of masonry in a boundary wall.
19. CORRAUN ROO CASTLE: Located on the Inishroo peninsula, this is
also known as Inishroo Castle. Like it’s neighbouring castles
in this district, this was an O’Hynes’ fortified castle. It was
identified by John O’Donovan as having fallen during the Lisbon
earthquake. He mentions John Heynes, who was at that time
(c.1839) ‘the present representative of the branch of the family’
who lived in Corran rue Castle, which, he informs us, ‘fell in the
year 1755 at the very moment that the earthquake happened at
Lisbon.”
20. MUCKINISH NEWCASTLE: A most impressive
towerhouse located on the shores of
Pouldoody Bay, this is a castle of the
O’Loughlin, Prince of the Burren. The
OS maps notes it as Muckinish Castle,
or Muckinish Noo. It still stands to its
full five storey height, although quite
ruined with huge blocks of masonry
littering the shore-line.
21. SHANMUCKINISH CASTLE: This is another
Muckinish Newcastle
O’Loughlin castle, designated ‘sean’
as it was built three years before
Muckinish Newcastle. Although as of 1897 it was still habitable,
it is now in ruins. There are substantial remains of a freestanding
square-plan four storey stone-built
towerhouse, dating from about 1450.
22. NEWTOWN CASTLE: This is a 16th century
cylindrical towerhouse with a circular
footprint, originally built for the O’Briens,
but passing after into the possession of
the powerful local O’Loughlin family;
self-styled Princes of the Burren. It later
fell into ruin and was restored as an
exhibition centre for the nearby Burren
Art College.
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23. BALLYVAUGHAN CASTLE: This castle of the O’Loughlin family, later
held by the O’Briens. In 1540, a stolen cow was found at the
castle, and heavy fines were levied on the O’Loughlin. In 1569
the castle was attacked by Sir Henry Sidney but the O’Loughlin’s
held on to the property. By 1840, the castle was in ruins. The site
and its maritime slipway are clearly evident, but of the fortress,
not a stone remains.
24. GLENINA CASTLE: This castle was built for the
O’Loughlin family, who were still resident in the
1840s. It remained occupied until the 1890s.
This is a well-preserved 16th century tower
house stands guard over the southern shoreline
of the Bay. It has a distinctive L-shaped plan
comprising an oblong tower of four storeys
with a projecting turret containing a spiral
stair. The ruins are impressive, the tower being
substantially intact.
Glenina Castle

25. FAUNAROOSKA CASTLE: This castle was another
cylindrical tower house similar to, but more crudely built than
Newtown or Doonagore. The site has a commanding view over
Galway bay, and all its shipping traffic. It seems to be of the
early 17th century, being in the hands of Fernandus MacFelem
(O’Brien), although later held by the O’Loughlin clan. It is now
very ruined, having collapsed in 1985.
26. DOONMACFEDLIM CASTLE: This is another O’Brien conventional
towerhouse, probably the eponymous Fedlim. Dating back to the
year 1500, it was the property of Teigue McMurrough O’Brien in
1577. It was owned by Donagh O’Brien during the 1641 rebellion,
and it subsequently passed from Donough
to John Sarsfield. Only the vaulted ground
floor now remains, and it is now a national
monument.
27. DOONAGORE CASTLE: This is a round 16th
century tower house of the O’Briens, with
a small walled enclosure. In 1570, it was
owned by Sir Donald O’Brien and in 1582 it
was occupied by Brian Mac Cahill O’Connor.
In 1583, it was surrendered to the Crown
and granted to Turlough O’Brien, but then
passed to the MacClancy family. Doonagore
Castle is at present a private holiday home.
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CONCLUSIONS

Spheres of Influence

There are twenty-seven medieval stone castles that we know of,
around the shores of Galway Bay. Of these, nine are within the
boundaries of the old province of Connacht; seven may be considered
part of the Norman enclave of Galway Town; and the remaining eight
are firmly within the old province of Munster. Plate No. IX above
makes it very clear just how stark was the division between these
groups. The northern shore was dominated by the Connacht clans,
naturally enough; from the ocean right around the eastern shore
down to the south where Munster comes into view. Here the Munster
clans ruled the roost, all around the southern and western shores
of the Burren and the Aran Islands, which were in their bailiwick
at the time. The one interruption to this tidy view of the Bay is the
Norman town of Galway; an island of alien influence surrounded
by a Gaelic world. This geographical and political isolation did not
prevent the merchants of Galway becoming an oasis of wealth in
their own enclave; riches built upon their overseas shipping trade
between Galway and the continental ports. It was this same trade
which brought itself to the attention of Gaelic eyes, watching from
the northern and southern shore alike, as the trade moved in and
out through the bay. In due course, the elders of Galway found it
prudent to fortify the town and its environs, and in turn, the Gaelic
clans fortified their own areas of refuge. For centuries, then, Galway
Bay was characterised by a large and constant shipping trade, looked
upon from north and south by covetous warlike clans, whilst eagerly
awaited by merchant tribes looking to aggrandise their fortunes and
willing to take on all comers in so doing.
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THE RIGHT HONOURABLE
SIR THOMAS WENTWORTH, BART
1593 – 1641
BY

MAE LEONARD

EARL OF STRAFFORDE
VICOUNT WENTWORTH
BARON WENTWORTH OF WENTWORTE WOODHOUSE
NEWMARCH, OVERSLEY AND RABY
LORD LIEUTENANT OF THE KINGDOM OF IRELAND
LORD PRESIDENT OF THE NORTH OF ENGLAND
HIS MAJESTY’S MOST HONOURABLE PRIVY COUNCIL
KNIGHT OF THE NOBLEST ORDER OF YE GARTER

It was the strangest thing. The girl put my few souvenirs into a brown
paper bag and we went off for coffee. The discussion was about the
bloodcurdling performance of the ‘beef-eater’ guide we had. Totally
over the top everyone thought. Yet behind all the theatrics there were
horrific true stories. A silence fell over our little group and sitting
there in the cafe at the Tower of London I was suddenly aware of the
drawing on my paper bag on the table. There was something familiar
about the picture. I gasped. It was an execution on Tower Hill. It was
Wentworth. Thomas Wentworth – the Earl of Strafford – a neighbour.
It was the strangest feeling.
Thomas Wentworth was born
on Good Friday, April 13, 1593
at his grandfather’s house
in Chancery Lane, London.
“Less than a nobleman – more
than a squire”. When he was
almost 18 his father bought a
baronetcy for him from the king,
he was presented at Court and
a marriage was arranged with
Lady Margaret Clifford, daughter
of the Earl of Cumberland. They
were married on the 22nd of
October 1611. He promptly
took himself off to tour France
with a tutor where he became
interested in the teachings of
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the Huguenots and became fluent in French, Italian and Spanish. In
1614 he took his seat in Parliament. His father died soon after and
Thomas was left to care for nine children.
He was not at all popular in Court – his manners were against him
as he was stiff and arrogant in society. Most courtiers aped the king
and copied his style of dress. Wentworth always wore black and his
favourite topic of conversation was his Family Tree, which he could
trace back to John of Gaunt. Yet King Charles I constantly sought,
needed and heeded his advice.
In July 1622 he was overcome with ‘a nervous illness’ and moved out
of the London heat to his property at Strafford. His young wife fell ill
with fever and died in less than a week. Two years later when he was
31 years old he made suit for Lord Clare’s daughter, Lady Arabella
Holles. She was sixteen years old vivacious, charming, intelligent and
gifted young lady. They were married in February 1625.
In 1629 he took his seat in the House of Lords and although he was
personally a Puritan he felt that unity between Church and State was
a more important doctrine.
In 1631 plague struck in London and began to spread rapidly.
Wentworth returned to York and remained there. Lady Arabella was
in her fifth pregnancy and ignored the advice of her physicians not to
travel. She accompanied her husband and their fourth child, a sickly
boy, died that summer. One morning a messenger came from London
and Wentworth came in from the garden to inform his wife. She rose
to meet him and an insect flew at her. She started back, tripped and
fell heavily against the stone fireplace and died the same day.
Lady Arabella’s mother became convinced that Wentworth had struck
her daughter and killed her. She spread gossip at court about him.
However, the king ignored this and appointed Wentworth Lord Deputy
of Ireland. In the summer of 1633 he sailed from Chester to Ireland
with the intention that he would rule the entire nation and build up
economic life there for revenue for the king in order to keep himself
in favour. If he succeeded it would enhance his reputation and power
with the king. He made certain conditions on his accepting the post
and the English Parliament passed those.
Wentworth sent his three children, Will, Arabella (Jnr.) and Nan,
ahead of him to Ireland and they were accompanied by his brother
George. Also in the entourage was a mysterious gentle woman.
Everyone assumed that she was governess to the children. She was,
in fact, Elizabeth Rodes, daughter of Sir Godfrey Rodes of Great
Houghton, a Yorkshire neighbour of the Wentworths. Wentworth had
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married her secretly because Lady Arabella was dead for only a year.
She was a kind mother to her stepchildren and a submissive wife to a
husband who filled her with awe. He liked to linger with her between
his political agenda and he wrote regularly to her first addressing her
as Madam, then Dear Bess until it became Sweetheart. He kept her
in the background because he felt that she was too inexperienced for
public life.
In July 1633 Thomas Wentworth set sail from Chester to Dublin. He
brought with him 30 coaches with six horses apiece – an equipage for
a king was the unfriendly comment. On hearing that the Irish Lords
had prepared a huge welcome for him, he came ashore some distance
out of the city and walked on foot. The Earl of Cork got word of this
and hastened to meet him halfway.
At that time there were three distinct groups in Ireland:
1. THE IRISH CHIEFS – Some still in exile (Flight of The Earls 1611)
still opposed to England but temporarily pacified and had the
support of Rome yet loyal to the Irish Government
2. THE ‘NEW’ ENGLISH – who had settled within the previous 50 years.
3. NATIVE IRISH – Landowners, merchants, lawyers, ship owners
and manufacturers.
The Old English and Irish still owned much larger lands than
the incoming settlers. Wentworth was on the side of the Settlers.
The strongest man on the Council was the Earl of Cork and Lord
Treasurer of Ireland. He, unaware of the third marriage, offered his
eldest available daughter to Wentworth but he very diplomatically
arranged a match for his niece with Lord Cork’s eldest son.
Revenue was his first problem in Ireland. The army had to be paid.
Wentworth wangled that money from the leading Catholic nobility
in return for ‘Graces’. He went about training the army himself. In
the spring of 1634 he rode out of Dublin clad in black armour, on
a black horse and a black plume of feathers on his helmet. All his
military knowledge had been acquired from books but it seemed to
be working. He took on the Navy and routed the pirates from their
base on the Isle of Man. He censored injustices to tenants of some of
the Lords.
His ultimate and fixed project was the plantation of Connaught as
thorough as that of Ulster a generation before. In his opening speech
of the Irish Parliament in July 1634 he emphasised the power of the
king and the duty they owed to him. His final words were – ‘Divide
not between Protestant and Papist; divide not between English and
Irish. The king makes no such distinction between you.’ It was a
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magnificent speech delivered with great histrionic skill – his audience
was enthralled.
Farming in Ireland was primitive and Wentworth denounced it.
Ploughing was done with the plough attached to the horse’s tail!
Sheep were plucked not shorn and corn was burnt to separate the
grain which was singed and ill tasting and there were no barns. He
took as much agricultural land as possible and he legislated against
bad farming and gave himself power for further plantations.
The king was very pleased with the amount of revenue coming in.
However he thought that Wentworth was getting a bit above himself
in boasting that none of the previous five deputies had done as well
in Ireland.
At this stage Wentworth became exhausted, nervous, hysterical and
dampness caused rheumatism racking him with aches and pains.
He had gout in his hands and feet, suffered insomnia, migraine and
fainting fits. He was 42 years old and his energy was flagging. His
three children were healthy but his third wife’s baby ‘little Tom’ died
in the summer of 1635. Two more children died also in the next three
years. His heir Will, his only son, caused his father attacks of deep
anxiety if he had even the most minor of accidents.
“He rules Ireland like a king” was the talk of the English Court
while Wentworth worried that the king would thwart his plans.
The Protestant clergy in England wanted their piece of Ireland.
Trinity College was brought under Government rule and Wentworth
entrusted his son to be educated there. All students had to take the
oath of supremacy.
Meanwhile Lord Cork systematically plundered churches, was cruel
to his tenants and placed his large family in high positions. He
murdered and plundered and grabbed whatever land he could lay
his hands on. As far as Wentworth was concerned Ireland was the
king’s property and any plundering and land grabbing was punished
by levying heavy fines or confiscation of property already held by the
accused. Lord Cork complied and paid the fines.
Wentworth stood out against all trading injustices. He improved the
horse industry, destroyed the woollen industry, used his own money
to finance flax growing for the linen industry and built iron foundries
to make cannon and shot. A project for a glass industry was his
next venture and then developed quarries for black marble. Experts
from Mortlake factory were sent for to set up tapestry and apparel
industries.
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Wentworth had an altercation with Lord Mountnorris and had him
put in prison charged with treason. Mountnorris was popular with the
English Court and his friends began a whispering campaign against
Wentworth. Added to this was Wentworth’s supposedly ‘platonic’
relationship with Lady Carlisle. They say that she had a taste for
‘masterful men’ and he was so flattered by her attentions that he had
an almost life-size portrait painted by Van Dyke for the Lady.
He returned to Ireland and he began to look for land for himself.
He gained by Royal Grant two manors in Wicklow and two more by
purchase with another in Co. Kildare. In total he had 59,000 acres.
At The Naas he planned a new house and brought workmen from
England. The frontage of the house was more than 100 yards long.
Up until then he had enhanced or extended his houses but this house
at Naas was being built from the ground up.
Sigginstown or Jigginstown was never completed. The huge vaulted
cellars, half buried, are still visible today and above them the gaunt
skeleton of red brick walls pierced by majestic windows. It was to have
had a marble pavement to a great entrance hall adorned with columns
of black Irish marble. This lavish style was previously unknown to
Wentworth’s sparse lifestyle. All this proved that Wentworth had
great confidence in his future in Ireland.
He had plans for the rebuilding of Christchurch Cathedral at a cost of
£30,000. He encouraged the performance of stage plays in Dublin’s
first theatre in St. Werbergh St.
In the meantime the king was having difficulties with the Parliament.
The Ulster Lords were on the rampage and were linking up with the
Scots. There was rumour of a Scottish invasion of England. The king
sent for Wentworth.
On New Year’s Day 1640 Thomas Wentworth was awarded an
Earldom. He chose the name Strafford. The king raised him from
the King’s Deputy in Ireland to Lord Lieutenant of Ireland and for 11
months he dominated the king’s policies.
When he returned to Ireland his health deteriorated. He was
diagnosed with pleurisy and He may have had dysentery. He had but
a couple of days at home when on his 47th birthday, Good Friday,
3rd April 1640 he was recalled to London as the king required his
presence urgently. On landing at Chester he collapsed and lay in bed
feverish for several days and finally took his place in the House of
Lords on the 23rd April. There was much murmuring and unease in
parliament.
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Illness kept him away from a number of Parliamentary meetings and
in his absence he was blacklisted because of his influence on the
king. The place was filled with his enemies. He was impeached. The
charge was High Treason.
On the 12th of May 1641 he was executed on Tower Hill being refused
the dignity of a royal execution within the walls of the Tower for he
was “Less than a nobleman – more than a squire.”
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THE PECULIAR GRAVE

DAUGHTER

OF

ELIZABETH SCROPE.

OF A

REGICIDE

KIERAN GROEGER
There are many strange tales from the graves of St. Mary’s Collegiate
Chapel in Youghal but none are so strange as the gravestone of
Elizabeth Scrope, (pronounced “Scroop”)
pictured here, broken in two, somewhat
poorly repaired and with the text missing from
the bottom part of the stone. The gravestone
is mounted on the north wall of the nave on
the inside.
The wording is peculiar. Usually a married
woman is called by her married name - the
wife or widow (relict) of the husband. In this
case, it is clear she is a widow but her maiden
name is given first, and her parentage and,
only then, a brief reference made to her
husband, Jonathan Blagrave, D.D.
Looking at the stone one might wonder about
the way it is broken, why it was broken, about
the wording that is visible and about the missing wording. It is a
curious and thought provoking grave stone.
At the rear of the church is an old sign detailing the names of those
buried in and around the church. There are four names listed for
the grave - Adrian Scrope, his wife, his daughter and her husband,
Jonathan Blagrave. Reading this list
you might think Adrian Scrope and his
widow are buried in a grave in front
of the church along with Jonathan
Blagrave and the daughter of Scrope.
The year (1655) is not explained. It
is grave number one, which makes it
quite significant.
BY

Today the gravestone is not in front of
the church, the gravestone is on the
inside north wall. The gravestone has
been moved indoors for some reason.
A brief search into the name of Blagrave tells us Jonathan was a
noted preacher who was invited by Queen Mary to give a sermon “On
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the Nature and Mischief of Envy” which was published. On the front
cover of the booklet he is described as chaplain “to their Majesties”.
A very illustrious man indeed but it is Adrian Scrope, an unrepentant
regicide who was hanged, drawn and quartered in 1660 for his part
in the trial of King Charles I, who features first on the tombstone.
Equally strange is the fact that Daniel Blagrave, probably an uncle
of Jonathan, was also a judge who signed the death warrant for King
Charles I.
After the Restoration of the Monarchy in 1660 the regicides and all
connected with them were very reticent about this episode in their
past. There was a list of some eighty names implicated in the regicide.
Some, like Cromwell and Ireton were already dead by 1660.
Some, like Adrian Scrope, were arrested and executed. Some were
imprisoned. Some, like Daniel Blagrave, fled abroad and, even there,
were not safe as squads of assassins were sent to track them down.
One such squad was led by James Cotter of Carrigtwohill who was
sent to kill John Lisle in Switzerland and later Edmund Ludlow.1
References to the killing of the King were to be wiped out of history.
That is the explanation given for the missing piece of the inscription.
However it is but a plausible explanation at best.
Certainly initially, in 1660 the regicides were widely unpopular. The
restoration of the monarchy brought with it the reopening of theatres,
the relaxation of puritan attitudes but barely a generation later, after
the battle of the Boyne, the Jacobite supporters of the Stuarts were
again defeated and Parliament was back in control. As my father
used to say, “Good Friday always follows Palm Sunday”. Attitudes to
the regicides changed. From the very start of his reign Charles II was
faced with an impossible task - there were loyal supporters of Charles
I who looked to him to restore their confiscated property, there were
Cromwellian supporters who demanded the retention of property
given to them under the terms of the Cromwellian settlement. It
would be impossible to satisfy both.
The monarchy was dogged by bad luck. The bubonic plague arrived
in England and spread to London in 1665. This was followed a year
later by the Great Fire of London. There was a disastrous war with
Holland and a humiliating peace. There was ever increasing contact
with Catholic France which was not liked by Protestant England.
There was more and more Catholic influence at court.
The King spent lavishly, lived extravagantly, had 13 mistresses
and as many illegitimate children but, worryingly, for “Protestant
England” there was no legitimate heir. Even more worrying was the
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Federation AGM in Galway. Eugene Jordan, Galway Archaeological and Historical Society. Daiibhi Ó Croinin, History Dept., NUIG,
Doreen McBride, Vice Chair, FULS, Michael Gaynor, Chairman, FLHS..

Galway AGM. Group at Corcomroe Abbey, Co. Clare.

Galway AGM. Group at Kiltartan Gregory Museum, Gort, Co. Galway.

Group outside Chester Cathedral.

Group in Caernarfon Castle.

Railway station — blaenah Ffestiniog.

Farewell to Wals at Holyhead Maritime Museum.

Celebrating Cork Past exhibition — Local historians at City Hall.

At the slate splitting demonstration in the National Slate Museum in Llanberis.

Portmeirion Village — a touch of Italian architecture in North Wales.

Galway Cathedral reflected in the Corrib.

History talks at the King’s Head pub, Galway city.

Bodnant Gardens, North Wales.

The grave of Lloyd George, Llanystumdwy.

Rex Whistler’s famous painting in Plas Newydd, North Wales.

Drawing Room, Plas Newydd.

Plas Newydd, Llangollen — Home of Sarah Ponsonby and Eleanor Butler.

At the the gardens of Plas Newydd, Llangollen.

Caernarfon Castle, North Wales.

Conwy Castle, North Wales.

National Slate Museum, Llanberis, North Wales.

Slate splitting demonstration, Llanberis, North Wales.

After dinner speaker Robat Humphryes and son with Doreen McBride and Larry
Breen.

Doreen McBride making a presentation to Amanda Whitehead, Blue Badge Guide.

AGM dinner in the Ardilaun Hotel, Galway

Busker in Galway city.

Speakers and organisers of the Joint North/South Seminar — Years of Endurance.

West Belfast Historical Society visit to Dundalk.

Walking tour of Galway city.

Cobh Animation Team — Celebrating Cork Past exhibition.

Presentation in Celtic King Hotel with Ann Kennedy, Lord Mayor, Holyhead together
with do-directors of Holyhead Maritime Museum and George Beattie.

J. J. & Susan Woods and Anne & Larry Breen at the Smallest House in Great Britain.

Portmierion in glorious sunshine.

On the Festiniog steam train, North Wales.

Chester clock on the medieval walls.

The Ladies of Chester Rows — Susan, Mairead and Anne.

Church House, Beaumaris, Isle of Anglesey.

Fish and Chips in Chester.

action of James, next in line to the throne who not only converted
to Catholicism, but his second marriage (this time to a Catholic)
produced a male heir. There was a real prospect of a Catholic on the
throne of England. A series of intrigues and negotiations ended with
William, son in law of James being invited to become King of England
at the expense of his Catholic father in law. The battle of the Boyne
was decisive in that war. William won.
In Youghal there seems to have been an even stronger anti Catholic
atmosphere. Elizabeth Blagrave died almost eighty years after her
father and by then, there had already been the War of the Two Kings
— between Catholic King James and Protestant King William of
Orange. Something happened during that brief war which hardened
anti Catholic sentiment in Youghal and elevated the status of those
who had sided with Cromwell.
The original records for the Youghal burials are in the RCB archives
in Dublin. Strange to say, the name Scrope is not there. Elizabeth
Blagrave is the name. The record states simply “Mrs. Elizabeth
Blagrave, relict of Revd. Jonathan Blagrave, late Prebendary
Worcester, aged 83 years”. Which is what you would expect but it
does not fully explain the wording on the grave which generated the
wording on the list at the rear of the church.
The Church registry of deaths contains
a second entry relating to this family
- in 1763, Miss Elizabeth Blagrave,
daughter of Elizabeth Blagrave nee
Scrope, died in Youghal. One might
think that both would have been
buried in the same grave and that the
name of the daughter would feature
on the gravestone. Perhaps that is the
missing writing on the grave. It more
than likely was on the grave that does
not explain why some would be erased.
There has to have been some more writing before the 1763 section.
There are significant names at the bottom of the page — Thomas
Taylor, church warden and curate Atkins Hayman. The latter is
related to Valentine Greatrakes who served with Colonel Robert
Phaire (one of the three colonels given the Warrant of Execution by
Oliver Cromwell and asked to carry it out). Phaire commanded the
garrison in Youghal in Cromwell’s time.
Phaire and Greatrakes both lived near Youghal and remained in
contact long after Cromwell had died. Greatrakes was the “miraculous
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healer” who was able to cure Phaire of gout. He was also involved in
the witchcraft trial of Florence Newton in 1661. Atkins Hayman is
the grand father of Samuel Hayman, the historian of Youghal whose
“Annals of Youghal” remain the main source of information about the
town and this grave.
Two distinct branches of the Cooke family settled in Youghal, one
had no male descendants, but on the maternal side the Taylor family
are related to them. The Cookes publicly claimed a family connection
with John Cooke, former Chief Justice of Munster in the Cromwellian
era and the brilliant legal brain who devised a solution when King
Charles refused to recognize the court. Cooke lived in Waterford.
John Cooke, probably a relation, lived in Youghal. John Cooke, the
regicide, was hanged , drawn and quartered like Adrian Scrope.
William Cooke Taylor, a prolific writer, born in Youghal, claimed to
be descended from this John Cooke, although it cannot be directly
as the executed man had but one child, a daughter called Freelove.
There is an explanatory note next to the gravestone saying it was
deliberately defaced because of a reference to the execution of King
Charles I. That may be true as all references to the regicides were to
be removed in 1660, their property and titles declared forfeit. Some
of them, including some of the Scropes, changed their name to avoid
recriminations. A number of families called Throop, in America,
claim they are descended from Adrian Scrope (also spelt Scroop) and,
in their family tree, mention Elizabeth, the lady buried in Youghal
(findagrave .com).
There is another untold story suggested by Hayman, in the Annals of
Youghal. He says elderly Cromwellian soldiers were locked up for a
year in Tynte’s castle and other castles around town until they were
released by the army of King William of Orange. Hayman says that a
father told his son “Child, never forget ’89, never forgive King James!”
(Hayman,p.55). This is probably the same occasion when an angry
Catholic mob threatened to burn Tynte’s castle but were dissuaded
by Thomas Ronayne (a Catholic) who was appointed mayor when the
Protestant Corporation of Youghal was thrown out by supporters of
King James. The Protestant population were so grateful to Ronayne
that bells in the town were tolled whenever a Ronayne died. Among
those present when the Protestant corporation was restored was
John Cooke, who, you will recall, claimed to be related to the regicide
John Cooke.
There is the confusion between what is written on the grave and what
is recorded in the archives. Probably Elizabeth Blagrave decided she
wanted the connection with her father mentioned on her grave. She
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may even have wanted to include the phrase Thomas Scot wanted
written on his grave that he “adjudged the King to death”. She was
with her father and the rest of the family on the night before his brutal,
bloody execution. It was possibly the most traumatic experience of
her life. She may well have nurtured a strong hatred for all those who
killed her father, she may well have been proud of her father.
Her daughter, Elizabeth, would have taken charge of the burial and
respected her mother’s wishes. Authorities in the church - people like
Cooke would have allowed a significant statement to be made and
the grave was placed in a really prominent position, under the main
window as seen in the little drawing here.
The gravestone is currently inside the church but according to the
index of graves it was initially outside. Samuel Hayman in his “Annals
of Youghal” fills in some of the detail about the location of the grave:
Beneath the east window, on the outside,
is the grave of a daughter of Colonel Adrian
Scrope, the Regicide. The monument is an
upright slab fastened to the wall, having one
extremity supported by the ground, and the
other shaped into a triangular headpiece.
Mrs. Blagrave was buried, 4th August, 1738
(Youghal Register). She was but five years
old when her father, along with Harrison,
Carew, Clement, Jones and Scot, (all having
sat in judgment on the late King, and signed
his death-warrant) was executed, 17th Oct.
1660. (Hayman).
Thomas Scot was married to Sir Thomas Mauleverer’s daughter,
Grace. Mauleverer, too, was a regicide but died before the Restoration.
Scot’s great granddaughter married Pierce Drew, Rector of St. Mary’s
at the time Hayman was writing his Annals.
Francis Rowe, brother of Owen Roe (another of the regicides) is buried
in Youghal, and the family remained for several generations. Sir
Hardress Waller (a regicide who was pardoned) married the daughter
of Sir John Dowdall of Kinsalebeg. Waller is mentioned several times
in the records of Richard Boyle, they stayed in each other’s house.
Boyle lent Waller money.
Waller, Phaire, Cromwell and others have huge connections with
the Boyle family. When Cromwell left Youghal to attack Clonmel
and Fethard, it was a three pronged attack. Broghill (son of Richard
Boyle) attacked the Irish on the Macroom side and, having defeated
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them, hanged Bishop McEgan in an attempt to force the defenders at
Carraigadrohid to surrender. The second prong of the attack was led
by Phaire and Ireton (Cromwell’s son in law).

WHY

DID

ELIZABETH BLAGRAVE

COME TO

YOUGHAL?

For some reason, a number of the regicides or family members found
their way to Youghal. Under the terms of the Cromwellian settlement
many were given land in Ireland. Adrian Scrope himself had no love
for Ireland, his troops mutinied when they were told they would be
going to Ireland! In the case of Elizabeth Blagrave the answer is more
likely to be found with the Scrope family in Bristol. Sir Adrian Scrope’s
brother, Thomas Scrope , was a merchant of Bristol. Merchants in
Bristol were constantly trading with Youghal. Young men from one
town served apprenticeships in the other and would be very familiar
with Youghal. It is likely that Elizabeth Blagrave and her daughter
went to Bristol after the death of her husband, Jonathan, and later
moved to Youghal after the death of Thomas Scrope in 1704, assured
of a warm welcome.

COULD ADRIAN SCROPE

BE BURIED IN

YOUGHAL?

The simple answer is no. The list of burials would suggest he was
buried in Youghal, along with his wife. It is not accurate. It makes no
reference to the daughter of Elizabeth Blagrave . The list was made
some time after the grave was defaced. Whoever made the list did
not know about Elizabeth Blagrave’s daughter. Hayman makes no
reference to part of the inscription being erased. The list is based on
a misreading of what is written on the grave. Adrian Scrope is not
buried in Youghal, his daughter and grand-daughter are. If not in
Youghal, where might Adrian Scrope be buried?
First of all, the ghastly method of execution involved dismembering
the body and displaying the head and quarters in various locations.
The firsthand accounts of the executions of the regicides tell us that,
after a period of time on display, family members were allowed to
gather the remains and give them a Christian burial.
The Genealogy service Ancestry says Adrian Scrope is buried in the
Lincoln Monument in London. The building is not open to the public
so this cannot be, at present, verified. There was an older church on
the site before it became a memorial to Abraham Lincoln.
In the case of Adrian Scrope we are told he suffered the same death
as the others, so he could have been given a Christian burial after the
public humiliation of the display of his body parts. According to the
Ancestry website there are only two bodies in the Lincoln Memorial
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— Rowland Hill and Adrian Scrope. Hill, a slightly unconventional
but extremely popular preacher who was six times refused ordination
but who persisted nevertheless, died in 1833. He set up a church
with a series of Sunday Schools in the building to-day referred to as
the Lincoln Memorial. There were over 3,000 students at the Sunday
Schools.
There is a connection between Scrope and Rowland Hill. Ann Scrope,
the grand daughter of Adrian Scrope married Thomas Fane, who was
under the command of Sir Rowland Hill (father of the Rowland Hill we
are discussing) during the Napoleonic Wars and was mentioned by
the Duke of Wellington in dispatches (March 1814). Without visiting
the Lincoln Memorial it is difficult to go further with this possibility,
but no mention of Adrian Scrope is in the original church records
in Youghal so he is NOT buried in Youghal. The Lincoln Memorial is
probably the burial place for Adrian Scrope, not Youghal.

WHEN

WAS THE TOMBSTONE DEFACED

?

This is a difficult question. First of all, the break in the stone must
have been undertaken after the writing was defaced. Possibly it was
an accident during the reconstruction of the nave in the church. The
writing looks genuine for the time. Other contemporaneous graves
have similar writing - so perhaps Elizabeth Blagrave was very proud
of her father and determined to preserve his memory. When her
daughter, also called Elizabeth, died some years later, it is likely that
her name was added to the grave. Her name is missing. The possible
script can therefore be suggested — the words “who adjudged the
King to death” were probably on the tombstone, followed by the name
of Elizabeth Blagrave’s daughter.
If that is plausible the script would be something like this, or similar
words:
Here lyeth the body of Elizabeth, youngest daughter of Colonel
Adrian Scrope of Warmesly in the county of Oxford, widow of
Jonathan Blagrave, D.D. of Longworth in the county of Berwick, born
in the year 1655, aged 83 years.
Colonel Scrope it was who adjudged the King to death.
Here lyeth also Elizabeth Blagrave, spinster, who died 1763.
Some time after 1763, I suggest, the tombstone was defaced, leaving
only the current script. There was, at that time, a strong undercurrent
of Jacobite support in Ireland. Piaras Mac Gearailt, the poet, from
Ballymacoda (author of Rosc Catha na Mumha, in English — the
Battlecry of Munster) was writing of his bonny prince coming over
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the ocean to Ireland, was writing of “going up the hill” to the local
Protestant church (in order words, changing religion to save his
land). If he did go up the hill to St. Mary’s, the first thing he would
have seen would be the grave of Elizabeth Scrope, with the reference
to the killing of the king. Perhaps that is when that section of the
inscription was erased.
By the time Hayman was writing his Annals, some one hundred
years later, the defacing of the script had been done but not in the
recent past. Hayman does not refer to Elizabeth Blagrave’s daughter
also buried in Youghal. He does not seem aware of it. He would have
mentioned the vandalism had it been a recent event as it would have
attracted some controversy. Not everyone supported the regicides!
Had the breaking of the stone been connected to the defacing much
more damage would have been done. It would have been smashed!
Therefore, it is more likely that the breakage occurred much later,
possibly during the repairs and restoration work undertaken by the
Reverend Drew.
The grave of Elizabeth, daughter of Adrian Scrope hides a huge story!
1

See A.K Groeger “The Trial and Execution of James Cotter”, Createspace, 2014
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NORA BARNACLE
BY

AND

GALWAY

BERNARD O’HARA

Presentation to the AGM of the Federation of Local History Societies in the Ardilaun
Hotel, Galway, on 27 May 2017

Galway-born Nora Barnacle became the muse and wife of James
Joyce (1882-1941) and one of the most influential women in English
literature. She was the inspiration for many of the women characters
in his short stories, his one play, and novels, including Gretta Conroy
in The Dead, Bertha Rowan in Exiles, Molly Bloom in Ulysses, and
Anna Livia Plurabelle in Finnigans Wake.
There are two biographies of Nora, one
entitled Nora Barnacle Joyce: A Portrait by
Pádraic Ó Laoi in 1982 (Galway: Kennys
Bookshops and Art Galleries) and Nora:
the Real Life of Molly Bloom by Brenda
Maddox in 1988 (London: Penguin Group),
which was later made into a film in 1999,
directed by Pat Murphy. In fact, Brenda
Maddox stated: ‘In every book except A
Portrait the last words are spoken by a
woman, the Nora character’ (p 501). So,
who was Nora Barnacle?
Nora Barnacle was born in the maternity
ward of Galway Workhouse (which
operated as a general hospital after the Great Famine) on March
21 or 22, 1884, the daughter of Thomas and Annie, née Healy. Her
father was a baker and her mother supplemented the family income
by working from home as a dressmaker.
Nora was one of eight children, one of whom died in infancy. One
of the two sisters who stayed in Galway and cared for her mother
in old age, two siblings emigrated to the USA and two to England.
Nora was to spend her adult life in continental Europe. Because of
Thomas’s drinking, their parents separated which made their early
lives difficult, living with relatives in a number of residences in the
city. After spending some time with her Healy grandmother until her
death in January 1897 in Whitehall, at the rear of Galway Shopping
Centre, Nora went to live with her mother and uncle, Tom Healy, for
some time at number 4 (now number 8) Bowling Green in Galway.
This terraced two-roomed, two-storey house was purchased in 1987
by Mary and Sheila Gallagher and turned into the Nora Barnacle
Museum. Nora went to the Mercy Convent Primary School until she
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was 12. She later worked as a porter in the Presentation Convent and
in some other employments there.
Nora had three boyfriends in Galway. The first was Michael Feeney,
who died as a youth in 1897 from pneumonia and was buried in
Rahoon Cemetery. The second was Michael (Sonny) Bodkin, who
lived at number 2 Prospect Hill. His family’s shop is now part of
Richardson’s Public House at the corner of Eyre Square. There are
plaques inside and outside recalling the literary connection with Nora
and Joyce. He developed tuberculosis and is said to have got out of
his sick bed on a wet night and serenaded Nora beneath her window
in Nuns’ Island. He died shortly afterwards in 1900 and was buried
in the family vault in Rahoon Cemetery.
The third boyfriend was Willie Mulvagh, a Protestant. It is said that
she did not love him, but because her uncle did not approve of him she
continued the relationship. One night her uncle Tom found her with
Mulvagh and beat her. Shortly afterwards in 1903, she left Galway
and went to Dublin. Nora secured employment as a chambermaid in
Finn’s Hotel on Leinster Street, beside Nassau Street.
On June 10, 1904, she met Dublin-born James Joyce while walking
down Nassau Street and they arranged to meet again on 14 June,
but Nora did not turn up, presumably because she was not able to
get the time off work. Joyce, who was to become one of the greatest
novelists and short story writers in English literature, wrote to Nora
asking to meet her on June 16. She turned up, and their first date
on June 16, 1904 changed their lives forever. The date was chosen
by James Joyce as the setting for his famous novel Ulysses and it is
now immortalised as Bloomsday.
The June 16, 1904 rendezvous led to a relationship that lasted for
36 years, until James’s death. Nora eloped with James Joyce on 8
October 1904. They lived in a few places before settling in Trieste
until 1915 (then in the Austrian-Hungarian Empire).
After spending the First World War years in Zurich they moved to
Paris where Ulysses was published in 1922 and Finnegans Wake,
completed in 1939, before going back to Zurich on 17 December 1940.
They had two children, a son Giorgio, born in 1905, and a daughter,
Lucia, born in 1907, who was to suffer from severe schizophrenia
and spent a big part of her life in institutions.
Nora sustained James Joyce through his numerous vicissitudes.
She was his constant companion and support, despite their penury
and frequent changes in accommodation within the various cities
where they lived. He had small earnings from part-time teaching and
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gifts from friends, especially Harriet Shaw Weaver and his brother,
Stanislaus. She had a difficult life with him and they lived in constant
poverty. They eventually married in a registry office in London on 4
July 1931. Joyce’s health deteriorated, aggravated by his drinking,
and he had several operations on his eyes. James Joyce died on 13
January 1941 following surgery for a perforated duodenal ulcer, a
few weeks short of his 59th birthday, and was buried in Fluntern
cemetery, near the zoo in Zurich.
After the remains of W B Yeats were exhumed in Roquebrune in the
French Riviera in September 1948 and brought to Ireland for burial in
Drumcliffe, County Sligo, Nora tried to have the same done for James
Joyce, but her request was refused. She became very bitter towards
Ireland, which influenced Harriet Weaver, Joyce’s big benefactor,
to donate the manuscript of Finnegan’s Wake to the British Library
rather than the National Library of Ireland. Nora lived on in poverty
in Zurich during the Second World War until 1948, when income
from royalties and other sources made her financially comfortable.
Her arthritis gradually got worse and she became almost immobile.
She developed other medical complications that led to renal failure
and death on 10 April 1951 at the age of 67. Nora was buried in
the same cemetery as James, but
their bodies were later exhumed and
buried together. Their son, Georgio,
was buried with them after his death
in 1976. A bronze memorial of James
Joyce by American sculptor Milton
Bebald was erected beside the grave
in 1966. (Their daughter, Lucia, who
died in Northampton in 1982, was
buried there in accordance with her
wish.)
James Joyce was always impressed
and influenced by Nora’s stories. Her
love stories about Michael Feeney
and Michael Bodkin became the
influence for him in one of his short
stories, The Dead. He visited Galway in 1909 and in 1912, and
went to the grave of Michael Bodkin in Rahoon cemetery with Nora.
Joyce heard Nora’s mother sing ‘The Lass of Aughrim’, which really
impressed him and later recalled in The Dead. It tells the story of a
woman who had been seduced and then abandoned with her baby by
her seducer, Lord Gregory (O’Laoi, pp 51-52).
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THE LASS

OF

AUGHRIM
If you’ll be the Lass of Aughrim
As I am taking you mean to be
Tell me the first token
That passed between you and me.
Oh don’t you remember
That night on yon lean hill
When we both met together
Which I am sorry now to tell
The rain falls on my yellow locks
And the dew it wets my skin
My babe lies cold within my arms
Lord Gregory, let me in.

Joyce based the fictional character of Gretta Conroy on Nora and
that of Michael Furey on a possible fusion on her memories of both
Michael Feeney and Michael Bodkin in The Dead, the last and best
short story in Dubliners, first published in 1914. In fact, it is generally
regarded as one of the best short stories in English literature. It was
made into a film, The Dead, directed by John Huston, shortly before
his own death in 1987. Gabriel Conroy and his wife Gretta were at
a Christmas party on the feast of the Epiphany in the Dublin home
of his aunt. After hearing ‘The Lass of Aughrim’ sung, Gretta Conroy
remembers Michael Furey and tells her husband the story of the
Galway boy’s love for her. Gabriel Conroy, a person with no affinity
with the west of Ireland, decides to set out on his own ‘journey
westward’ to the land of Gretta and her dead lover. With an image of
snow falling, he invokes ideas of death and possible release from a
state of paralysis which affected middleclass Dublin society of that
time following the fall of Charles Stewart Parnell. Joyce remembered
the graveyard where Michael is buried in his brilliant last paragraph
of The Dead (Dubliners, Penguin Books, p 220):
Snow was general all over Ireland. It was falling on every part
of the dark central plain, on the treeless hills, falling softly upon
the Bog of Allen and, farther westward, softly falling into the
dark mutinous Shannon waves. It was falling, too, upon every
part of the lonely churchyard on the hill where Michael Furey
lay buried. It lay thickly drifted on the crooked crosses and
headstones, on the spears of the little gate, on the barren thorns.
His soul swooned slowly as he heard the snow falling faintly
through the universe and faintly falling, like the descent of their
last end, upon all the living and the dead.
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After visiting Rahoon Cemetery with Nora in 1912, Joyce wrote a
poem, ‘She Weeps over Rahoon’, in which he tried to imagine how
Nora felt about the visit to the grave of her former lover. The story of
Michael Bodkin was also influential in James Joyce’s only published
play, Exiles (1918). In a note about the character of Bertha in Exiles,
Joyce wrote: ‘She Weeps over Rahoon, over him whom her love has
killed, the dark boy whom, as the earth, she embraces in death and
disintegration, he is her buried life, her past.’ In April 2012 during the
Cuirt festival, the words of that poem by James Joyce were recorded
on a plaque inside the gate of Rahoon Cemetery.

SHE WEEPS OVER RAHOON
Rain on Rahoon falls softly, softly falling,
Where my dark lover lies.
Sad is his voice that calls me, sadly calling,
At grey moonrise.
Love, hear thou
How soft, how sad his voice is ever calling,
Ever unanwered, and the dark rain falling,
JAMES JOYCE (QUOTED

BY

O’LAOI,

PP

34-35)

The poem,‘She Weeps Over Rahoon’ by James Joyce inside the main entrance to
Rahoon Cemetery in Galway.
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PATRICK (PATSY) KAVANAGH (1897-1957),
RATHBALLYLONG, CO. WICKLOW
BY

PAUL P TYRRELL

Patsy Kavanagh, aged 59 years, lived a quite unassuming and
somewhat anonymous life in his home place in Rathballylong until
his death on 28th January 1957. He died in Baltinglass Hospital,
after a long illness, from cancer. His remains where removed to St.
Joseph’s Church Valleymount for obsequies.
On the day of the funeral Mass the church
was packed to capacity. Among the members
of his immediate family and extended family
was the unusual presence of members of
the ‘Old IRA’. These were former members
of the 1916 Irish Volunteers who had
participated in the Easter Rising during the
week 24th – 30th April 1916 and the War of
Independence from 1919-1921. Some of the
Volunteers resided locally. Patrick was one
of their former comrades who held the rank
of Vice Officer Commander in the movement
in Valleymount. Arising from their presence
and what followed at the graveside it became
public knowledge that Patsy Kavanagh, of Rathballylong, had been
an active participant in the 1916 Easter Rising and had played a
significant role in the War of Independence.
On completion of the mass Patsy’s coffin was draped with the Tricolour
and the funeral cortege, accompanied by his former Irish Volunteer
comrades, made its way to Baltyboys cemetery. There, awaiting
the cortege, was a guard of honour of the Irish army. Following a
graveside oration a volley of shots rang out, from the rifles of the
Irish soldiers, as Patrick was lowered to his final resting place. The
quiet tranquillity of the surrounding countryside was shattered
momentarily as the reality of the fight for Irish freedom was brought
to Baltboys cemetery and to Rathballylong. Pasty had been buried
with full military honours in recognition of the significant roles he
played in the fights for Irish freedom at the beginning of the 20th
century. Nancy, his daughter, recalled how frightened she was when
she heard the volley of shots and the fact that people would know
that her father was in the ‘Old IRA’!
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It was with the ending of Patsy’s
life and the revelations of his
connections with the 1916
Easter Rising, coupled with
the onset of the centenary
commemorations, that sparked
our initiative, Blessington &
Lakeside
Community
1916
Commemorative Committee, to
research the full story of Patsy
Kavanagh’s life. In particular
I would like to acknowledge
the work of Eoghan O’Neill for
his research of the Military Archives and the unearthing of Patsy
Kavanagh’s records.
Patsy was born Patrick on August 19, 1897, to Patrick Snr. and
Esther (née Nolan) Kavanagh who resided in Rathballylong. According
to the census of 1911 Patrick was aged thirteen and was the eldest
of five siblings: Patrick, James, Pauline, Agnes and Maggie. Thomas,
another sibling, was not included in the 1911 census as he was
absent from the house on the night of the census count. In 1911
Patrick was still attending school, as indicated by the assignation
‘Scholar’ opposite his name in the census form, in the local national
school in Baltyboys. He left school in June 1911 and worked locally
in the agricultural sector for a number of years, possibly with his
father who was an agricultural labourer. It’s not clear if he was
always known as ‘Patsy’ but this is the name he was and is called
within his family and locally. So from here on I will refer to him as
Patsy.
Like most young men of his age (he had turned 18 in August 1915)
Patsy sought adventure and experience in life beyond the boundaries
of the local parish. With this in mind and in the knowledge that his
father, who was born in Dublin, had relatives in the Drumcondra area
he ventured to Dublin in 1915. Also, his sister Agnes was working
in a grocer’s shop in Dublin. On arriving in Dublin Patsy obtained
employment as a grocer’s assistant in a grocers/ public house at 13
Upper Dorset Street.
It was through his relatives, especially John Williams who was
married to his step-sister Polly, that Patsy became aware of the Irish
Volunteer movement and its military preparations for an uprising
against British rule in Ireland. Patsy through these connections and
inspired by the fight for Irish freedom was recruited into the Irish
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Volunteers in January 1916. He became an Irish Volunteer attached
to D Coy., 2nd Battalion, Dublin Brigade, Fairview.
Patsy as a soldier in the Volunteers was trained, between January
and April 1916, in numerous military skills: drilling, training and
instructions in the use of arms along with military night manoeuvres.
This training took place primarily in Father Matthew Park on a 3-acre
plot of land at the back of Fairview Church. The Rising was imminent.
On Sunday, April 23, 1916, Patsy received his mobilisation orders to
report for duty — the Easter Rising was planned for that day. However,
due to the confusion arising from Eoin Mac Néill’s countermanding
order (issued on Saturday, April 22) for the Rising to be cancelled,
Pasty was ‘stood too’ for the rest of that day and told to await fresh
orders. Needless to say the tension and excitement which embroiled
Patsy that day as he waited for new orders was palpable and no doubt
unnerving. Reality struck, he, Patsy Kavanagh from Rathballylong,
Co. Wicklow, was about to embark on a military uprising against
the might of the British Empire with the intention of throwing off the
yoke of suppression which had been a central part of Irish lives for
just on 800 years. Patsy, as with others, would have been fully aware
of the gigantic nature of the task ahead and the prospect of failure
not only of the Rising but also that his own survival was at stake!
On
Monday,
April
24, he received fresh
mobilisation orders to
report to W&R Jacob’s
Biscuit Factory, Bishop’s
Street. As that day
unfolded the worst fears
of the countermanding
order
were
realised.
Instead of the hope that
16,000 Volunteers would
turn out for the Rising
the number was more in
the order of 1,600 Volunteers. This, most definitely, increased further
the foreboding prospect of the failure of the Rising and the chances
of personal survival. Despite these unfavourable odds Pasty reported,
as ordered, to the W&R Jacob’s Biscuit Factory. He was committed to
the cause of Irish Freedom.
On his arrival at the factory he had the expectation that he would join
up with his company, D Coy., 2nd Battalion, Dublin Brigade, Fairview.
Unfortunately, due to confusion generated by the countermanding
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order and the necessity to redeploy men to alternate locations,
this did not happen until Tuesday, April 25th, when the rest of his
company arrived at the factory. The Jacob’s garrison consisted of no
fewer than 185 Volunteers, supplemented by Fianna Éireann and
Cumann na mBan. The Officer Commanding (O/C) the garrison was
Thomas MacDonagh and second-in-command was Major John Mac
Bride — both of whom were executed in Kilmainham Jail as leaders
of the Rising. Patsy found himself in the company of some very
experienced and seasoned soldiers — Mac Bride was a veteran of the
Boer War while others were veterans of previous forms of resistance
to British rule. Initially confidence was high among the garrison
Volunteers as they fortified their position. To achieve the latter they
used materials found within the factory: 3-lb bags of sugar, office
furniture and factory machinery. The purpose of the Jacob’s garrison
was to prevent and hinder British troop movements from Portobello
& Wellington Barracks, situated along the Grand Canal, into the
city. The Volunteers also set up outpost barricades in the immediate
surrounding Liberties area: Blackpitts and New Street
The first form of resistance the Volunteers encountered was not from
British soldiers but from local women known as ‘Separated Women’.
These were the wives of Irish men who were soldiers in the British
army and fighting in the First World War. The wives were receiving
an allowance as they were separated from their husbands and they
were worried that the British Government would stop the allowance
because of the Rising. According to one quote from a Volunteer
attached to Jacob’s garrison ‘... they were attacked on all sides by
civilians’. From reports of the time, this apparently was the reaction
of the civilian population throughout the city. This no doubt dented
the confidence of Volunteers generally, knowing they were not only
fighting the British army but also that they did not have the support
of the general population.
Despite the above Patsy carried out his duties with great endeavour.
Besides his involvement in the fortification of his garrison he was
assigned the duties of reconnoitring for British troop movements,
commandeering food for his garrison and delivering supplies to
other garrisons — specifically The Royal College of Surgeons and St.
Stephen’s Green which were under the command of Commandant
Michael Mallin and Constance Markievicz respectively. These tasks
were vitally important to sustaining morale and the effectiveness of
those garrisons. As it transpired, food and ammunition were two
of the biggest problems which the garrisons encountered. These
duties that Patsy performed were of vital importance to maintaining
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the ability of the garrisons to continue their resistance against the
intensifying might of the British army.
The above tasks put Patsy directly in the line of fire as he moved
around the area between the different garrisons. These duties, which
Patsy undertook, demonstrate the significant role he played in the
Rising and the dangers he put his life in to contribute to the fight for
Irish freedom. He proved to be very brave.
The Easter Rising lasted from Monday, April 24 to Saturday, April 30,
1916. On Friday, April 29 it became obvious that the Rising, despite
its initial successes, was doomed to fail. Patrick Pearse recognising
this and wanting to save the lives of Volunteers and civilians, and
prevent the further destruction of Dublin, entered into negotiations
with the British. On Saturday Pearse signed a general order for the
unconditional surrender of all garrisons. Jacob’s garrison laid down
their arms on Sunday, April 31. Patsy and his comrades had fought
a brave fight but the superior numbers and military equipment of the
British army won out in the end.
On Monday, May 1, the garrison at W&R Jacob’s Biscuit Factory
laid down their arms and were marched under British armed escort
to Richmond Barracks, Inchicore. On the way some of the rebels
managed to slip away. These were to form the future ‘Flying Columns’
of men on the run.
It was in this Barracks that
Patsy and his fellow insurgents
were to find out their fates:
execution,
imprisonment
at
home or on English soil. The
conditions in Richmond Barracks
were horrendous — crowded,
unsanitary and lack of food.

Following the ‘trials’ by what can
only be described as ‘Kangaroo
courts’ Patsy was sentenced
to a prisoner of war camp. On
Wednesday, May 3, 1916, the
prisoners were marched to the
docks at the North Wall. One
prisoner recalled the march:
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As we went we were pelted with garbage and filthy epithets by the
scum of the city
Patrick was dispatched to
Knutsford prisoner of war
camp in England and later
to Frongoch prisoner of
war camp in Wales. These
camps held 1,800 Irish
detainees. During his time
in these prisons, often
referred to as ‘‘Ollscoil na
Reabhlóide’, Patsy was
further
radicalised
in
his thinking about Irish
freedom. The latter process
took place in the company of such notables as Michael Collins and
Arthur Griffith, and a host of others.
On July 17, 1916, Patsy was released from Frongoch and returned to
Dublin. When he came back to Dublin he rejoined his old Volunteer
company, D Coy., 2nd Battalion, Dublin Brigade, Fairview. Patsy
trained and served with his company in Dublin from 1916–19 in
preparation for further rebel action against the British in the War of
Independence, also referred to as ‘The Anglo-Irish War’ and ‘The Tan
War’. In March 1919 Patsy returned to his home place Rathballylong
due to personal illness.
Patsy was not long back in Rathballylong when in March 1920 he
organised the 7th company of I.R.A. volunteers in Valleymount, which
was attached to 3rd Battalion, Kildare Brigade. This date coincided
with the arrival of the Black and Tans on the shores of our island.
Speculative though it may be, Patsy must have been spurred into reengaging with the fight for Irish freedom with the arrival of the Black
and Tans. Here was another brutal attempt by the British authorities
to suppress what inevitably became a reality — Irish freedom.
He was appointed Captain of the company immediately. They
procured arms, mainly shotguns and ammunition in Valleymount
and surrounding areas by raiding houses. This is verified in his
sworn statement to the Military Bureau when he said ‘I went to about
30/40 houses looking for arms’. The other duties of the company
members included preparing dugouts as observation posts and
defensive positions for the Volunteers. The company also engaged in
sniping operations against the Black & Tan Barrack in the Hollywood
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area. One of the company’s first encounters with the enemy was an
attempted ambush on the Black & Tans at Poulaphouca public house.
Disappointingly, from the company’s military operation perspective,
the Tans did not turn up. It is uncertain if this was due to prior
intelligence or they just decided not to go for their usual Sunday
night drink in Poulaphouca.
In May 1921 Patsy was appointed Vice Officer Commander of the
3rd Battalion, Kildare Brigade. Also in 1921 the Valleymount 7th
Company was attached to 7th Battalion, Dublin Brigade. The latter
resulted in the formation of a flying column in Valleymount under
Patsy’s command. The function of the flying column was to ‘hit and
run’ at enemy positions bringing a further dimension to the guerrilla
war which was being perpetrated by Patsy and his company in the
Valleymount, Hollywood and Blessington areas. The complete story of
the military operations and of those involved in the Valleymount area
has yet to be fully revealed. With the end of the War of Independence
in 1921 and the negotiation of the Treaty Patsy decided that his
contribution to the fight for Irish freedom was complete. According
to his military records Patsy did not engage in any way with the Civil
War.
For his contribution to the fight for Irish freedom and the eventual
forging of the Irish Republic Patsy was awarded two significant
medals by the Irish Government:

Easter Rising 1916

War of Independence 1919-21

Following his military service Patsy married Nan Sammon of Glashina,
Russborough, in 1925 and they had seven (7) children born, of which
five (5) survived: James, Patrick (Pa), Charles, Nancy and Mary.
Nancy is Patsy’s only surviving child and she lives in Cavan. Sadly,
Nan died at the young age of thirty-five (35) in 1937 and is buried
in Burgage cemetary with her two children who died. In 1942 Patsy
married Margaret Bolger of Humphreystown and they had one child,
Thomas.
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Currently, within the Rathballylong, Humphreystown, Baltyboys,
Blesssington and Ballymore Eustace areas there are a large number of
living relatives: nieces, nephews, grandchildren, great-grandchildren
and his daughter-in-law Vera Kavanagh.
Patsy Kavanagh stands in the history of the fight for Irish freedom
from British rule as one of our local heroes who made a major
contribution to the eventual establishment of the Irish Republic.
Suamhneas De da anam.

Bb
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THE RISE AND FALL OF CASTLEBAR
CORPORATION, 1613-1841
NOEL CAMPBELL
The end of the Nine Years’ War in 1603 brought a final defeat to
the great Irish rebel force led by Hugh O’Neill, Earl of Tyrone. The
space created by the new peace between England and Ireland was
used by the former to move English influence westward across
the island. Monarchs Mary I, Elizabeth I and her successor James
I had attempted to force their authority through the policies of
plantation and composition in several Irish counties but the wild
and largely inaccessible mid-west had evaded all efforts of large-scale
subordination.
James I believed that the urbanisation of Ireland would make
controlling the kingdom easier and at the same time, new boroughs
or towns would act as bulwarks of his authority. To that end, James
I created forty new boroughs in Ireland in 1613. The king had an
additional motive for granting so many charters of incorporation.
The new boroughs were to be parliamentary boroughs each with the
privilege of returning two MPs to the Irish parliament.
The outcome of the royal granting spree was that the Catholic Old
English majority in parliament was very deliberately supplanted by
the king’s favoured Protestant New English majority. Castlebar in the
county of Mayo was among the forty new boroughs and was granted
its charter on 26 March 1613.
Under the charter Castlebar Corporation’s official name was to be
the Portreeve, Free Burgesses and Commonalty of the Borough of
Castlebar. James I openly wrote his policy aims into the body of the
charter itself stating its purpose ‘as in order to inhabit and plant
those parts in our same kingdom [Ireland] depopulated and wasted,
according to the form of the public weal in our kingdom of England’.
The government of the town was vested in a portreeve or mayor and
fifteen free burgesses or councillors, forming a council of sixteen. The
charter personally named each of the first sixteen men who would
make up the council with John Gardener named as Castlebar’s first
mayor.
The portreeve and free burgesses assembled each year on the feast of
the Nativity of Saint John the Baptist ‘in any convenient place within
said Borough’ to elect a portreeve from their number that would serve
in that role for one year from the feast of Saint Michael the Archangel
each year until the same feast the following year. The last living
BY
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portreeve received the oath from the successful choice. If the position
became vacant within the annual term of office due to death or any
other reason, the free burgesses and commonality were to elect a
replacement from the remaining free burgesses for the remainder of
the term within fifteen days of the vacancy.
As free burgesses were elected for life most, if not all, of the first
council are likely to have been mayor at least once. Life membership
also meant that the membership of the council changed little over
decades. Council member Henry Bingham is reputed to have lived
into the 1650s which equated to at least thirty-seven years as a free
burgess. Life borough membership with its roles in electing the mayor
and two MPs meant the position was a powerful one within the town.
Apart from the definite finality of death, free burgesses could be
replaced by the portreeve and the majority of free burgesses ‘for evil
government or misbehaviour’. A replacement was to come from ‘the
better and more honest inhabitants of the Borough’. All members
of the Corporation had to take the Oath of Supremacy which meant
swearing an oath of allegiance to the monarch as the Supreme
Governor of the Protestant Church, that is, councillors were to be
members of the Church of Ireland. This practice confined the makeup
of the Corporation to only a limited group of townspeople and would
later prove to be partly responsible for the Corporation’s decline.
The portreeve also acted as a magistrate within the boundaries of
the town. As a legal entity, the Corporation could sue and be sued
and own and grant property. By the terms of the charter Castlebar’s
first seal was to be ‘graved with such form and arms as shall seem
best to them [the council], to serve forever the offices of the said
Borough’. Unfortunately, no example of the seal exists. Castlebar
was permitted to hold a Borough Court which was presided by the
portreeve as the sole judge. All small claims and personal actions
of debts not exceeding five marks sterling could be brought to the
Borough Court. Embedded in James I’s charter were provisions
allowing the Corporation to make byelaws ‘for the good government
and wholesome management of the Borough’ and that fines may be
imposed on offenders, the stipulation being that the acts be English
byelaws. His Majesty’s policy of urbanisation was succeeding in
spreading English law.
The commercial prospects of the town were to be enhanced by the
charter’s granting of a guild of merchants or chamber of commerce
within the borough. The senior position of portreeve was to hold the
position of clerk of the market which was already controlled by the
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Protestant Bingham family. The council and freemen also selected
inferior Corporation offices such as serjeants at mace who acted as
constables in the borough prior to the establishment of the County
Constabulary in 1822.
Corporations of the period were flawed in many respects. Sectarianism,
oligarchic control, the predominance of politics, the abandonment
of functions and corruption emerged as negative aspects of Irish
corporations. Certainly Castlebar Corporation can be accused
of satisfying all five negatives at prolonged stages of its existence.
However, James I’s charter of 1613 did establish the framework for
local government in Castlebar for the next two hundred years.
The native Irish and Old English who had lost their parliamentary
influence through James I’s gerrymandering could not contain their
disaffection and formed an alliance that rose in open rebellion against
the new order in 1641. Landholder Sir Henry Bingham, whose term
as MP for Castlebar ran from 1639-48, had good reason to fear the
rebels’ demand for a return of confiscated land to Catholics as the
rebellion spread from Ulster to Connacht. The fortune of Protestant
landholders was in serious peril when the Catholic Confederates took
control of two thirds of the island by 1642.
The defeat of the Catholics in 1652 brought savage reprisals on
papists by the New Model Army commanded by Oliver Cromwell, the
new Lord Protector. One of Cromwell’s tactics to lessen the control
of Catholics was to abolish corporations that were controlled by the
Old English. Castlebar was firmly in the control of the Protestant
Binghams. The borough’s choice of parliamentarians was subject to
the vote of the portreeve and free burgesses and the condition that
they be ‘two discreet and proper men’. Sittings of the Irish parliament
in the seventeenth century were unregulated and infrequent. James
I’s only session of parliament lasted from 1613-15. There were to be
only three other sessions of the Irish parliament before the end of the
century.
James I’s grandson, the Roman Catholic James II had been deposed
by his Protestant son-in-law William of Orange (William III) in 1688
but retained his authority in the kingdom of Ireland. James II granted
Castlebar a second charter on 18 May, 1689. Under that charter,
the town mayor, John Bermingham and free burgess Thomas Burke,
sat as Castlebar MPs in James II’s short-lived Patriot Parliament.
Investigations by a nineteenth century commission of inquiry found
James II’s charter was actually never enacted. James II’s hopes of
returning to the throne were decisively ended by William III’s forces
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after Jacobite defeats at the Battle of the Boyne in 1690 and the
Battle of Aughrim in 1691.
During the period known as the ‘long’ eighteenth century (1691-1840),
corporations gradually ceased to be service providers and focused
instead on politics and the great rivalry between the two parties of
Whigs and Tories. The Grand Jury of Mayo was left to satisfy the civic
needs of a growing population and between 1747-1815, a growing
economy also. Beginning with the reign of William III, parliament
began to sit regularly and for longer periods of time which enhanced
the prestige of the MPs and made the position attractive and more in
demand.
By 1691, Catholics had already been excluded from taking part in
local government, before the Penal Laws were even enacted. Not only
was Castlebar Corporation to be made up exclusively of men from the
Protestant faith but the town’s MPs were to be Protestant too. Into
the parliaments of William III and his wife and co-monarch Mary II,
Castlebar MPs John Bingham and Robert Ormsby carried their antiCatholic beliefs. The Corporation continued to send Protestant MPs
to Dublin up until the Irish parliament was abolished in 1800.
When the Binghams and their extended family were not coveting
seats in parliament for themselves, they were selling them for money,
favour or political opportunism. Edward Kirwan purchased his seat
in the close borough of Castlebar directly from Sir Charles Bingham
in 1768, as did Stephen Popham in 1776, Thomas Warren in 1783
and Edward Fitzgerald in 1790. As an Irish MP from 1761-76, but
living mainly in England, Sir Charles was anxious to be a member
of the Privy Council and so undertook to support Lord Harcourt, the
Lord Lieutenant of Ireland. In exchange for this support, Sir Charles
received posts and a peerage. The Lord Lieutenant insisted that the
deal include one of Bingham’s Castlebar seats and so a Harcourt ally
was returned for the borough.
As with the membership of the main authorities in Mayo politics of
the time, the same family names appear in the MP rolls for Castlebar,
including Browne, Cuffe, Gore and Bingham. This insistence on
confining positions to the county nobility did not guarantee a good
return of service. Selection for Castlebar was not based on one’s sense
of duty and was more often than not an accolade useful in promoting
a venture in a different field. MPs’ interests very often lay elsewhere.
Banker Henry Mitchell was returned to parliament in February 1747.
Mitchell, who lived in Dublin voted in line with his business interests
while in parliament. John Browne’s (later Earl of Altamont) record of
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attending parliament was so poor that he was arrested in December
1757 and Richard Gore, MP from 1761-68 also displayed a lack of
interest in things parliamentary. Gore preferred instead to confine
his time to managing the family estates.
Arguably one of the most decorated of any of the men who sat for
Castlebar in the Irish parliament was Sir John Francis Cradock.
Cradock enjoyed a sterling military career in the British service
that took him around the world, but away from the legislature.
After his seven years as MP for Castlebar ended in 1797, Cradock
was appointed Quartermaster General in Ireland during the 1798
Rebellion and saw action at the Battle of Vinegar Hill.
The politics of Castlebar Corporation and its representatives in the
national parliament was a microcosm of the intertwined relationships
of Mayo’s nobility. With the Penal Laws very much in place until the
end of the eighteenth century, all government power in Ireland was
confined to the loyal and landed Church of Ireland population, except
in certain circumstances where a Catholic family was too powerful
and useful to be ignored, resulting in loyal Catholics or Dissenters
being allowed take up public positions. In Mayo, being the remotest
part of Ireland from intercourse with the interior of the kingdom and
the capital, the county’s oligarchy was an essential component of the
Crown’s local government system.
Of the Corporation’s duties, the regulation of the exaction of tolls
and customs on agricultural produce in the town of Castlebar was
carried out through the passing of byelaws. The exacting of too much
tolls and the matter of unpaid tolls became the bases for many court
cases. Attempts to introduce provisions for paving and lighting streets
failed and no watchman (early police) existed in the town. Castlebar
Corporation like the majority of Irish corporations was known to
flagrantly neglect town services and instead concentrated its time on
returning members of the right persuasion to parliament.
An eighteenth century visitor to Connacht wrote, ‘the grim little town
of Castlebar, the capital of Mayo, had a barrack, a courthouse with
a piazza, a jail, and at the time had “a drop” or gibbet in the Mall
[town centre park]. The sound of the clash of steel, or the crack of
pistols constantly came from the barrack yard. County gentlemen
fought their duels there. Castlebar was filled with a cockfighting, dogfighting, gaming, gossiping population, it usually wore an outward
air of stagnation, but upon a market day, or when petty sessions
were on, and on a hanging day, the little town was crowded, and the
chapel filled’. The Corporation, it would seem, had a lot of work to do.
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In reality, Castlebar Corporation was becoming irrelevant nearing
the end of the eighteenth century. It had been reduced to a largely
ceremonial body and many of its acts included the delivering of
fawning addresses to high ranking government officials. Upon the
visit to Castlebar by Charles Manners, 4th Duke of Rutland and
Lord Lieutenant of Ireland in September 1787, the local Corporation
bestowed on him the ‘Freedom of this loyal Corporation’ and expressed
its thanks ‘at your grace’s condescension in visiting a place so remote
from the seat of Government’. By the 1830s, Castlebar Corporation
was virtually extinct. Since 1824, there had been no meetings of
the authority, no town clerk was in place and there existed a much
reduced number of burgesses.
The state of corporations in Ireland in general became the focus
of political discussion and calls for reform formed part of a wider
campaign to pressurise administrations. This campaign succeeded
in having a royal commission established in 1833 to investigate the
condition and usefulness of municipal corporations. Two members
of the commission visited Castlebar in September of that year to
interview members of Castlebar Corporation.
The investigators were stunned to hear that there was no mayor
and only four burgesses in office, one of them being the Duke of
Wellington, an old family friend of the Binghams. Wellington added
the prestige of an exemplary military career, most notably his exploits
at Waterloo and a distinguished political record that had brought
him to the position of Prime Minister by this time.
Under the Newtown Act of 1748, members of the Corporation were
not required to be from, or live in the town. The commission found
that no mayor had been in place since 1823 or 1824, basic services
were not supplied and goods sold at market remained uninspected.
It was clear from the proceedings that for decades the councillors
had made no attempt to revive, modernise or use the Corporation
to the full benefit of the town and appeared content to reserve
the deliberate small number of positions for themselves and their
friends. The contributions of the witnesses did nothing to convince
the commissioners that the unpopular Corporation was a functioning
body, let alone a necessary one.
The inquiry’s findings entitled Report on the Borough of Castlebar,
which formed part of the commission into municipal corporations in
Ireland declared that ‘for practical purposes, this corporation may
be considered as having ceased to exist for the last 10 years’. The
Corporation had also been losing ground and influence to the Grand
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Jury of Mayo which held considerable power within the county.
Despite this, Castlebar Corporation continued on and became even
less relevant but it did not disappear. The Corporation was included
in a municipal corporations boundaries report in 1837.
During a great Repeal meeting held in the centre of Castlebar in July
1840, Daniel O’Connell mocked to great laughter from the massive
attendance, ‘I believe there is a corporation in Castlebar, consisting
of two members, and no one knows what they are doing’. Castlebar
was not alone. A large number of Ireland’s corporations had become
defunct and as such were of no benefit to their localities or to the
administration of local government. The British government passed
the Municipal Corporations (Ireland) Act of 1840 to do away with
the dead wood. Castlebar Corporation was effectively extinct but was
only formally abolished under the 1840 Act, in 1841.
Noel Campbell is the author of A History of Castlebar: Municipal Government 16132014 (Castlebar: Castlebar Town Council, 2014).
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FR. PETER DALY: GALWAY’S GREATEST
SOCIAL ENTREPRENEUR
A

TALK GIVEN AT THE

AGM

IN

GALWAY

BY

EUGENE JORDAN

Appalled at the wretched poverty of the people of Galway and
convinced that the way to cure this mass indigence was to give the
people work, Fr. Peter Daly unintentionally found himself in the role
of a one man industrial development authority, a century before
the IDA was established. A highly skilful fundraiser, his efforts at
alleviating the misery of the populace included bringing charities
like the St. Vincent de Paul and the Sisters of Mercy to Galway.
When the great famine struck in the 1840’s Daly took direct action,
feeding 2,000 people a day in his own home. The famine years mark
a turning point in Daly’s life. Perhaps he was frustrated by the lack of
economic progress and so he become directly involved in local politics
in Galway and set about kicking the commercial activity of Galway
into gear in an effort to bring jobs to the town.
His ambitious and audacious enterprise deployed on behalf of the
people of Galway in the form of the Galway Line shipping company to
my mind justifies conferring upon him the title of Galway’s greatest
social entrepreneur and possibly Ireland’s. Others might argue
against this view because his biggest commercial venture was not
ultimately successful but as you will see, its ambition is impressive
and is directly comparable to that of present day Ryanair who went
on to become the largest airline in the world.
Daly is hardly remembered in Galway today despite being immensely
popular and held in high esteem by the ordinary citizens of town and
county during his lifetime. A clue to why this has happened lies in an
obituary which appeared in a local newspaper in September 1868.
It said of him, he outlived his popularity and had he died a dozen
years before, Galway would have erected many monuments in his
honour. Daly’s popularity never waned among the ordinary people,
he was their champion standing up bravely against the ruling élite
in defence of human rights. He was always controversial, a saint
to some, a populist braggart to others, but the controversies which
occurred towards his final years tarnished Daly’s reputation. Even
more tarnish has been applied mainly by local historians writing in
more recent times.
A 2016 article in the Galway Advertiser described Daly “as a ‘turbulent
priest’ who was ‘the dominant public figure in Galway during the
1850s’, who was ‘a stubborn, abrasive, guileful and egotistical
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populist.”1 A very much one sided view which has its genesis in the
views of the élite contemporaries of Daly who despised the man and
all that he stood for. Moreover such leading statements manage to
negatively prejudice readers against Fr. Daly making it difficult to set
Daly’s story in its correct historical context.
Daly often described himself as a native Galwegian but no one has
been able to verify his place of birth however, despite the temptation
to link him with the famous/infamous clan, he does not appear
to be related to the powerful Daly’s of Dunsandle.2 Fr. Daly made
it known that his father left him no property of consequence. The
verified history of Fr. Daly starts on September 1, 1812 when he
matriculated at St. Patrick’s College, Maynooth. He was ordained for
the wardenship of Galway in 1815 becoming the parish priest of St.
Nicholas North in 1818.
Galway’s most famous historian, James Hardiman, writing in 1820
described the Church of St. Nicholas (which later became the ProCathedral) as a considerable ornament to the town and the most
elegant Catholic chapel in the kingdom. It was completed and the
finance found by Fr. Peter Daly. He went on to build more churches
including Bushypark and Fr. Daly’s Chapel, the edifice of which still
stands at the Salmon Weir Bridge. In 1825, the priests of the town
were scattered in various lodgings throughout the town and Daly
wanted to bring them together under one roof so he set about building
College House. Miraculously it was completed in three years at a cost
of £850, thus cementing Daly’s reputation for having a Midas touch
when it came to fundraising.
Previously in 1821, Fr. Daly started working on the provision of a
Magdalen Asylum along with Miss Lynch, of Dooras, Kinvara, and by
Mrs. Lynch of Blackrock, Salthill. The project was completed in 1824
at a cost of £400 and was then managed by a lay society known as
the Association of Ladies of the Saint Magdalen Society.
In 1825 so impressed were the warden and vicars with the abilities
of Fr. Daly that they appointed him full parish priest of Moycullen,
(just north of Galway city) allowing him to retain his town parish. The
village church was run down and Daly was tasked with the building
a new church and school. Daly raised the funds but they were
insufficient to cover the costs, nonetheless the project was completed
in less than three years. Daly had to use his own money to get the
building project completed. Having exhausted all funding sources in
Ireland, Daly went abroad in an effort to cover the £200 shortfall.
First to England where he raised £40 and then on to Rome. The
Italians did not know what hit them because, not only did Daly raise
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more than he set out to do, he was even able to secure a donation
from the Pope himself and raised a total of £280 in Italy alone.
Somewhere along the line Daly had amassed himself a modest
property portfolio comprised of several domestic properties. Like all
landlords, Daly had no problem evicting tenants who would not or
could not pay the rent and this is sometimes used to castigate Daly,
implying that he was out for himself. However, without rental income
Daly would not have been able to pay back his borrowings. Moreover
in those days, property ownership was essential in order to be able to
exert effective political influence. Daly’s Place is a terrace of houses
in Woodquay bearing Fr. Peter’s name to this day.
Town corporations all over the United Kingdom were corrupt,
incompetent and unrepresentative and Galway was the very exemplar.
Whigs and O’Connellites were united in calls for reform but the Tories
resisted because they saw them as bastions of protestant influence
in hostile territory. In spite of the Tories, the functions of the Galway
Corporation gradually slipped away to the Town Commissioners,
thus Galway slithered down the slope from being a city to a town. The
political ineptitude would later cause a frustrated Fr. Daly to take a
direct role in politics.
Prior to the capture of Galway by the Cromwellians, the city had
been a prosperous trading port; the wealthy and oligarchic merchant
families of that time gave the city its present day moniker, the “City
of the Tribes”. With no eye to pity her3, Galway ceased to be of any
importance and was in terminal economic decline for two centuries.
In the 19th century with great intentions but little in the way of
natural resources, efforts to revive the economy focused on making
Galway a great trading port once again.
The Galway Docks and Canal bill passed through parliament in June
1830. It established the Galway Harbour Commission, membership
of which was confined to those worth in excess of £3,000. (Daly not
only became a member but chairman two decades later.) The harbour
commissioners borrowed £17,000 from the Treasury to improve the
harbour but the project was plagued with problems including an
outbreak of cholera which claimed the lives of many Galweigians and
also the main contractor died. Sea captains were reluctant to use
Galway port because the approaches were hazardous, shallow and
there were no repair facilities. Thus, due to less than expected traffic
and declining port revenue, the port went into receivership in 1838.
In 1848 in the middle of the famine period, large infrastructure
projects came on stream bringing much needed work and income
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to Galway. The Eglington Canal and Lough Corrib drainage works,
together with the building of the University, the railway and the
Railway Hotel created a boom time especially for Galway trades
people.
The result was that towards the end of the Famine period, Galway
had at long last got the infrastructure upon which to build a modern
economy but for various reasons all attempts to increase port traffic
and economic activity in Galway had failed. Into this vacuum stepped
Fr. Daly who stood up to the plate and much to the consternation of
his religious superiors he took up political and entrepreneurial roles.
His goal, might be described in modern parlance, to kick ass and get
things moving!
On June 13, 1849, a local newspaper reports that Daly was co-opted
on to the board of the Galway Gas Company and became chairman
straight away. On July 2 he was co-opted, unopposed, to the board
of the Galway Harbour Commissioners. At its meeting of the following
week he became the chair of the board. In a similar fashion Daly
was appointed a town commissioner and again became the chair.
Remember that all these positions required their members to be
of considerable wealth and Daly had the appearance of a humble
priest but the credentials of a lofty individual moving in the highest
echelons of society. I’m not suggesting that Daly was aloof from the
common people, clearly he
was adored by them but he
could also move in and be
respected by high society.
Not only that, but Daly
was forced to overcome the
racist anti-Irish attitudes of
the time. Punch magazine
depicted Daly as an ape
like creature carrying a
bag full of parliamentary
votes to the British Prime
Minister, Lord Palmerston,
in return for government
contracts and investment.
Daly was a consummate
expert at plamás; we have
already noted that not
only could he arrive at
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the Vatican, get an audience with the pope but could also lighten
the Pope’s wallet. Even British Prime Ministers entertained Daly
who landed over to London on several occasions. To loosen the grip
of powerful British politicians on the treasury purse strings, Daly
deployed his personal charm. A superb orator, skilfully consummate
in the use of flattery as an instrument of persuasion, Fr. Daly’s puffery
has left Galway with a legacy in the form of a plethora of places
named after one Lord Lieutenant of Ireland and his wife, Earl and
Countess Eglinton.4 Note the use of the word “charm”; Daly could be
confrontational too especially with regard to his opponents.
Earlier we encountered the difficulties that the harbour commissioners
ran into in the 1830s when they defaulted on a loan of €17,000 but
undeterred by recent history, Daly went seeking a loan of £150,000
off the British government. His plan was to improve Galway harbour
or build a brand new super port at Furbo, seven miles west of Galway
city. Furbo was a place which did not have the geographical maritime
hazards associated with the location of Galway port. Such was his
commitment to the project that he promised the Prime Minister, Lord
Darby, that he would personally guarantee the loan. Alas, Furbo
super port never came to be.
Having been partly responsible for bringing the Railway to Galway,
Daly hoped to make the town a tourist hotspot and set about creating
Galway’s first tourist attraction, the Lynch Window. Erected on the
instructions of Fr. Daly, based on a legend that a former mayor of
Galway was forced to hang his own son for the murder of a Spanish
woman because all executioners refused to carry out the warrant
out of deference for the office of mayor. The legend states that Mayor
Lynch hung his son out the window of his house. Daly, over three
centuries later managed to find a suitable stone window frame and
had it erected on Market St. The stone carved skull and cross bones
and inscribed plaque placed underneath claim it as the very window
where the gruesome deed took place. It is still there and remains a
popular stop on the city’s tourist trail today. If you look carefully at
the dedication plaque you can read the words V. Rev Peter Daly.
Daly set about improving the town, making it suitable for visitors
with the installation of working gaslights, repair and maintenance
of footpaths and the removal of smelly markets to more suitable
venues. Salthill was earmarked to be developed into a vibrant seaside
resort attracting a wealthy Victorian clientele amply catered for in
the new luxurious railway hotel (later known as the Great Southern
Hotel, now the Meyrick). A jet-set in the age of railway but the term
“railway-set” just doesn’t capture the concept in the same way!
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If no shipping line could be found to operate from Galway port then
Fr. Daly felt that he had little choice but to set one up himself with
the help of everyone and anyone he could find. One such person was
the Manchester businessman John Orrell Lever, a shipping magnate
who made his fortune renting ships to the Royal Navy during the
Crimean war. Daly with his usual plamás offered to confirm great
prestige upon the said Mr. Lever by propelling him into the midst
of the Westminster ruling élite as MP for Galway. In return, Lever
was to help Daly in establishing a transatlantic steamship company,
operating from Galway port.
All involved knew that it was imperative to the success of the project
that a contract for the delivery of transatlantic mail had to be secured
from the British government. Using state of the art steam ships, the
company hoped to gain commercial advantage by offering speedy
crossings of the Atlantic Ocean. When it got established the new
company sold combined rail and sea tickets which offered passengers
from all over Britain and Ireland a more comfortable journey. A “no
hidden extras” ticket appealed to potential passengers whose ticket
included transport to Galway by steam train and then onward to
America using the shortest possible sea crossing.
Taking business from ports like Liverpool did not go down well and
the new shipping line suffered from strange misfortune right from the
start. On entering Galway Bay, “The Indian Empire”, the name of the
line’s first ship, got stranded on the Margaretta Rock for some time.
The two local pilots in charge of the ship, Patrick Wallace and Henry
Burbridge were arrested. Many believed that the pilots were bribed
by Liverpool interests, to stop Galway encroaching on their coveted
trans-Atlantic trade. Further intrigue was added to the story when,
Partrick Wallace, was poisoned and died in prison.
The author Tim Collins writing on the subject of the Galway Line called
it “a heroic failure” which it was. However, we read the book of history
from back to front and we know that the Galway line ultimately failed
which leads many to conclude that Daly was a dreamer who had no
possible chance of success. Moreover, if we discount that subsequent
knowledge and look at the story using the beginning, middle and end
variety, Daly’s achievement stands out in its correct perspective.
In the 19th century Britannia ruled the waves, and many British
maritime names from that era are still recognisable to this day,
names like Cunard, White Star, Brunel’s Great Western Company
and many more. The Galway Line is not so recognisable but was up
there with the best of them. In 1860 it carried 7,254 passengers on
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the Boston route. In comparison the Cunard line on the same route
in the same year they carried 7,558 passengers. The cost of a round
trip was around £5,000 that’s £580,000 in today’s money. Between
1858 and 1864 the Galway Line employed 16 steamers 8 paddle and
8 screw propellers. They made a total of 55 trans-Atlantic return
voyages. The contract to carry transatlantic mail was worth £3,000
(£348,000) and when the contract was temporarily withdrawn in
1861, the Galway Line temporarily ceased operations. The Galway
company could not survive without the mail contract and this was
true of many other shipping lines. Brunel’s Great Western Company
collapsed in 1856 after it lost its US postal contract.
Ultimately we now know why the Galway Line failed because (1) They
attempted use new, advanced technology which had not yet matured
in terms of reliability. (2) They sought to gain a commercial advantage
by operating through the winter making it more prone to weather
related accidents. (3) Intrigue arising from commercial rivals.
On your next visit to Galway call into Tigh Neachtáin pub on High St.
where you can see images of all the Galway Line ships in the snug,
just turn right inside the front door.
Daly left a will and we know that his brother inherited his personal
wealth but the details of the will are lost. The big question everyone
wants to know is how much wealth did Daly accumulate for himself?
He was wealthy, a person of his abilities could easily make money
but was he enormously wealthy? I think not. The one man, one
vote campaign of the late 1960s in Northern Ireland demonstrates
that the political system in place under British rule in 19th century
Ireland had a very long shelf life in the United Kingdom. The more
property one had, the more votes and thus real power lay in the
hands of the property owning élite, not the people as the appellation
democracy might suggest. Daly held all the church property which
he was responsible for funding and building in his own name. (only a
few are mentioned in this article) It was not that he wanted to claim
ownership of this vast property empire but it gave him power to run
with the élite and the clout to get things done politically. Through
modern eyes this might be seen as corruption but that was the
system and Daly knew how to work it.
When the bishop challenged Daly, he capitulated and transferred
all the property into the name of the church. The Sisters of Mercy
were angry that Daly had used their money to buy Blackrock House
to turn it into a school without telling them. The school was not a
success and Daly was left with a large house and no returns from
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it to repay the money there and then. Daly used all sorts of delay
tactics to allow him time to gather the money and the matter was
satisfactorily resolved with the good sisters and all were happy but
the publicity damaged his reputation. I believe that Daly was not
corrupt but could not see a pile of money lying around which could
be put to good use. Many business persons before and since have
used available funds, perhaps earmarked for other projects, in the
hope of making a quick return. Often they get caught out when the
investment opportunity does not turn out as expected.
British Prime Ministers, Lords, Ladies, Counts, Countesses,
business magnates and even the Pope himself became investors
in Daly’s projects. Many entrepreneurs have since followed in the
footsteps of Fr. Daly and they have undoubtedly made more money,
created more jobs, but there were none of them shrewder or more
audacious in ambition than Fr. Peter Daly. All follow in his footsteps
and every Galway based entrepreneur since has benefited from the
infrastructure which Daly helped to put in place for Galway all those
years ago.
An entrepreneur is defined as an enterprising individual or as the
dictionary puts it, “a person who sets up a business or businesses,
taking on financial risks in the hope of profit”. Today we interpret
the term as someone who setup a successful business and makes
“loads a money” and Daly’s promise of being able to guarantee a
loan of £150,000 which is the equivalent in today’s money of £119.4
million5 shows he could certainly claim to have “loads a money”. I
contend that given the background of severe economic depravity,
Galway’s almost complete lack of infrastructure when Daly arrived
as compared to when he departed, he must surely be entitled to be
known as Galway’s greatest entrepreneur. It may be that Daly is better
described as a social entrepreneur which is defined as “a person who
establishes an enterprise with the aim of solving social problems or
effecting social change.” Is there anyone else who can lay a better
claim to being Ireland’s original and Greatest Social Entrepreneur?
There’s a challenge for FLHS members!
Remember that Daly was described as “a stubborn, abrasive,
guileful and egotistical populist”. Are these the exact qualities of a
great entrepreneur? Perhaps the answer lies in how often we have
encountered these attributes being applied to arguably Ireland’s
current greatest entrepreneur, Michael O’Leary!
In Daly’s lifetime in Galway, the present day equivalent of hundreds
of millions of pounds was invested into this extremely impoverished
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town, probably the most impoverished large town in Ireland. The
eloquent speaker Fr. Daly argued fervently for Galway. Through his
efforts he can rightly take the credit for most of these investments
through pursuing investors, flattering politicians and embarrassing
the ineffective blowhards. On the other hand, projects like the
Galway Line failed and today’s historians have tended to label
him a “fantasist” but that’s classic presentism where subsequent
information not available to people and decision makers in Daly’s
time is used in judgement. Daly was a dreamer but he got out of bed
and tried to make his dreams a reality.
He died at his home St Vincent’s, Galway, on September 30th, 1868.
A few days later the Galway Vindicator newspaper published an
obituary to him:
There is no question; he was a great man, but specially, and
devotedly, a local man. Galway was to him the world and he
thought of nothing else. Had he died a dozen years ago, Galway
would have erected a testimonial to him. He somewhat outlived
his popularity, but the demonstration at his funeral was proof of
the large place he filled in the esteem of his fellow citizens.
I think that there is no doubt that Galway would, today, be a quaint
little fishing village were it not for the Trojan work of Fr. Peter Daly.
This article was made possible thanks to the great scholarship of Dr. James Mitchell,
Tim Collins and Dr. John Cunningham. Many thanks to them.
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Ronnie O’Gorman, (Taking his cue from John Cunningham) “Advertiser.ie - Fr
Peter Daly - ‘The Warmest Expression of Our Unbounded Gratitude.’ ” Galway
Advertiser, September 1, 2016
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An oligarchic family who held the reins of power in Galway for decades in the
18th and 19th centuries in Galway

3

Galway was in such a sorry state that it prompted an English clergyman, Ruben
Easthorpe to write to Henry Cromwell (4th son of Oliver) on the 17th July 1657,
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“Poor Galway sitteth in the dust and no eye pitieth her. Her merchants were
princes and great among the nations, but now the city which was full of people is
solitary and very desolate.”
4

Eglinton St., Eglinton Canal, Eglinton Buildings, Eglinton Cricket Club, Eglinton
Baths and more.

5

Historical UK inflation rates and calculator: http://inflation.stephenmorley.org/

Fr. Peter Daly
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RAISING

THE

CIRCUS BIG TOP
AND 1960S
BY

IN THE

1950S

JAMES SCANNELL

In Bray, Co. Wicklow, during the late 1950s,1960s and into 1970s,
it was customary for at least two circuses, Fossett’s and Duffy’s, to
visit the town during the summer — some years a third circus might
come to town and most times this was Courtney’s. Up to the end
of the 1960s Fossett’s and Duffy’s pitched/erected their big top in
what was then known locally as Barry’s Field or The Belgian Field,
bordered on the north side by the Florence Road, the Adelaide Road
on the east side and Galtrim Road on the south side with the western
boundary being a wall along the gable ends of houses on Florence
Road and Galtrim Road.
The site was very convenient to the town centre and near the railway
station. This site was developed during the late 1960s as Fáilte Park
in an attempt to create a tourist amenity for the town but in the
long term this venture was not successful. When this happened
the circuses then used a number of sites around the town such as
the Bray Emmet’s GAA field off the Novara Road, now occupied by
houses/apartments and the field beside the former gas works now
occupied by Seapoint Court, built in the early 1980s. Currently
(2017) the Fáilte Park site is occupied by the Bray Bowling clubhouse
and green at the southern end and the Bray Town Council Fáilte Park
housing complex for retired persons at the northern end.
Due to the large number of vehicles a circus required at that time
to move all its necessary equipment and personnel from location
to location, it usually travelled only short distances between sites.
Stopovers could be short i.e. Shankill, Co. Dublin — one day, Bray —
one to two days — usually two, Greystones, Co. Wicklow — one or two
days and so on down the coast. In recent times many of the traditional
circus tent sites have vanished due to housing development with the
result that present day circuses travel greater distances between
tent sites and do not play in as many towns as they used to but
instead stay longer at specific sites such as Booterstown, Clondalkin,
Santry, Tallaght, Whitehall, and Leopardstown Racecourse to name
some Dublin area locations. Currently when a circus is on the move
between sites, it may be included in radio road traffic reports due to
the number and speed of vehicles involved.
The circuses usually arrived in Bray very early in the morning from
their previous site as the first priority on arrival was the raising of
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the big top. This was followed by the installation of the seating and
lighting after which the circus workers could take a rest until show
time which usually was 4.30 p.m. for the afternoon matinee followed
by the evening show at 8.30 p.m. The performance was never more
than about an hour and half in length, including the interval.
If it was a one-day visit, work on dismantling and packing away the
non-essential items in the big top commenced immediately after the
interval during the evening performance and continued while the
performance was in progress — circus people were excellent time and
motion operators. Once the public left the tent, all the fittings were
quickly dismantled and packed away on a ‘last on, first off’ basis, the
tent was then lowered, the sections untied and detached from the
holding rings and packed away, followed by the lowering of the two
main poles which were then placed on their trailer. After a few hours
the entire entourage then moved to the next town and began the
process of unpacking everything, raising the tent again and installing
all the fittings, regardless of weather conditions. Understandably a
two-day stopover in a town such as Bray was always welcome as it
gave everyone a break from the ‘here today, gone tomorrow’ syndrome.
For most of my childhood and into my teens, Barry’s Field was the
town’s main circus site and although everyone knew for several days
in advance when a particular circus was due to arrive from the posters
that had been stuck up all over the town in advance of its arrival.
Somehow most children, including myself, never got up early enough
to see the convoy of wagons, trailers, and caravans, usually drawn
by a collection of tractors, trucks, and former military vehicles, arrive
at the tent site, park in position or observe the two massive poles
from which the big top would be suspended being unloaded from
their trailer, positioned, raised, and then anchored in place using a
series of wires and ropes. Once these were erected and anchored in
position, the work of assembling and raising the big top could get
under way in earnest as for the hard working circus employees the
sooner this was done, the more rest time they had.
Of course there were those children who managed to get up early
enough to see all this activity. I suppose it was usually about 10
a.m. in the morning when most of us would arrive at the tent site
and volunteer to give a hand carrying bits and pieces of equipment,
usually seating planks and pieces of canvas, ropes and other light
items, from the trailers into the big top. This was in the hope/
expectation that some free passes would be given out which usually
were but mainly to the older children who did a lot more of the harder
work than the younger ones.
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By this time the two main poles had being raised and anchored in
position with work on assembling the tent panels and tying them
together being carried out at a fairly fast tempo. It was an unofficial
tradition that everyone helped the circus people erect and fit out the
big top with no-one being worried about getting injured or hurt. This
type of voluntary operation is no longer permitted under current
Health and Safety legislation and by the circuses themselves due
to the risk of litigation from anyone getting injured while engaged
in this type of voluntary effort. But at that time helping to erect the
big top was one of those great events that broke the monotony of the
summer holidays.
A good way to earn some money was to run errands for the circus folk
living in their assortment of caravans and trailers parked all around
the big top which usually took the form of filling water containers for
them or getting newspapers and cigarettes from the nearby shops. The
usual tip was a few pence and a couple of messages done well could
yield a tidy sum of money for sweets at that afternoon’s performance
on top of the admission fee.
While we were running these errands, as mentioned previously, the
work of tying together the panels of the big top was in progress as
it came in sections and all these had to be tied together to form the
big top. When this was completed, the giant canvas tent, which lay
on the ground like a deflated balloon, was attached to the hoisting
rings which circled the two main poles. A gang of men would then
take a rope and hoist the tent up. In later years I can remember a
tractor being used to do this — on another occasion the tent poles
had winches attached to them very similar to those used on yachts
to hoist the mainsail. Two handles very much in appearance to
starting handles used on motor cars of the 1920s, ‘30s and ‘40s,
were attached on either side of each winch and very quickly two men
could winch up the massive rings to which the canvas sections of
the big top were attached, up to the top of their respective poles and
once this happened the winches were locked off and any loose ropes
secured and tied away.
Once the tent had been raised, work on pushing it out into its
characteristic shape commenced. First priority was the erection of
the supporting poles placed in the ground at an angle which pushed
the tent upwards and outward from the inside and once these were
in place and tied off, the tent took on its recognisable characteristic
shape and very quickly one could then see how large the tent was
inside. Around the outside, steel pins, usually old vehicle axles, were
hammered into the ground at an angle. Ropes were then tied to them
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from the tent to keep it in shape and all around the site the sound
of metal on metal could be heard as these were hammered into the
ground. Once the tent had been pushed out into shape, the next
priority was the installation of the seating.
First came the gantry supports in the form of triangular A-frames
followed by the planks onto which they were attached and tied down.
The seating came in 3 varieties — tiered, planking, and chairs for
those who wanted a ringside view — all of which were appropriately
priced. Two massive entrances were made in the tent so that the
steady stream of circus employees and young helpers could carry in
the seating from the adjacent trailers outside in addition to any other
bits and pieces needed. Our role was to bring in all these items which
were then installed by the circus employees. This fitting out work
usually completed in two to three hours after which the tent’s interior
was ready for the afternoon performance which usually started
around 4.30 p.m. with the last items to be installed and checked
being those used by the performers for their routines.
Once the seating in the tent had been installed, and the circus ring
placed in position, there was the draw for the free passes after which
it was time for us to go home for lunch and to spend the remainder
of the afternoon waiting to return to the circus site to join the queue
for admission to the afternoon performance.
When I started work in 1968, my era of helping to erect the big top
ended as the circuses usually visited Bray during the week but in
the mid 1970s over a weekend visit by Fossett’s circus, I managed to
shoot a 400 ft 8mm film of the big top being erected which a decade
later I was able to screen to the late Edward (Teddy) Fossett which
he enjoyed viewing. This film is now with the Irish Film Archive to
preserve it.
What we did in Bray was replicated all over Ireland and some readers
of this article may have similar memories to mine.
Currently erecting the circus top can be done a lot faster than it was in
the past — now big tops are suspended from a four-pole rectangular
frame, made from strong polythene rather than canvas, with seating
coming pre-assembled on trailers which can be flipped into place in
matter of minutes. Added interior features now are air conditioning
in summer and heating in winter, fast foods and indoor toilets.
When the circus left the camp site after its stay, the only remaining
clue that it had been there was flattened grass where the big top had
been.
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REMEMBERING
THE GREATEST
BY

THE

RMS LEINSTER:

EVER LOSS OF LIFE IN THE IRISH

SEA

PHILIP LECANE, FOXROCK HISTORY CLUB AND LIBRARY SERVICE, NATIONAL
MARITIME MUSEUM

During the second half of the nineteenth century and the first eighteen
years of the twentieth, the City of Dublin Steam Packet Company
(CDSPCo) played an important role in the economic and social history
of Kingstown (now Dún Laoghaire) and Holyhead. Twice daily the
company’s steamers carried passengers and mail between the two
ports. The men and women who crewed the ships were drawn almost
exclusively from Kingstown and Holyhead. In 1860, the company
put four paddle steamers on the route. Named Connaught, Leinster,
Munster and Ulster, they were often referred to as the Provinces. The
ships proudly bore the prefix RMS, which indicated each was a Royal
Mail Steamer, carrying the mail between Ireland and Great Britain. In
1894, the company placed an order with Laird Brothers of Birkenhead
for four identical twin-screw steamers. Like their predecessors, they
were named after Ireland’s provinces. With a speed of 24 knots, the
2640-ton vessels were, at the time of their launch, the fastest crosschannel steamers in the world. In their first year in service they made
the crossing in an average of 2 hours 51 minutes. Each ship had an
onboard post office. Staffed from Dublin Post Office, it could facilitate
30 postal sorters and 250 bags of mail. From mid-1861, a special
date stamp was used to frank mail sorted on the ships.
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In 1915, with the First World War in its second year, the Admiralty
requisitioned the RMS Connaught. On May 5, 1915, she left Holyhead
for Southampton, from where she was used to transport troops and
equipment to France. The following year, in three trips between 25
to April 27, 1916, the RMS Ulster carried 91 officers, 2,862 men and
about 90 tons of artillery shells, small-arms ammunition and 834
hand grenades to Kingstown to reinforce the British Army during the
Easter Rising. On March 3, 1917, while returning to Southampton,
the RMS Connaught was torpedoed and sunk in the English Channel.
Three crewmen were lost.
On December 27, 1917, while bound for Holyhead, a torpedo was fired
at the RMS Leinster twelve miles east of the Kish bank. It missed the
ship by about 20 yards. On March 22, and April 6, 1918, torpedoes
were fired at the RMS Ulster and on April 13, one was fired at the
RMS Munster. All missed their targets. The RMS Leinster encountered
submarines on April 21, and August,14, but no torpedoes were
fired. As submarine attacks on British merchant shipping grew, the
Provinces, like other merchant ships, were painted in camouflage,
giving them an appearance similar to that of a warship. To add to the
warlike appearance, a 12-pounder (i.e. 3 inch) gun was mounted on a
platform at the stern of each vessel. Members of the Royal Navy were
assigned to each ship, as gunners for the 12-pounder.
The Royal Navy blockaded Germany from the start of the war. The
country faced starvation and defeat unless the blockade could be
countered. From the early days of the war Germany’s submarines
avoided the blockade by sailing beneath the ocean’s surface. They
brought the war to their enemy by attacking merchant shipping, in
an attempt to starve Britain into submission before Germany herself
suffered the same fate. However, faced with protests by neutral
America following the sinking of the R.M.S. Lusitania in 1915,
Germany suspended her unrestricted attacks on merchant shipping.
In 1917, in a desperate all-out attempt to win the war, she resumed
unrestricted attacks. The Germans had three classes of submarine,
the U-class for long voyages, the UB-class for operations around
Britain and Ireland and the UC-class for minelaying operations.
On September 26, 1918, submarine UB-123 left Heligoland, a
submarine-base off the north coast of Germany. Oberleutnant zur
See Robert Ramm had orders to operate in the Irish Sea, an area in
which neither he nor his boat had previously sailed. Twenty-sevenyear-old Ramm had served on submarines since April 1916. Married,
with two children, he had been given new submarine UB-123 as his
first command on April 6, 1918. The boat’s first cruise, in July and
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August 1918, had been dogged by technical failures and sickness
among the crew. Ramm must have hoped the second voyage would
be more successful. His crew consisted of two officers and thirtythree men. While the officers were aged 23 and 21, the men’s average
age would have been between 19 to 20 years old. Many would have
had their first submarine service during UB-123’s previous combat
voyage. Unlike modern submarines, which are designed to spend
most of their time submerged, the submarines of the two world wars
were really surface craft that could operate submerged only for short
periods of time. Because of the necessity to recharge batteries and
due to their slow underwater speed, they spent as much time as
possible on the surface, diving only to avoid or to attack enemy ships.
To hinder German submarines sailing from the North Sea into the
Atlantic, the British and American navies had laid a huge minefield
– known as the Northern Barrage – between the north coast of
Scotland and the west coast of Norway. UB-123 successfully avoided
the minefield and sailed into the Atlantic. Robert Ramm’s submarine
was on her way to bring death to the Irish Sea.
UB-123 was still on its voyage when, on October 6, U.S. President
Woodrow Wilson received a message: “The German Government
requests the President of the United States. of America to take steps
for the restoration of peace, to notify all belligerents of this request,
and to invite them to delegate plenipotentiaries for the purpose of
taking up negotiations. In order to avoid further bloodshed, the German
Government requests the President to bring about the immediate
conclusion of an armistice on land, by sea and in the air.” Wilson
replied on 8 October, seeking clarification from Germany.
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Early in the morning of October 10, 1918, mailbags were put on
board a sorting carriage at Westland Row Railway Station and the
train set out for Kingstown. Assistant Superintendent of Postal
Sorters Richard Patterson’s team had 20 men. A further man would
join them at Kingstown. Patterson lived in Sandymount, Dublin.
Three of his sons were serving in the army. In his spare time, he was
President and Secretary of the Dolphin Rowing Club, Ringsend. Most
of the sorters were Dublin born. Most were married, some with large
families. Nearly all lived on the north side of Dublin city, apart from
Patterson and John Ledwidge (Dalkey). In one of those random acts
of fate, which often precede large-scale loss of life, three of the men
were replacing colleagues who were ill. Kingstown-resident Postal
Sorter Adam Smyth was told he had been assigned to replace an ill
colleague. He left home without his sandwiches. One of his daughters
ran after him with them. She was the last member of the family to
see him alive.
At Kingstown harbour, the sorters boarded the R.M.S. Leinster and
began to sort the mail.
As Richard Patterson’s men worked in the sorting office, high above
them passengers boarded the ship by means of two gangways to the
main deck. Some had travelled by train. Others had come by different
modes of transport or had spent the previous night in Kingstown.
A few passengers were already aboard, having booked a cabin for
the previous night. While the civilian passengers came from various
parts of Ireland and Britain, most of the passengers travelling that
day wore military or naval uniforms and came from most of the
world’s English-speaking countries. There were soldiers from Ireland,
Britain, the United States, Canada, Australia and New Zealand, Irish
and British sailors from the Royal Navy and American sailors from
the U.S. Navy Naval Air Service and military and civilian nurses. The
Irish, Canadian, Australians and New Zealanders were returning
from leave in Ireland, while the British and American were going on
leave (the latter from U.S. bases in Co. Cork.)
At 8.50 a.m. the ship set sail. The weather was fine, but the sea was
rough. Staff had just finished serving breakfast in the dining room.
Many passengers were in their cabins, possibly feeling tired or sea
sick. It was just before 10 am. Sitting on the deck of the RMS Leinster,
New Zealand Rifleman Patrick Joseph Fahey saw what he thought
was a porpoise on the port (left) side. He pointed it out to Australian
Lance-Corporal Michael Roach, who thought it was a whale. The
approaching torpedo had also been seen from the bridge. It missed
the ship, passing across her bows. A second G6AV torpedo shot from
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the submarine’s tubes and sped towards the ship at a speed of 27
knots. On the bridge, Seaman Hugh Owen from Holyhead saw the
second torpedo approaching from the port side, He pointed it out to
Captain William Birch, who shouted “Helm hard a-Port! Starboard full
astern!” The intention was to swing the ship to starboard, to avoid
the on-coming torpedo. Before the manoeuvre could be completed the
torpedo struck the ship forward on the port side in the vicinity of the
mailroom. Twenty-one of the 22 postal sorters died in the explosion
or in the aftermath.
Captain Birch ordered “All hands to the boat stations!” He remained
on the bridge giving orders. The RMS Leinster continued to turn until
it was facing back the way it had come. The ship began to settle by
the bow. With only a few lifeboats launched, another torpedo struck
the ship on the starboard (right) side. A full lifeboat that was being
lowered on the starboard side was blown to pieces. The RMS Leinster
sank quickly. Her mission completed, UB-123 would have left the
scene as quickly as possible to avoid British warships. In the hours
following the sinking, hundreds of people struggled to survive in
lifeboats, on rafts, clinging to wreckage and swimming in the rough
sea. Many of them lost the grim fight before rescue arrived.
Over 550 people died when the RMS Leinster was sunk. About 250
survived aboard lifeboats and in the sea. Among the former were
Catherine Gould and five of her children, from Limerick. Among
the latter was Essie Gould, sole surviving family member. Limerick
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Member of Parliament Michael Joyce survived the sinking. It was
his fifth shipwreck. Englishman Lieutenant-Colonel Charles
Blackburne was lost, together with his children Audrey and Peter.
Emily Blackburne, wife to Charles and mother of the children,
survived. Postal Sorter John Higgins survived, his 21 workmates
died. Crewman William Maher saved Louisa Toppin and her daughter
Dorothy. He was awarded a medal. Four or five crewmen took off
in a lifeboat that did not contain a single passenger. Twenty-nineyear-old Hilda Dudgeon, from Dublin, wrapped a wounded man in
some of her clothes and assisted in rowing a lifeboat. On the deck
of the ship a military policeman shot dead a soldier who refused to
get out of a yet-to-be-launched lifeboat. Seaman Hugh Owen, from
Holyhead, kept a young woman afloat by wrapping her long hair
around his arm. Returning to public school in England, fifteen-yearold Dubliner Alfred Curzon White King was a nephew of Press Baron
Alfred Northcliffe. He was lost, as was fifteen-year-old Gerald Palmer
from The Cripples Home in Bray. Lady Phyllis Hamilton was a cousin
of Winston Churchill.
The King, Queen and Prince of Wales were represented at her funeral
service. Robert Baden-Powell sent a telegram of condolence on the
death of John Ross, Secretary of Howth Yacht Club, who was on
his way to a scouting conference. Josephine Carr from Cork was a
nineteen-year-old shorthand typist in the Wrens (The Women’s Royal
Naval Service). The first ever Wren to be killed on active service, she
is virtually forgotten.
Thomas Foley, brother-in-law of Tenor John McCormack, was lost
with his wife Charlotte. Their deaths orphaned ten children. The
McCormacks adopted the youngest and made provision for the
rearing of the other nine. Instead of returning to Australia with his
battalion, Lieutenant Francis Laracy decided to visit Irish relatives.
He was lost in the sinking. Five months later, his mother received
a letter announcing that he had been awarded a Military Cross for
bravery in France. Found floating next to the raft on which his threeyear-old son John sat, Major Frank Hurndall was placed among
dead bodies in Kingstown. A nun noticed a faint movement and he
was brought to the hospital where his son was a patient. Teenagers
Anthony Baker, Anthony Jones and Ralph Murray, students of the
School of Telegraphy, Cork were lost, as was Captain William Birch,
swept away when the lifeboat to which he clung overturned alongside
a rescue ship.
The armed patrol yacht Helga was among the ships which rescued
survivors. Designed as a fishery protection vessel for Irish waters,
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the Helga had been taken over by the Admiralty on March 12, 1915
and assigned to Kingstown. She was taken into Dublin Dockyard and
fitted out as an Armed Patrol Yacht. A twelve-pounder (i.e. 3inch) gun
was mounted in the front of the ship. Most of her crew enlisted into
the Royal Naval Reserve, many of them continuing to serve on the
Helga. The following year, during the 1916 Rising, the ship played an
often-quoted part in Irish history, when she sailed up the Liffey and
shelled the centre of Dublin. On October 10, 1918, she played a far
less well-known part in rescuing survivors of the Irish Sea’s greatest
maritime tragedy.
On October 12, Germany replied to President Wilson’s request for
clarification. The German government confirmed its acceptance of
Wilson’s Fourteen Point Peace Plan. According to Gregor Dallas in
“1918: War and Peace,” after the RMS Leinster sinking “For days,
relatives stood on the shores to identify the corpses as they were
washed up. A howl of indignation buried all charitable thoughts in
Britain and the United States when Germany’s second note was
published.” On October 14 Wilson sent a harsh reply to Germany
saying inter alia:
“At the very moment that the German Government approaches
the Government of the United States with proposals of peace, its
submarines are engaged in sinking passenger ships at sea …”
On October 18, 1918, UB-123 was lost in the Northern Barrage
minefield in the North Sea, while attempting to return to Germany.
Robert Ramm and his thirty-five-man crew were lost in the sinking.
Nine days later, on 28 October, Robert Ramm’s widow, Gerda, lost her
submarine-commander brother Hans Joachim Emsmann. Ramm’s
naval academy classmate, he had introduced the couple. Emsmann
and all of his crew were lost in a failed attack on the Royal Navy base
at Scapa Flow. On October 21, eleven days after the sinking of the
Leinster, Reinhard Scheer, Admiral of the German High Seas Fleet,
signalled his submarines: “To all U-boats: Commence return from
patrol at once. Because of ongoing negotiations any hostile actions
against merchant vessels prohibited. Returning U-boats are allowed
to attack warships only in daylight. End of message. Admiral.” The
R.M.S. Leinster was sunk just eleven days before Germany announced
the end of the U-boat war against merchant shipping.
Why has an event of such significance as the sinking of the RMS
Leinster been forgotten, in Irish history and in world history? There
are at least four reasons for the widespread amnesia.
1. Within a year of the sinking, armed conflict broke out in Ireland
between Irish forces seeking independence and British forces
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seeking to maintain the status quo. The conflict resulted in the
establishment of an Irish state. Later, it suited both sides to
deliberately forget the part played by Irish men and women in
the First World War. Irish officialdom wanted to construct a
myth of perpetual and total Irish resistance to British rule down
through the centuries. As the involvement of Irish men and
women in the British forces directly challenged the myth, this
awkward fact was written out of Irish history. British officialdom,
still smarting from the fact of Irish independence, did nothing
to highlight the contribution made by the Irish during the First
World War. The sinking of the RMS Leinster became part of the
general memory loss.
2. Historians have hugely understated the scale of the tragedy.
Authors as varied as R.H. Gibson and Maurice Prendergast
in The German Submarine war 1914-1918, Ray Sloan in Early
Aviation in North Wales, A.J. Tennant in British Merchant Ships
sunk by U-Boats in the 1914-1918 War and Martin Gilbert in
First World War all said that 176 people died in the sinking.
Alan Palmer in Victory 1918 seemed to approach the true extent
of the disaster when he said that: “More than 500 passengers
and crew were reported to have drowned in the Irish Sea that
day, including Americans crossing from Dublin.” But he went
on to incorrectly say: “Thankfully the final figure was far less.”
The error by all of these authorities is probably due to their
consulting His Majesty’s Stationary Office publication British
Vessels and Merchant Ships lost at sea 1914-1918 (London
1919). This official publication records 176 deaths for the RMS
Leinster. At the beginning of the book, however, is a note that
casualty numbers do not include any troops onboard ships at
the time of their sinking. As most of those who died on the RMS
Leinster were military personnel, they are not included in the
figure published by H.M.S.O. This is probably the reason for the
error by the authors. The huge under-statement of casualties,
published by eminent authorities, helped to hide the scale of
the RMS Leinster tragedy in official history. Recent research by
Library staff of the National Maritime Museum shows that more
than 550 people were lost in the sinking.
3. The disaster has also been largely forgotten due to lack
of information about the people who died. The sinking is
remembered to some extent in Dún Laoghaire and Holyhead, the
towns from where most of the ship’s crew came. Local historians
refer to “Those who died on the Leinster.” Unfortunately, it is
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difficult to remember nameless people. True remembrance
could not take place until the names and stories of those who
were on the ship were known.
4. The sinking was also forgotten because of the shameful neglect
by successive Irish governments of the Irish maritime sector and
the lack of interest by Irish academia in Irish maritime history.
Most of what has been written on Irish maritime history has been
researched by a dedicated band of non-academic historians.
Irish academia largely ignored Irish participation in the First
World War until, in the 1990s, non-academic historians like the
Royal Dublin Fusiliers Association, the Royal Munster Fusiliers
Association, the Connaught Rangers Association etc. began to
carry out research, hold exhibitions, give talks and radio and
tv interviews. All this activity came to political attention at the
time of the peace process and was quickly enlisted to assist in
the process. This resulted in a rush by the academic world to
get aboard the moving train. While the focus of Ireland’s First
World War involvement is likely to fade in official circles at
the end of next year, one can but hope that the dedicated and
sustained work of non-academic historians like ourselves will
eventually restore the RMS Leinster sinking to its rightful place
in history books.
Earlier this year, while looking at groups of passengers on the RMS
Leinster, I focused on the contingent of Americans aboard. Among
them – and lost in the sinking – was Roderick Perry (known as Perry)
Taylor, a member of the U.S. Naval Aviation Service (USNAS), from
Geneva, a rural area in Central Florida, about 30 miles from Orlando.
On the internet, I found the Geneva Historical and Genealogical
Society and emailed them. They sent me information on Perry Taylor
and his family, a photo of his grave, two photos of Perry and an
account, given in 1991, by ninety-ninety-year-old Charles Simeon
Lee of his time in the US Navy in Ireland during the First World War.
Lee was a friend of Perry Taylor, who went through naval training
with him and travelled with him to the USNAS base at Aghada (near
Cobh), Co. Cork.
As a result of my findings, I wrote an article for the Autumn 2017
edition of Ireland’s Military Story, a magazine I highly commend to
readers. I was deeply moved to learn that the Geneva Historical and
Genealogical Society will arrange for a service to be held at Perry
Taylor’s grave on October 10, 2018. Thus, on the centenary of his
death, Perry Taylor will be remembered in the place where he was
born and in the place where he died.
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Carrying out its remit to promote knowledge of Ireland’s maritime
history, the National Maritime Museum, will mark the RMS Leinster
centenary through an exhibition, an interactive display, a publication,
a seminar and ongoing research, all focusing on the historical
legacy of the sinking. Families throughout Ireland and throughout
the English-speaking world suffered bereavement as a result of the
sinking. Until now, the event has only been commemorated and
remembered in Dún Laoghaire. The centenary offers an opportunity
for remembrance to become more widespread. If a history society in
Florida can commemorate an RMS Leinster casualty, presumably it
is not unreasonable to hope that some Irish local history societies
might similarly commemorate their local casualties of the sinking,
throughout the Island of Ireland.
Local history societies can advance knowledge of the people who were
aboard the RMS Leinster by carrying out their own local research and/
or attempting to contact present-day relatives of people who were on
the ship. Societies can help bring knowledge of the sinking to public
attention by publishing letters and articles in local newspapers, by
publishing articles in their journals and by putting items on their
websites and – in localities where there were a number of casualties
– perhaps promoting small exhibitions in local libraries. The National
Maritime Museum would be very happy to assist local history societies
in each of the aforementioned promotional areas by providing advice,
information and – where available – photographs to assist in raising
public awareness.
No official list of those who were aboard the RMS Leinster was ever
published. The names of those who were aboard have been established
by painstaking research and by people contacting us with either
documented proof of relatives who were on the ship or photographs of
headstones in cemeteries in their locality. Information on those who
died continues to grow as a result of research by local historians. So
far, it is known that people from the following counties were aboard
the RMS Leinster: Antrim, Clare, Cork. Donegal, Dublin, Fermanagh,
Galway, Kerry, Kildare, Kilkenny, Limerick, Longford, Louth, Mayo,
Meath, Monaghan. Offaly, Roscommon, Sligo, Tipperary, Tyrone,
Waterford, Westmeath, Wexford and Wicklow. Perhaps there were
others, at present unknown. Is there a hitherto unknown RMS
Leinster grave in your county or locality?
The National Maritime Museum is run by a team of volunteers who
are as passionate about history as are the members of local history
societies. I can say this because I am justifiably proud to be a member
of my local history society in Foxrock. We in the National Maritime
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Museum would very much welcome visits to the museum by the
Federation and by local history societies.
If your society would like to participate in plans to mark the
centenary, or be kept informed of the progress of these plans, please
send an email to info@rmsleinster.com and you will be put on our
email listing to receive bulletins as plans are developed. If you would
like to arrange a visit to the National Maritime Museum, an email to
the same address will set matters in motion.
Note: Information in this article is taken from my book “Torpedoed!
The RMS Leinster Disaster,” which is extensively footnoted for sources.
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SING SING PRISON
BY

JIM FITZGERALD – KNOCKRAHA HISTORICAL SOCIETY

In the quiet graveyard of Kilquane not far from Little Island is an
underground vault approximately 1500 years old. Three-quarters of
it is underground. It measures 16” x 8” and 6 feet high. In the centre
there are 6 steps leading down into the vault. It is protected by an
outside gate 3 feet wide. Further back is a ½ inch steel door which
is in perfect state of repair. Being at least two hundred years old the
floor is paving stone.
The roof is an arch shape again constructed of stone. It is covered
with 3 feet of earth. The inside stones are covered with limestone
which accumulates with water seeping through the roof. There is
evidence of stalactites in the inside accumulated over the years and
in wet weather drops of water drip from the roof. When the doors are
closed it is jet black darkness on the inside and no sounds can be
heard from the outside.

Archaeologists believe it was built by monks for storing food in the
5th or 6th century. It was also used to hold bodies during the bodysnatching period in the late 1700s to keep dead bodies out of the
clutches of robbers. However its main claim to fame is that it was
used by the Cork No. 1 Brigade to hold prisoners such as Black and
Tans, auxiliaries and spies. Many spent their last night alive in it.
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Some locals called it Sing Sing Prison after the notorious prison of
that name in Upstate New York and it is known as Sing Sing since.
As the War of Independence intensified, to ensure that law and
order would be maintained, Sinn Fein clubs appointed members as
policemen. Four were appointed in Knockraha. They had to maintain
law and order. Coupled with that there were Sinn Fein courts which
would adjudicate on local law-breakers. The problem was that they
had no facilities to hold prisoners. Those found guilty would have
to be minded by Volunteers which was a waste of resources. Ned
Moloney, the local blacksmith, was a member of the Company. He
suggested that the vault in the graveyard would make a suitable
prison. It was just what they were looking for and then the prisoners
started to be put in there. Ned Moloney was appointed to look after
the prisoners and he was given an assistant, Jack Madden.
For fear they would be caught by the authorities they would only
come to the prisoners once every 24 hours, in the middle of the night.
There were two locks on the prison, one on the outside gate and one
on the inside door so that the prisoners would not break out. After
opening the gate they had a hole in the ground to put a bar into to
block the door from opening. There never was a break-out from Sing
Sing.
The first prisoners were for crimes such as stealing or even criticising
the Republican movement or being drunk and disorderly but thereafter
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the war intensified. In late 1919 the Cork No. 1 Brigade only used it
for serious prisoners such as Black and Tans, auxiliaries and spies.
Ned Moloney estimated over 100 people were kept there during the
War of Independence. How many were executed and buried locally no
records were kept but most historians agree there could have been
25 executed. Indeed many years later during draining work skeletons
were dug up.
The British never found Sing Sing. Many Company members felt that
the British were on the verge of finding it and the Truce on July 11,
1921, saved them. Many of the inmates spoke of eerie experiences
such as lights, weird sounds and seeing faces in the dark. So Sing
Sing is now of interest to those interested in the paranormal. Sing Sing
is in as good condition as it was 100 years ago and the Knockraha
History Society had it open on Heritage Sunday at the end of August
but our local committee will open it and show people around it.
For anyone interested contact Jim Fitzgerald on 0879864177. It is
now a major tourist attraction.

THE US NAVY

Bb
IN

QUEENSTOWN — 1917

JOHN HENNESSY – GREAT ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY
When the US Navy came to Cork Harbour on May 4, 1917, there were
six destroyers bound for Queenstown to form part of the Queensland
command with the Royal Navy — WWI 1914–1918. Over the following
days more of their vessels followed in to Queenstown. On June 7,
US Navy Admiral, William S. Sims, hoisted their flag. At that time
the Admiral of the Royal Navy, Lewis Bayly, resided in the Admiral’s
house in Queenstown.
Capt. William Veasil Pratt, who was assigned to the Chief of Naval
Operations, received a letter from Admiral Sims informing him that
Admiral Bayly had written to him requesting if he would be prepared
to take overall command during his upcoming leave. Admiral Bayly
wrote as follows; “I go on leave from June 18th–23rd and would like
you to run the show from here during my absence. I feel that you are
the only man whom I can comfortably trust.” To this Sims replied
that the request was “the surprise of my life. I will not attempt to
express my appreciation of the honour you have done me or my
gratification for the confidence your request implies. I would hesitate
to accept it if it were not that I will merely be carrying out your plans
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with the assistance of your trained staff. Under the circumstances I
will be more than glad to act as your representative, particularly as
I can assure you that in the case of any unforeseen problems of a
service nature, I can fall back upon your more mature experience.
Please convey my best respects to Mademoiselle Vorsey, my fellow
conspirator in our common cause”.
Four days after the arrival of the first destroyers they went on their
initial patrol. The schedule was normally five days at sea and two
or three in port. These and all other destroyers and ships under
the command operated under the same broad instructions. They
had three specific duties, namely, to destroy enemy submarines,
to protect and escort merchant men and to save the crews and
passengers of torpedoed ships. The number one priority was to sink
enemy submarines regardless of anything else. Periscopes were to
be shelled and not rammed to avoid decoys attached to mines. Ships
were to always zig zag and never steam at less than thirteen knots.
A British signalman always spent one month on board each arriving
US destroyer to train the US men in the British system. Ships had
orders to keep their radio room informed of their position every two
hours in case of an accident. The operator would send the ships
position without further orders.
Everything did not come up rosy for all hands when they came to
Queenstown. Those familiar with the destroyers of the old navy know
that a real characteristic of a good chief was his ability to forage.
His store rooms would always have many, “you never know when
you might need this” items which did not appear in the books. This
was especially true when the word got around that the ship was
getting ready to go to the war zone overseas. The store rooms were
filled with spare parts, extra mooting lines, tools and other items
that “just happened” to find their way on board. These carefully
laid plans however, went overboard when the destroyers arrived in
Queenstown. To the complete disgust of the far-sighted chiefs, they
found a station order which required ships to land for common use,
all except a minimum quantity of stores, spare parts, etc. This was
for the specific purpose of lowering the ship’s draft. Also to decrease
the over-horizon range at which ships could be seen the top mast had
to be lowered and the radio antennae replaced.
In his book “Pull Together” published after his retirement, Admiral
Bayly wrote: “It is a great tribute to both British and US captains that
I had never any problems in working together. The orders were to do
what was considered best when in doubt, and this they managed to
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do well”. He added “I always saw the captains of escort ships of both
navies the morning after their return to harbour and the morning
before they sailed. The former because there was always something
to learn from them, and the latter to make sure they understood what
they had to do.”
The enlisted US personnel had initial problems in Queenstown with a
lack of activities to fill in their spare time. To help solve the problem,
a large walled-in garden, situated in the grounds of the Admiral’s
house was handed over to the off duty officers of both navies for
tennis, games etc. The ratings had theirs at the Baths Quay next to
Lynch’s Quay and also there was a skating rink in Sunny Height.
They had their own hospital at White Point in Whitepoint House with
their own personnel. The field hospital was in the grounds behind
Whitepoint House. They also had an Air Station at Aghada at the
south eastern side of Queenstown. The US also played baseball at
Carrignafoy and the Mardyke in Cork. Their stay in Queenstown was
short, the time being twenty months, between 1917-1919.

Bb
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BRAY CUALANN HISTORICAL SOCIETY
JAMES SCANNELL
Dave and Shane Murphy opened the Society’s Autumn 2016
programme in the Kinsale Room of the Royal Hotel, Bray, Co. Wicklow,
on Thursday September 15th with their presentation ‘Bray Town
Hall: The Byrne Family Link,1883 to 2014’, followed on Thursday
October 20th by Loraine Kennedy Stephens with ‘Bill Stephens,
the Fairview Lion Tamer and his Bray Collections’; on Thursday
November 17th by Tom Ferris who travelled from Britain to present
‘The Railways of the East Coast of Ireland’, concluding in December
with two morning lectures in Bray Public Library – ‘Christmas 1915
in Bray, Co. Wicklow’ on December 9th and ‘Christmas 1916 in
Bray, Co. Wicklow’ on December 16th , both of which were presented
by James Scannell.
On Thursday January 19th, 2017 the Society opened the Spring 2017
programme with its AGM followed by a presentation – ‘Old Connaught
Uncovered: An in-depth look at the townland of Old Connaught’
by Brian White. The 2017 Committee elected was: President - Ms.
Eva Sutton; Chairperson & Hon. Treasurer - Brian White; ViceChairperson - Dave Murphy; Hon. Secretary – Ms. May Harte; PRO
– James Scannell; Communications & Technology – Mark Murphy;
Visitor Reception – Ms. Nancy Mahony. On Thursday February 16th
James Scannell presented his lecture ‘Captain Hermann Goertz: The
German WW2 Gatherer who landed in full military uniform’, followed
on Thursday March 16th by Dr. Charles Hannon with ‘Roger
Casement and 1916’ and on Thursday April 22nd by Tom Conlon
with ‘Victorian Kingstown – A Town Divided.’ On Thursday April
6th James Scannell gave a morning talk ‘Easter 1942 in Bray, Co.
Wicklow’ in Ballywaltrim Library, Boghall Road, Bray, and a morning
talk the following day, Friday April 7th, on ‘Easter 1917 in Bray, Co.
Wicklow’ in Bray Library, Eglinton Road, Bray, while on Thursday
May 18th Michael Lee spoke on ‘Edward Lee – A Model Employer’ +
‘Lees of Bray.’ Before this lecture commenced, a special presentation
of a bouquet of flowers was made to Nancy Mahony to mark her
90th birthday by May Harte, on behalf of the Society’s President, Eva
Sutton, who was unable to attend the meeting.
For Heritage Week 2017, James Scannell presented a morning talk
‘August 19th to August 27th 1917in Bray, Co. Wicklow’ on Saturday
August 19th in Bray Library, followed on Wednesday August 23rd
with a morning ‘Killarney Road, Bray, Walking Tour’ led by Brian
White. On Thursday August 24th James Scannell presented a
BY
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morning talk ‘August 19th to August 27th 1942 in Bray, Co. Wicklow’
in Ballywaltrim Library, followed on Saturday August 26th with an
afternoon ‘Killarney Road, Bray, Walking Tour’ led by Brian White
who gave a special Sunday August 27th talk on ‘Trains, Planes, &
Automobiles and Family Stories from Kilruddery down the ages’ in
Kilruddery House, Bray.
Neal Doherty opened the Autumn programme in the Royal Hotel,
Bray, on Thursday September 21st with his lecture ‘The Streets of
Dublin. ‘ On Thursday October 19th Vandra Costello will present
her lecture ‘Irish Demesne Landscapes 1660-1740’, followed on
Thursday November 16th by Pádraig Laffan with ‘The Desperate
Fight to Save the Harvest of 1946 & The Severe Winter of 1946/47’,
concluding in December with two morning talks, on dates yet to be
agreed, ‘Christmas 1917 in Bray, Co. Wicklow’ in Bray Library and
‘Christmas 1942 in Bray, Co. Wicklow’ in Ballywaltrim Library, both
of which will presented by James Scannell.

Bb

CELEBRATING CORK PAST EXHIBITION 2017
9TH ANNUAL FAMILY EDUCATIONAL HERITAGE FESTIVAL
MILLENNIUM HALL, CITY HALL, CORK CITY, FRIDAY 29TH SEPTEMBER 2017
The Federation were delighted and honoured to attend for the fifth
year in succession this wonderful and unique exhibition. As always
there was a great buzz in the hall as local historians from Cork City
and County met to share their common love for local history in their
communities. There were a large number of societies from all parts
of the city and county manning their stands and promoting their
activities.
There was an impressive list of launch speakers, including Deputy
Lord Mayor of Cork, Cllr. Fergal Dennehy, Deputy Mayor of Cork
County, Cllr. Ian Doyle, Aisling Barry, President, Cork Lions Club,
Donal Horgan, Cork Lions Club, Conor Nelligan, Cork County
Heritage Officer and Richard T Cooke, Chairperson, Celebrating Cork
Past Exhibition.
The winners of the best presented stand were, Cork Operative Society
of Masons & Bricklayers Historical Society for whom James Fahy
collected the award.
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Federation committee members Larry Breen, Eamon Leonard and
Marie McCarthy enjoyed a very successful day at the Federation
stand meeting many old friends and making new ones.
Great credit for the success of the exhibition must go to Richard
Cooke for his tremendous contribution to the event.

Bb
CLONDALKIN ROUND TOWER HERITAGE CENTRE

BRÚ CHRÓNÁIN
BY

JOSEPHINE BYRNE — ILLUSTRATION

BY

TOMMY BYRNE

There has been a settlement around the Clondalkin area stretching
into the prehistoric past. Neolithic and Bronze Age settlement have
been discovered by archaeologist’s excavation in advance of road
schemes close to the area.
Clondalkin Heritage, Centre Brú Chrónáin, is on the site of the
first monastic settlement founded by St Crónán Mochua who died
on August 6, 630 A.D. St. Crónán Mochua also built churches
in Celbridge, Rathcoffey and Timahoe in Co Kildare. The Annals
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of Ulster record that his relics, along with those of St. Kevin of
Glendalough, Co. Wicklow, were taken on tour in Ireland in 790
A.D. No doubt St. Crónán Mochua’s relics had their resting place in
Clondalkin Round Tower. Monasteries all around Ireland were the
centres of manuscripts ‘The Mass Book of Clondalkin’ or ‘Clondalkin
Sacramentarium’. Fragments of a manuscript associated with this
monastery, thought to be the oldest surviving Irish Manuscript,
potentially penned in Clondalkin and mentions St. Crónán survive in
Karlsruhe Library in Germany.
Clondalkin Round Tower is one of the earliest and best preserved
Round Towers in Ireland. We know this from the rough limestone used

in its construction which is in contrast with later ones which have
smoother finishes. Clondalkin Round Tower is 27.5 meters in height
and has a diameter of just over 4 meters, making it more slender
than most. Clondalkin Round Tower has never been re-capped. The
stones around the doorway are formed from granite erratics. What is
unique about this tower is the buttress around the base and several
steps leading towards the door. Such features are not present on
other Round Towers. No one knows when this buttress was built but
clearly it was a later addition.
St. Johns is a Church of Ireland church which is across the road
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from the Round Tower. Unfortunately all that remains of St Mochua’s
Church, built in the 12th century, is a column of stone in the
churchyard. In Mason’s History of St Patrick’s Cathedral he described
it as ‘One of the finest Medieval Churches in County Dublin’. The
graveyard has two medieval crosses: one large granite cross which
may have been a boundary marker and a smaller cross which is
decorated with a ringed cross in relief on one face and a Latin cross
in relief on the other. There is also a Baptismal font carved from a
granite erratic.
On April 24, 1787, there was an explosion at the Gun Powder Mill
in Moyle Park causing death and destruction for miles around.
The explosion caused damage in Ussher’s Quay; and Capel Street;
buildings throughout the village crumbled and fell. Amazingly, no
damage was caused to the Round Tower.
The Monastic Garden consisted of herbs, fruit, vegetables and
flowers, with many of the plants having multiple uses. The names
of some of the plants in the garden are Lupin, Wallflower, Lavender,
Mullein Pink, Barley, Wheat, Sage, Thyme. We also have Apples and
Pears along the wall. You can walk around the garden and enjoy the
beautiful layout or talk to one of our tour guides who will walk you
around the garden and explain what flowers and herbs are used for
or just sit on the many benches around the garden and relax or read
a book.
Then walk into our beautiful restored old Mill Cottages and see the
history of Clondalkin told in an animation form from the top of the
Round Tower through 1000 years of history. Each room then has
its own history from The Vikings to present day life. On the top of
the buildings is an old mill worker’s bedroom, child’s room, history
of round towers and the many paintings and photos of Clondalkin
Round Tower over hundreds of years. History of Sport, Language,
Art, Architecture, Literature, and Clondalkin Paper Mill, photos of
people and places from around Clondalkin through the years. Some
of the people in the photos would have lived in the mill cottages or
worked there.
You can be brought on a walking tour of Clondalkin Village by one of
our tour guides. We have 45 trained tour guides. Entry is free both
to garden and heritage buildings.
In 2004 a group came together and formed the “Rally Round The
Tower Group” when apartments and a bar were to be built on the
site and the old mill cottages to be destroyed after years of struggle
we succeeded in getting the South Dublin County Council to regain
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ownership of the mill cottages and land. Then recession came and
in 2013 the Clondalkin Round Tower Heritage group was formed to
take up what The Rally Round Tower Group had started and this
time we were successful and we have our beautiful Heritage Centre
and Garden thanks to South Dublin County Council. They did us
proud.
You can then enjoy a meal in our beautiful Happy Pear restaurant or
tea, coffee and cake.
CLONDALKIN HISTORY SOCIETY

Bb
THE CORK BRANCH

OF THE

EXPLORING

WESTERN FRONT ASSOCIATION

THE

GREAT WAR

The Western Front Association (WFA) was established in the United
Kingdom in 1980 to maintain interest in the period 1914-1918 and
to perpetuate the memory, courage and comradeship of those on all
sides who served during the Great War. It does not seek to glorify war
and is strictly non-political.
For a modest annual subscription members receive a wide range of
benefits including six journals per year and the opportunity to meet
like-minded people to learn, share, explore and exchange information
and knowledge in a friendly and welcoming atmosphere.
The WFA has over 6,000 members with branches all over the world.
The Cork Branch was formed in 2010. It currently has over fifty
members and meets in the College of Commerce in Cork at 7:30
p.m. on the last Wednesday of each month from September to June.
A presentation on some aspect of the war is usually given at these
meetings.
Over the years the branch has also given displays and talks at a
wide variety of locations throughout Cork city and county. Visitors
to these displays are able to see artifacts, photographs and panels
containing information about the war. They are also able to avail
of the branch research facility that was set up to help people find
information about an ancestor who served in the war.
Remembering those who died in the war is also important to the Cork
Branch. Each year, on the day before Remembrance Sunday, it holds
a service at the War Memorial on the South Mall in Cork. Over the
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years the ceremony has been attended by the Lord Mayor of Cork,
the Mayor of Cork County, and members of the Diplomatic Corps,
Defence Forces and Clergy. The branch also holds an ‘Evening of
Remembrance’ at St. Fin Barre’s Cathedral on a Friday night before
Remembrance Sunday. This tells the story of the war in music, song
and story.

Members have also represented the Cork Branch at remembrance
events held in London and at other locations. Committee member
Marie McCarthy spoke at the ceremony in Belfast which was held
to commemorate the centenary of the Battle of Jutland. Branch
Chairman Gerry White took part in the ceremony at the Thiepval
Memorial to commemorate the centenary of the Somme.
This year the Cork Branch of the WFA will be holding its Evening
of Remembrance at St. Fin Barre’s Cathedral at 7:30 p.m. on the
night of Friday, November 3. The annual Service of Remembrance
will be held at the War Memorial in Cork at 10:45 a.m. on Saturday,
November 11. Tickets for the Evening of Remembrance cost €15.00
and will be available at the cathedral on the night.
All are welcome to attend the Service of Remembrance.
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TO DUBLIN
BY

BY

RAIL

MARIE GUILLOT

A Joint Outing of two Historical Societies: Whitegate/Aghada and
Cloyne, County Cork, July 2017. Members from both societies
boarded the 9.20 a.m. Cork-Dublin train and settled themselves in
scattered groups to catch up with the latest news.
There was a little mystery around this trip: how were we going to
visit the Dublin sites of the 1916 Rebellion? It seemed impossible to
walk everywhere, maybe in the city bus? When asked about this, the
group-leader replied: ‘We’ll be expected at the train station’.
So, there we were, all excited. Our guide-to-be and the driver of our
vehicle were dressed in uniforms of the period. The vehicle in question
(a tender) looked like a small military bus. Black and white pictures
of 1916 Dublin were displayed on its sides.
With broad smiles of expectation we climbed up the steep steps and
sat on the narrow benches inside. There were no glass windows, but
plastic sheets, half-attached to the carriage. This was adequate as
the day was warm and spontaneous ventilation was welcome.
This tender, a converted old school bus, had been equipped with
a high-tech digital screen, connected to a laptop. Thus, while
crisscrossing the streets of Dublin City, we could watch old pictures
and footages of the events, as well as their actual locations. Outside,
the crowds were stunned and our vehicle was the centre of attention
everywhere.
We learned that this ‘1916 Freedom Tour’ only started the previous
year for the centenary so it was not yet a familiar sight in town.
(Website: 1916tour.ie)
At Dublin Castle we disembarked. There, our guide provided us
with a few weapons that could come in handy: rifles, grenades
and revolvers. As he had already told us a few stories concerning
some brave women of the times several weapons were shared by
the females of our group playing soldiers for a moment. There was
a strong ‘teenage’ atmosphere there, in front of Dublin Castle, and
many passers-by stopped to take pictures (and yes, they did envy us).
When the tour ended in Merrion Square we hung around for more
pictures and to chat with our guide as well as with the driver, a
knowledgeable man himself. By that time we were all hungry and
gathered at the coffee shop of the National Gallery before visiting
some of it in small groups.
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This was a commemoration at its best: a tribute to the freedom
fighters in the light-hearted atmosphere of the free and peaceful
Republic of Ireland.
Back at Heuston Station the 5 o’clock train to Cork saw us gathered
again. A surprise awaited us at Kent Station: the Grand Hibernian
was there, its ten carriages spread out along the main platform,
bearing names of Irish counties.
Members of the station staff explained that, in this luxury train, one
can spend an exclusive week in ‘Orient-Express-style’.
The carriages have been acquired from Irish Rail by Belmond and
refurbished in Belfast. Not only will you discover Ireland from the
windows while having dinner in grandeur but you will also get a
chance to visit every major city and sites of the country without
stress.
From outside we admired the little lamps at the restaurant tables
and the beds being turned down in the next carriage for a night of
cosy comfort.
And guess what? This train also started in 2016. Was that just a
funny coincidence?

Bb
THE OLD DUBLIN SOCIETY
BY

JAMES SCANNELL

The Society commenced its bi-monthly Wednesday night Autumn
2016 programme in Dublin City Library & Archive, 138-144
Pearse Street, Dublin 2, with a 6 p.m. starting time on September
23rd with ‘Fifty Years in the Old Dublin Society’ — Brian Siggins;
September 28th: ‘The Dead of the 1916 Rising’ — Ray Bateson;
October 12th: ‘Buried in the Archives: Funeral Undertakers in
Dublin, 1750-2000’ — Dr. Lisa Griffith and Dr. Ciarán Wallace;
October 26th: ‘The British Army Presence in Dublin’ — Henry
Fairbrother; November 9th : ‘Five Months of Failure: the Battle
of the Somme and the Irish Soldier’ — Lar Joye; November 23th:
‘Valentine Jackson, member of the Irish Republican Brotherhood
and the Old Dublin Society’ — Bryan MacMahon, followed by the
AGM at which Ms. Bernardine Ruddy was re-elected President.
Elected to the Council posts were Vice-Presidents A. P. Behan,
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Rev. D. A. Levistone Cooney; Hon. Correspondence Secretary:
Barry Farrell; Hon. Programme Secretary: Bryan McMahon; Hon.
Treasurer: Ms. Sheila Fleming; Hon. PRO — James Scannell and
as Council members were Henry Fairbrother, John Holohan, Ken
Finlay, Laurence Yourell, Ms. Mary O’Connell and Ms. Helen
Mulvany. Dr. Séamas Ó Maitiú was re-appointed Hon. Editor of
the Dublin Historical Record at the January 2017 meeting of the
Council.
James Scannell represented the Society on Saturday November
5th at the 2016 Local History Day hosted by Dublin City Library &
Archive with his presentation ‘They Went On Their Own: Dublin Fire
Fighters and the Easter 1941 Belfast Blitz.’
Papers read to the Society during the Spring 2017 programme in
Dublin City Library and Archive included — February 8th: ‘Dublin’s
Sporting Heritage and the development of Dublin City Sports Archive’
— Ms. Ellen Murphy; February 22nd: Francis Smyth and Sons,
Umbrella manufacturers in Dublin, 1836-1967’- Gregory Young;
March 8th: ‘King of all Balloons: the first flight across the Irish Sea
to Holyhead in 1817, and other Dublin aerial escapades — Mark
Davies; March 22nd: Open Night; April 12th: ‘The Light that Failed:
The 1957 Dundrum railcar collision’ — James Scannell; April 26th:
‘The Life and Times of J.B. Malone, founder of the Wicklow Way:
map-maker, soldier, historian and author’ — Michael Fewer.
James Scannell represented the Society at the 13th Local History
Society Group Day on Saturday March 25th hosted by Dublin City
Library and Archive with his presentation ‘The Air Crash That No-one
Saw: Djouce 1946.’ During April as part of the month long Dublin:
One City One Book Festival hosted by Dublin City Libraries, James
Scannell presented ‘Aspects of the 1939-45 Emergency’ in Cabra
Library on April 4th and in Walkinstown Library on April 24th, and
‘Captain Hermann Göertz; Adventures of a German Intelligence
Gatherer in Wartime Ireland’ in Dublin City Library and Archive on
April 18th as the Society’s contribution to this annual event.
The Summer 2017 programme included the following events — May
20th: Guided Tour of Balbriggan, Co. Dublin led by Jim Walsh; June
6th; Deputy Lord Mayor of Dublin City. Ms. Rebecca Moynihan,
formally launched the Spring 2017 issue of the Dublin Historical
Record, the twice yearly journal of the Old Dublin Society, at
a reception in the Oak Room of the Mansion House, Dublin. The
Deputy Lord Mayor also presented Peter Geraghty, with the Old
Dublin Society Medal for his paper on ‘Dublin’s first automobiles — as
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early steam carriages on the streets of Dublin’, the most outstanding
paper published in the Dublin Historical Record during 2016; June
2nd: Guided Tour of the ‘Proclaiming a Republic: The 1916 Rising’
exhibition in the Museum of Decorative Arts & History (Including
Military History), Collins Barracks, Dublin 7, led by Lar Joye; July
13th: Visit to the Curragh Camp Museum; August 23rd : Special
Heritage Week lecture ‘So Many Sweet Flowers — From Clontarf to
Killiney — Watson’s Nurseries 1884-1967’ by Ms. Bernardine Ruddy
in Dublin City Library and Archive; August 26th: Guided Tour of
‘Notables’ Graves’ in Deansgrange Cemetery led by Ray Bateson.

The Autumn 2017 programme opened in Dublin City Library &
Archive, on September 13th with ‘The Leading Dublin Manufacturing
Firms of the 1920s’ — Professor Frank Barry; September 27th:
‘The Fenian Rising in Dublin, 1867’ — Sean Bagnall; October
11th: ‘The Kearney Hangings at Bohernabreena, 1815’ — John
Fitzgerald. This presentation is the Society’s contribution to
the 4th Dublin Festival of History organised by Dublin City
Libraries; October 25th: ‘Pre-Famine Dublin: A Calamity Waiting
to Happen?’ — Vincent Ruddy; November 8th: ‘From Meath of the
Pastures to Smithfield: A Story of a Cattle Market and a Family
Who Lived There’ — Mary O’Connell; November 22nd: ‘Thomas
Ashe (1885-1917), Commandant, 5th Battalion, Dublin Brigade,
1916: a North County Dublin Perspective’ — Frank Whearity,
followed by the AGM of the Society.
The Spring and Autumn 2017 issues of the Dublin Historical
Record were published and distributed to members. Copies, and
back issues, available from: olddublinsociety@gmail.com.
Annual membership of the Old Dublin Society is €35 and includes
the mailing of the Autumn, Spring, and Summer programmes,
and the Autumn and Spring issues of the Dublin Historical Record.
Membership inquiries, SAE appreciated, to The Membership
Secretary, 5 Dollymount Avenue, Clontarf, Dublin D03 Y304, or
email the Society at: olddublinsociety@gmail.com.
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OLD DUNDALK SOCIETY
WEST BELFAST HISTORICAL SOCIETY SUMMER TOUR

TO

DUNDALK/CARLINGFORD

In June 2017 the Old Dundalk Society were delighted to host a visit
from West Belfast Historical Society to the area. This enthusiastic
group of historians, having crossed the border at Killeen, stopped for
tea and scones at the nearby Carrickdale hotel. Here the group was
welcomed by Michael Gaynor President of the Old Dundalk Society
who was to act as tour guide for the day.
The group, having been replenished, set off on the first part of their
journey to the town of Dundalk, largest town in County Louth, with
a population of over 35,000 inhabitants. The town was sacked in
1315 during the Edward Bruce campaign. After taking possession
of the town Edward Bruce proclaimed himself King of Ireland and
remained here for nearly a year before his army was totally defeated
and himself slain after being attacked by John de Birmingham.
The modern town of Dundalk largely owes its form to Lord Limerick
(James Hamilton, later 1st Earl of Clanbrassil) in the 17th century.
He commissioned the construction of streets leading to the town
centre; his ideas came from many visits to Europe. In addition to
the demolition of the old walls and castles he had new roads laid
out eastwards of the principal streets. In the 19th century the town
grew in importance and many industries were set up in the local
area, including a large distillery. This development was helped
considerably by the opening of the railways, the expansion of the
docks area or ‘Quay’ and the setting up of a board of commissioners
to run the town.
Dundalk suffered economically when Irish membership of the European
Economic Community in the 1970s exposed local manufacturers to
foreign competition, resulting in the closure of many local factories.
Dundalk is now a thriving business and commercial centre offering
secure employment opportunities for the local population.
Having arrived in the town the group visited a number of Dundalk
historic building including the 16th Century St Nicholas Church of
Ireland, the magnificent Court House (Built 1857) with its portico,
modelled on the Temple of Theseus in Athens. Visits were also made
to Dundalk’s elaborate Italianate Palazzo Town Hall, a seven-bay twostorey municipal building, built 1859-64 and to the Pro Cathedral of
St. Patrick, opened for worship in 1842 but was not complete for
many years after.
The Group having concluded the tour of Dundalk was ready for a
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well-deserved lunch of soup and sandwiches. After lunch the group
travelled to the Cooley peninsula, visiting Greenore with its recently
opened ferry service to Greencastle in Northern Ireland, and onwards
to the medieval village of Carlingford where Michael gave a tour of the
village. The group were particularly interested in the Old Dominican
Priory (1305), King John’s Castle, and the site of the town mint
(medieval), a fortified three story townhouse belonging to a wealthy
merchant family in the centre of Carlingford.
The sun shone down with all its summer intensity reaching 25°C in
the afternoon so an ice cream stop was obligatory. Leaving Carlingford
the group headed north for Omeath a coastal village with wonderful
views of the Mourne Mountains stopping on the way to visit a shrine
dedicated to St. Jude. The group finally arriving tired and thirsty at
the Grand View Hotel for a sumptuous dinner.
A surprise visit during dinner by the local Omeath Historical Society
added to the occasion. The society outlined the many connections the
local population had with the city of Belfast.
The fun and after dinner conversations lasted well into the late
evening and the West Belfast society finally returned rather late to
their native city. A wonderful day’s summer historical outing was
enjoyed by all

Bb

DUN LAOGHAIRE BOROUGH HISTORICAL
SOCIETY
BY

JAMES SCANNELL

The Society opened its 2016-2017 programme of monthly lecture on
Wednesday, September 21, in the Royal Marine Hotel, Dun Laoghaire,
with a lecture by Tom Conlon on ‘The Courts and Small Dwellings of
Kingstown, the other side of the story, how the poor people lived in the
19th century — Part 1.’ The Society’s 3-day Autumn trip to Waterford,
Kilkenny and its environs took place from Sunday, September 18 to
Tuesday, September 20.
On Wednesday, October 19, Lar Joye recalled ‘Bombshells and Bullet
Holes — stories of 1916’, followed on Wednesday, November 16, by
James Scannell with ‘Herman Göertz, a German spy in Ireland during
the Second World War.’
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On Wednesday, December 7, the Society held its very popular
annual ‘Collectors/Treasure Night’ for which members brought along
artefacts and spoke about them for 5 minutes while collectors also
had the opportunity to talk about the material they were collecting
and had. The evening concluded with refreshments and the formal
launch of the 26th edition of the Society’s Journal.
Tom Conlon opened the 2017 Spring programme on Wednesday,
January 11, with his lecture ‘The Courts and Small Dwellings of
Kingstown, how the authorities in Kingstown, Dublin and London
responded — Part 2’, followed on Wednesday, February 15, with a
lecture by Andy Mooney on ‘The Man Monkstown Forgot; the story of
a man who left Monkstown to work with some of the world’s greatest
engineers and became a great sportsman, soldier and politician’, and
on Wednesday, March 22, by Cormac Lowth with ‘The History of Dun
Laoghaire Harbour – a great many aspects of the Harbour over the
past 200 years, 1817 – 2017.’ Launched at this meeting was a special
journal ‘A Safe Anchorage: Dún Laoghaire / Kingstown Harbour 1817
– 2017’, produced by the Society’s Bi-Centenary Book Committee of
Anna Scudds, Colin Scudds, and Maria O’Flaherty, to mark the bicentenary of the Harbour, containing articles published over the past
25 years in the Society’s annual journal.
The AGM of the Society was held on Wednesday, April 19, and finished
with a short talk by Cormac Lowth on ‘Richard Brydges Beechy; a
maritime artist who lived in Kingstown/Dun Laoghaire’ with indoor
meetings concluding on Wednesday, May 17, with a presentation by
Philip Lecane covering ‘Beneath a Turkish Sky: The Royal Dublin
Fusiliers and the assault on Gallipoli’.
Two days earlier on Tuesday, May 15, Cllr. Cormac Devlin, An
Cathaoirleach Dun Laoghaire-Rathdown County Council, formally
opened the ‘Bicentenary of the Pier’ exhibition, in the DLR Lexicon,
Haig Terrace, Dún Laoghaire, which will be on view on the 5th floor
of the library until December. This exhibition provides an account
of the fascinating account of Dún Laoghaire pier over the past two
centuries, researched by Colin and Anna Scudds of the Society and
includes numerous images from the nineteenth century right up to
more recent times.
On Saturday, July 8, the one-day annual Summer Outing was to
Fore Abbey, an old Benedictine Abbey, and Tullynally Castle where
the Pakenhams settled in the 17th century. For Heritage Week, on
Wednesday, August 23, Society member Alice Cullen led an evening
‘Dalkey Town and Coastal Walk.’
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Rob Goodbody opened the Autumn 2017 programme of indoor
lectures in the Royal Marine Hotel on Wednesday, September 20,
with ‘Martello Towers of the Dublin Coastline’ followed on Sunday,
September 24, to Tuesday, September 26, by this year’s 3-day
Autumn tour of the Midlands and environs; on Wednesday, October
18. Cormac Lowth, in response to public demand, will repeat his
lecture ‘The History of Dun Laoghaire Harbour – a great many aspects
of the Harbour over the past 200 years, 1817 – 2017’, on Wednesday,
November 15. Neal Doherty will cover ‘The Complete Guide to the
Statues and Sculptures of Dublin’ followed on Wednesday, December
6, by Society member Seamus O’Connor with ‘A History of Old Dun
Laoghaire with Slides’ and the launch of Society’s Journal No. 27.

Bb

RATHMICHAEL HISTORICAL SOCIETY,
SHANKILL, CO.DUBLIN
RICHARD RYAN
As usual, Rathmichael Historical Society started the year with its
AGM on January 3 and the meeting was followed by a talk on the
history of the Main Street in Dundrum, presented by Dundrum
expert and current President of the Society, John Lennon. As a sign
of the times, the AGM approved an alteration in the Society Rules by
changing the title of Editor to Editor/Webmaster.
In February, Society member, Therese Hicks presented the results
of her research on the Kennedys of Mount Kennedy and this was
followed in March by a very well-attended talk on Harry Clarke
by Nikki Gordon-Bowe. The Spring session concluded with a very
interesting talk on Dublin Bay by another Society member, Rob
Goodbody.
The month of May saw us in the historic city of Limerick for the annual
away weekend. Walking tours of the Viking/Norman town and the
contrasting Georgian town were followed by a visit to Carrigogunnel
Castle on the west of the city.
The day-outings in the Summer were to the beautiful Charleville
House (near Enniskerry), Tullynally Castle and the medieval town
of Fore in Co.Westmeath, and an archaeologist-led tour of Dalkey
Island.
The annual Summer Lecture Series in August contained a mix of
historical and archaeological themes. The latter included really
BY
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up-to-date reports from the archaeologists on excavations in Kevin
Street, Dublin (Alan Hayden) and at the Hellfire Club (Neil Jackman).
Professor Dáibhi O Croinin delivered a fascinating talk on the AngloSaxons in Ireland. The other talks dealt with the medieval grange
farms of St. Mary’s Abbey (Geraldine Stout) and social organisation
on the cusp of Christianity (Gillian Boazman).
October, which ends with Halloween, will start for us with learning,
appropriately enough, about the Black Death in the Dublin Region
(Finbar Dwyer). In November, Jason Bolton, who led us on the
visit to Dalkey Island, will talk about the early medieval masons of
Rathdown. The final talk of the year will be on marine artist, Richard
Bridges Beechey and his connections with Dun Laoghaire.
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FEDERATION AGM 2017
Galway City 26th – 28th May
The weekend of 26th – 28th May saw the Federation hold its AGM at
the Ardilaun Hotel in Galway, “City of the Tribes”.

FRIDAY, 26TH MAY
The beautiful Ardilaun Hotel was a perfect venue for our weekend
activities with forty seven delegates staying in the hotel. The weekend
started with a “Prosecco Reception” in the Garden Lounge followed by
evening dinner in the hotel restaurant . We had two enthralling afterdinner talks on the subject of who might be considered Galway’s
greatest entrepreneur. Jackie Uí Chionna presented the case for
Martin Mór McDonogh and Eugene Jordan that of Fr. Peter Daly.
Excellent presentations by Jackie and Eugene recounted the stories
of two very extraordinary men. Although a show of hands would have
favoured Martin Mór McDonogh all agreed that a draw would be a fair
result. The evening ended with a visit to the lounge for a few libations.

SATURDAY, 27TH MAY
There was a large attendance on Saturday morning for the official
business of the AGM with sixty or more delegates gathered in the Aran
Suite. There were representatives from fourteen counties including
Dublin, Galway, Kildare, Limerick, Roscommon, Westmeath, Mayo,
Cork, Waterford, Louth, Tipperary, Down, Antrim and Armagh. Thirty
two local societies were also present. Federation Chairman, Michael
Gaynor, welcomed everyone and introduced Dáibhí Ó Cróinín to
officially open the AGM. Dáibhí extended a very warm Galway welcome
to all present and said how delighted they were that the Federation
had chosen Galway City as the venue for its AGM. He praised the
Federation and local historians for all the important work they did in
helping keep alive an interest in the history of local communities. He
said that without the huge contribution made by history, heritage,
cultural, folklore and archaeological societies so much of the history
that helps make us what we are would be lost. Dáibhí wished the
Federation success with the AGM and hoped we enjoyed our stay in
Galway.

AGM:
We had reports from our Chairman, Michael Gaynor, Secretary, Betty
Quinn and Treasurer, Mairead Byrne, all of which illustrated the very
successful year the Federation had enjoyed with our many talks,
walks and trips during the year. The highlight was probably our visit
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to the Battlefields of Belgium and France and a visit to the European
Parliament as well. This was a joint trip between the two Federations,
North and South in sharing the memories of WWI. Another great trip
was the visit to North Wales when we were again joined by our friends
and colleagues from the Ulster Federation. The current committee
and officers were re-elected. We also welcomed four new members
to the Federation Committee, Clare Walsh from Waterford replacing
Ann Cusack, Michael Mullaly from Newbridge, Mary Kenehan from
Thomond and Marie McCarthy from Inniscarra. A new approach
to the Society Spake, using a Powerpoint presentation proved very
successful and reports were heard from thirty two different societies.
After lunch in the Ardilaun we were off on our bus tour of South
Galway, taking in Kinvara, Corcomroe Abbey, Kilmacduagh, Gort
and the Kiltartan Museum. So great was the demand for seats that
we had to hire a second bus to accommodate everybody. During the
tour we passed through some beautiful landscape until we reached
Corcomroe Abbey where we were captivated by our guide, Patrick
Larkin, who gave an absorbing account of early life in the monastery.
Then it was on to Kilmacduagh with its fine round Tower. This time
we were in the hands of Christy Cunniffe who gave another very
interesting and informative account of the site and its historical
significance. Our last port of call was to the Kiltartan Gregory Museum
near Gort. What an architectural gem it was, an old national school
built in 1892 and now a unique museum devoted to the works of Lady
Gregory. It now contains a wealth of photographs, manuscripts, first
editions, memorabilia and local genealogy. Within its walls it houses
a recreated schoolroom with old desks, blackboard, maps, paintings
etc. We also had the pleasure to meet with Rena McAllen and Mary
de Lourdes Fahy, RSM, both very lovely ladies who welcomed us to
the museum.
It was then time to reluctantly say goodbye to Kiltartan Gregory and
head back to the hotel.
After a lovely meal in the Ardilaun it was time to hear another two afterdinner talks from our hosts. Patrick Larkin gave a most interesting
and informative talk on the many castles scattered around the area
of Galway Bay while Bernard O’Hara recounted the colourful story
of Nora Barnacle, wife of James Joyce. It was a pity that such a
wonderful day had to end.

SUNDAY, 28TH MAY
After breakfast we all met at the Eyre Square Centre to meet with
our guides, Peadar O’Dowd and Damien Quinn. There followed two
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fascinating guided walks and talks, one around Galway City and one
on the military history of the city. This was all in the lovely morning
sunshine. Our last port of call for a farewell event was the King’s Head
where we again treated to two most interesting talks. Dr Joe Manning
gave a great talk on the Clans of Ireland and this was followed by
Hubert Jennings who gave us an abridged History of Traditional
Irish Dance. Prof Noel P. Wilkins gave us a very warm farewell on
behalf of the Galway Archaeological & Historical Society and wished
us a safe journey home. Prof Wilkins kindly presented everybody in
the audience with a copy of his book, “The Odd Shelf of a Common
Reader”.
And so ended a memorable weekend, courtesy of the Galway
Archaeological & Historical Society, whose hard work and effort had
made it all possible. It was indeed a real feast of local history, served
in a warm, friendly and inclusive manner.
Many thanks again to them for making it so enjoyable.

Bb
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CHAIRMAN’S ADDRESS AGM
Ladies and Gentlemen you are most welcome to Galway and the
Federation of Local History Societies AGM 2017.

WHY LOCAL HISTORY MATTERS
The major processes and events of history were made up of individuals,
families, locals and communities, that all played their part in shaping
and being shaped by history.
Above all, studying local history highlights the fact that history is all
around you!!!
Promoting interest in local history is a cornerstone activity for the
Federation. A joint venture undertaken with the Federation for Ulster
Local Studies epitomises the prominence the Federation places on
this ideal. The Hidden Gems project exemplified the fruits of working
together to promote local history study throughout the whole island
of Ireland. Local history is to be found in every community, urban
and rural, in every part of Ireland.
This project highlighted the need for those involved in historical
societies, and the general public, to remain vigilant in protecting and
recording local features and people of historical interest within their
respective communities. It is imperative to preserve both the physical
artefacts and information gathered for future generations.
Speaking at the Federation for Ulster Local Studies Hidden Gems
and Forgotten people launch in the central library in Belfast recently
I alluded to a case in point, the recent discovery of a 17th Century
castle which was found in Clones, Co Monaghan, in June 2016. The
castle was “lost” for more than 250 years and has been rediscovered
in the centre of a the town. It was found behind a Georgian terrace
known as Castle Street, which contains a building called Castle
House. Shirley Clerkin, Monaghan County Heritage Officer, said, and
I quote, “it shows when you start opening your eyes, looking afresh at
things, you can rediscover really, really interesting buildings”.
Sometimes local familiarity, and the fact of being taken for granted,
can prevent many of these gems becoming more widely recognised,
and thus they can remain hidden from the rest of us. However each
one has a story to tell and that story is part of our wider local history.
History matters. And it doesn’t have to be history on a world or
national scale. You can reduce it down as far as you want. The history
of your town, history of your parish.
In the overall scale of historical research I cannot but fail to mention
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the real importance of Oral history, a primary source material
recording and preserving the spoken word.
Oral History makes a valuable contribution to any local history
collection and can help to solidify the accuracy of local historical
happening.
The Federation continues to seek ways for the promotion of interest
in local history, we eagerly look forward to another eventful year of
activity, as we continue in the promotion and popularisation of local
history and heritage within our communities.
The Federation is currently working on developing and improving
present committee structures in order to improve its ability to
deliver a better service to our membership and further develop its
communication links with member societies. The Federation is also
anxious to expand its activities into the regions and assist local
societies to hold open days and create awareness of the activities of
the Federation.
To fulfil these plans I am anxious to recruit additional members on to
the committee who are interested in developing the Federation ideals
into the future.
Organising seminars and workshops are a key part of the education
and training aspect the Federation offers to our member societies.
Plans are already being made for a workshop/seminar in October/
November, exploring modern history research methodology.
We endeavour to make these events relevant and meaningful to the
needs of local history societies and their members. I would earnestly
request that societies put forward suggestions to the Federation so
that we can expedite the suggestion in line with the perceived needs
of our membership
A special thanks to Martina Griffin our Vice Chair, Betty Quinn our
Secretary, Mairead Byrne, our Treasurer and, of course, the man of
many parts Larry Breen PRO/Journal editor etc
I would like to thank Eugene Jordan for his work in organising and
developing our new IT platforms
I would also like to thank the officers and committee for their hard
work during the year and for the support they have afforded me in my
first year as chairman, and I look forward to the future development
of the Federation. I am confident that it will continue to impact as a
resource for every local history society throughout the country.
I look forward to your contributions and constructive inputs over the
day.
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MINUTES

AGM OF THE FEDERATION
LOCAL HISTORY SOCIETIES

OF THE

OF

DATE: 27TH MAY 2017
VENUE: THE ARDILAUN HOTEL GALWAY
The AGM was hosted by the Galway Archaeological and Historical
Society with excellent organisation by Eugene Jordan.
Federation chairman, Michael Gaynor welcomed delegates. He
introduced Daibhi O Croinin, history department NUI Galway who
officially opened proceedings. Daibhi spoke of the important work
the Federation and local history societies do in creating awareness
of the rich heritage of their communities. He expressed his concern
regarding the decision by the Department of Education to ease history
out of the curriculum in secondary education. He commended the
Federation for their enthusiasm for the subject and for their efforts in
engaging young people. The chairman thanked Daibhi and presented
him with a copy of the 2016 journal.
MINUTES: Minutes of the 2016 AGM held in the Absolute Hotel in
Limerick read by the Hon Sec. Betty Quinn were adopted on the
proposal of Anne Breen and seconded by Padraig Laffan.
CHAIRMAN’S ADDRESS: Delivered by Michael Gaynor (copy appended)
HON. TREASURER’S REPORT: Delivered by Mairead Byrne (copy appended)
adopted on the proposal of Dick Ryan, seconded by Martina Griffin.
HON SECRETARY’S REPORT: Delivered by Betty Quinn (copy appended)

MOTION

FOR

ADOPTION:

A discussion arose regarding the non-attendance of committee
members at meetings, it was pointed out that societies were
represented on the committee not individuals. It was agreed that if
three consecutive meetings were missed without a replacement that
society would no longer be deemed to have representation on the
committee. It was also agreed to send this information to secretaries
of societies.

RESIGNATIONS

FROM THE

COMMITTEE:

Ann Cusack, Waterford Archaeological and Historical has resigned
and is replaced by Clare Walsh. John Bradshaw, Tipperary
Clans Heritage Society has resigned, also Clare O’Halloran, Cork
Archaeological and Historical Society.
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ELECTION

OF

OFFICERS:

The present officers and committee members were all willing to stand
again and were elected on the proposal of Dick Ryan, seconded by
Jim Dockery.

NEW COMMITTEE MEMBERS:
Mary Kenehan, Thomond Archaeological and Historical Society,
elected on the proposal of Elsie O Connell, seconded by Steve Dolan.
Marie McCarthy, Inniscarra Historical Society, elected on the proposal
of Dick Ryan, seconded by Anne Breen.
Michael Mullally, Newbridge Local History Group, elected on the
proposal of Mairead Byrne, seconded by Dick Ryan.

AOB:
Larry Breen gave a recommendation for Select Hotels of Ireland for
any society wishing to hold conferences etc.
J. J. Woods suggested changing the Federation logo, as he didn’t
consider it a proper logo, a short discussion arose as to the
appropriateness of the logo, Moate Society have the same logo. It was
agreed not to make any changes.
A discussion also arose regarding the constitution, the question
was asked if it is reflective of what the Federation is about. It was
noted there is no reference to a President, a constitution being a
legal document should reflect this matter. It was agreed to hold a
discussion on the matter at the next committee meeting and review
any changes/additions at the next AGM.

SOCIETY SPAKE:
Padraig Laffan devised a slide template which projected on screen
basic information on each society while the representative spoke of
their extra activities during the year. This approach
The AGM welcomed the large number of representatives from the
Federation of Ulster Local Studies who attended the meeting and who
contributed to the Spake.
This concluded the business of the meeting.
Larry Breen thanked delegates for their attendance and outlined the
activities for the afternoon.
BETTY QUINN HON. SECRETARY.
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NORTH/SOUTH
North/South joint activities continued during the year with two
significant events, the visit to North Wales and the FLHS AGM in
Galway, being shared by both Federations.
The visit to Wales was enjoyed by all who travelled and we were
fortunate to enjoy great weather and see the North Wales countryside
looking splendid in some glorious sunshine. Something special was
the warm welcome we received from the Mayor of Holyhead, Ann
Kennedy over dinner in the Celtic Royal Hotel in Caernarfon, the
invitation to visit the Holyhead Maritime Museum and the subsequent
welcome from the Mayor, Ann Kennedy and local MP for the area,
Albert Owen.
At the AGM in Galway we had an unprecedented attendance by
members of the Ulster Federation, sixteen in total, who all travelled
West to join and share with us in a memorable visit to the “City of
the tribes.”
Unfortunately the planned North/South exchange visit to Armagh
was cancelled due to problems with the hotel in Armagh. It is planned
to reschedule the visit in 2018.
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FEDERATION VISIT

TO

NORTH WALES

30TH APRIL – 4TH MAY 2017
Fifty or more local historians from societies all over the island of
Ireland met at Dublin port in anticipation of their much awaited
visit to North Wales. It was another opportunity to meet up with old
friends and make new ones.
Counties represented were Dublin, Louth, Kildare, Cork, Tipperary,
Roscommon, Kilkenny, Tyrone, Antrim, Armagh, Down and Derry/
Londonderry.
Societies present were from Clane, Naas, Athy, Rathcoffey, Newbridge,
Rathmichael, Dundalk, Drogheda, Knocklyon, Mallow, Cahir,
Carrickfergus, West Belfast, Banbridge, Strabane, New Buildings,
Fassadinin, Carrigtwohill/Blarney, Clontarf, Antrim, Dromore
Diocese and Kinsale.

SUNDAY:
After a very smooth crossing we arrived safe and sound in Holyhead,
where we were met by our Blue Badge guide for the week, Amanda
Whitehead. Amanda turned out to be a real “Hidden Gem” and a
guide par-excellence. Amanda took us on a tour of Holy Island along
its many scenic roads, accompanied by some excellent commentary
emphasising the close relationship that existed between Ireland and
the Isle of Anglesey.
We made a stop at the beautiful little town of Beaumaris with its
impressive 13th Century Castle, interesting streets with its Church,
Gaol, Town Hall and quaint harbour where lots of children were
fishing for crabs.
Our journey then took us to Plas Newydd, the ancestral home of the
Earls of Anglesey, set in some beautiful countryside. It proved to be
an impressive house with the highlight being the unique painting by
Rex Whistler, which is the largest canvas painting in Britain, filling
the complete wall of the spacious dining room.
Our adventurous day ended with a most enjoyable dinner in the
Celtic Royal Hotel which was to be our home for the week.

MONDAY:
After breakfast we boarded our coach and took the coastal route on
our way to the walled city of Chester, making the occasional diversion
to view some towns along the way. Our destination was the city of
Chester, situated on the river Dee. Originally founded as a Roman
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Fort in 79 AD it became one of the main army camps in Roman
Britain. Today it is a thriving, energetic and busy city steeped in
history and offering many attractions to the visitor. Together with its
complete city walls, the ruins of the Roman Amphitheatre, its unique
Chester Rows, magnificent Cathedral and impressive museums to
name a few, it proved a visitors’ paradise.
An interesting Irish connection was the fine display of Ormonde
Silver in the famous Grosvenor Museum having been given in times
past by the then Marquess of Ormonde to help clear his debts. The
group were allowed free time to explore the many attractions the city
had to offer and enjoy some lunch.
We bid farewell to Chester and travelled over the scenic Horse Shoe
Pass stopping at the lovely town of Llangollen. This journey took
us through some of the finest scenery that Wales could offer with
stunning views of Snowdonia highlighted in the afternoon sunshine.
It was in Llangollen, a beautiful town on the river Dee with its 16th
Century bridge spanning the river, that we learned more about the
famous “Ladies of Llangollen”. It was the story of two Irish ladies,
Sarah Ponsonby and Eleanor Butler who became leading socialites in
the late 18th/19th Century. We were able to visit their graves in the
local church graveyard and also their house, another Plas Newydd,
which is now a delightful museum. It was interesting to make another
strong connection with the homeland on our journey through Wales.
That evening after dinner we had the pleasure of local historian,
Robat Humphreys, from the Caernarfon Civic society, give us a most
interesting talk on the history of Caernarfon.

TUESDAY:
After breakfast we headed south to the village of Porthmadog to catch
the unique steam train on the Ffestiniog Railway. This little train
runs on fifteen miles of narrow gauge track through some of the most
beautiful countryside in Wales to the village of Blaenau Ffestiniog
at the foothills of Snowdonia. It was a sheer joy to sit back, relax in
the glorious sunshine and watch the steam engine bellow its white
smoke into the sky as we traversed the mountain side.
It was now time to move on and see the beauty of some extraordinary
architecture in the village of Portmeirion. Situated beside a beautiful
sandy beach and near the Gwllr Woodlands with its rare and exotic
plants it presented a stunning picture in the beautiful afternoon
sunshine. In the style of an Italian Village it was built by Sir Clough
Williams-Ellis between 1925–1975 and one could be forgiven for
thinking you were in the magical village of Portafino in Italy. It was a
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memorable visit never to be forgotten.
Our final visit on a remarkable day was to see the David Lloyd George
Museum and the great man’s resting place situated in his home
village of Llanystumdwy. The museum contains his boyhood home
and has a fine collection of items covering the life and times of the
man who was British Prime Minister between 1916–1922. His grave
lies in a quite wooded area alongside a nearby river in peace and
tranquillity.
During dinner that evening we had as our guests the Mayor of
Holyhead, Ann Kennedy and the co-directors of the Holyhead Maritime
Museum. We were given a warm welcome by the Mayor, had a lovely
meal and a good night was had by all. We have to compliment George
Beattie through whose friendship with the people of Holyhead it was
all possible.

WEDNESDAY:
We started with a tour of the mountains through some picturesque
countryside and our first stop was at the slate Village of Llanberis
and a visit to the National Slate Museum. We were treated to a
slate splitting demonstration by a local expert with a great sense of
humour. The slate quarries were really fantastic in the story they had
to tell and the area was full of tangible reminders of the industrial
past. Buildings, machinery, water wheel, warehouses, all sorts of
equipment and even the Quarrymen’s Cottages with open fire, crook
and kettle. One had a great sense of an industrial past now gone
and the Slate Museum ensures that the 3000 men who worked the
quarries are remembered.
The happy band then travelled in a coastward direction to our next
stop at the magnificent Bodnant Gardens. The gardens comprise
eighty acres of hillside, including formal Italianate Terraces, informal
shrub borders with plants from all around the world, the Dell, a
Gorge and a waterfall. The rhododendrons, magnolias and azaleas
which were in full bloom provided a spectacular backdrop of amazing
colours. Bodnant House stood majestically overlooking the garden in
all its splendour. All agreed it was the most impressive garden they
had ever seen.
Conway on the north coast was our next destination to see the walled
town and its impressive Castle. Built by Edward I it stood resplendent
in the bright sunshine. A guided tour by our guide Amanda was most
interesting in a castle considered one of the finest examples of late
13th Century Military architecture in Europe.
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The day ended with a welcome meal at the Celtic Royal Hotel in
Caernarfon.

THURSDAY:
We had breakfast with a certain degree of sadness as we realised
that our wonderful visit was almost over. What remained was a
visit to Caernarfon Castle before we said our final farewell. A most
magnificent building of huge proportions and full of interesting things
to see captivated the group until it was time to leave.
By invitation and through the good offices of George Beattie we
managed to call and see our friends at the Maritime Museum in
Holyhead. We received a really warm welcome from Mayor Ann
Kennedy, and a guided tour of the museum led by John Cave, Richard
Burnell and their colleagues in the Museum. We were also delighted
and privileged to meet with the MP for the area, Albert Owen, who
met the group, thanked us for coming to Anglesey and wished us a
safe journey home.
It is actually difficult to put in words a summary of our visit to this
beautiful part of a truly lovely country.
We managed to see many interesting and beautiful places, learned
a lot that we did not previously know about Wales, its people, its
language, its culture and its fantastic history.
However the journey we made together was about sharing our
common love and interest in local history.
It was a wonderful trip which will not only be remembered for the
wealth and variety of the history we encountered but by the warmth,
friendship and hospitality of all the people in our group and also all
those we had the pleasure to meet on a truly memorable journey.
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY – 2018
UK VISIT – EAST MIDLANDS, MONDAY, APRIL 23–27, 2018
We will be based in Nottingham, staying in the Crowne Plaza Hotel.
The package will include coach for five days, four nights B&B, four
evening meals, personal guide for five days and return ferry Dublin
to Holyhead. The trip will include visits to two of the most impressive
stately houses in England, namely, Wentworth Woodhouse,
Chatsworth House and Burghley House, a coach tour of the Peak
District, Leicester Cathedral and the tomb of Richard III, Sherwood
Forest, walk in Nottingham, Bosworth Battlefield, Lincoln City &
Cathedral, and a visit to the Wedgwood Centre Museum.

FEDERATION AGM – SLIGO TOWN, FRIDAY, MAY 18–20, 2018
The Sligo Field Club have kindly offered to host the event and we are
looking forward to a warm welcome from our hosts and some very
interesting walks, talks and trips over the weekend.

SPRING SEMINAR/WORKSHOP – FEBRUARY, 2018
We plan a one day seminar to include a selected history topic and
also promotion of the Federation.
Date to be arranged.

NORTH/SOUTH EXCHANGE VISIT - 2018
To be arranged by FULS.
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Society Members of the Federation
If there are corrections or additions to be made to the following list please advise
Larry Breen, 8 The Paddocks, Naas, Co. Kildare. Tel. (045) 897445
e-mail: info@localhistory.ie
Co. Carlow
Carlow Historical Society, Deirdre Kearney, Ardmore, Browneshill Road, Carlow, Co.
Carlow
Tullowphelim Historical Society, John Keogh, EMA Dept., IT Carlow, Kilkenny Road,
Carlow, Co. Carlow.
Co. Cavan
Belturbet Historical Society, Seamus McCaffrey, Co. Cavan.
Cavan Historical Society, Lyn Sharkey, Rivendell, Corracanvy, Co. Cavan
Moybologue Historical Society, Brian Callaghan, 18 Cranadillon Place, Virginia, Co.
Cavan.
Virginia and District Historical Society, Mary Cunningham, 8 Riverview, Rahardrum
Lane, Virginia, Co. Cavan
Co. Clare
Clare Archaeological and Historical Society, Mary Kearns, Ballycarroll, Barefield,
Ennis, Co. Clare
Killinaboy Historical Group, Tony Kirby, Caher Blonick, Killinaboy, Co. Clare
Kilrush and Districk Historical Society, Paul O’Brien, Fort Road, Cappa, Kilrush, Co.
Clare.
North Clare Historical Society, Maura O’Loughlin, Carrowmanagh, Kilshanny, Co.
Clare
Shannon Archaeological and Historical Society, Peter Wise, 53 Ballycasey Crescent,
Shannon, Co. Clare
Co. Cork
Anthony Greene, Peake, Coachford, Co. Cork
Aubane Historical Society, Jack Lane, 26 Church Avenue, Roman Street, Cork
Ballygarvan and District Local History Society, Thomas F. Ryan, ‘Bawnmore’, Sli Na
Habhann, Ballygarvan, Co. Cork
Bantry Historical Society, Angela O’Donovan, Goureebeg, Bantry, Co. Cork
Beara Historical Society, Fachtna O’Donovan, Draum South, Castletownbere, Co.
Cork
Blackpool Historical Society, Mark Cronin, Blackpool Community Centre, 90 Gt.
William O’Brien Street, Blackpool, Cork City, Co. Cork
Blarney and District History Society, Agnes Hickey, Stoneview, Blarney, Co. Cork
Cannovee Historical and Archaeological Society, Nora O’Leary, Kilcondy, Crookstown,
Co. Cork
Carrigtwohill and District Historical Society, Oliver Sheehan, Ballinbrittig,
Carrigtwohill, Co. Cork.
Charleville Heritage Society, Michael McGrath, Fortlands, Charleville, Co. Cork
Churchtown Historical and Heritage Society, Noel Linehan, Ballygrace, Churchtown,
Mallow, Co. Cork
Cloyne Literary and Historical Society, Marie Guillot, Kilcrone House, Cloyne, Co.
Cork
Cobh Animation Team, Claire Stack, 5 Coolamber Close, Cobh, Co. Cork
Cobh Museum, Beta, 1 High Street Road, Cobh, Co. Cork
Cork Branch Western Front Alliance, Gerry White, 35 Kilmore Drive, Knocknaheeny,
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Co. Cork
Cork Decorative Fine Arts Society, Marian O’Driscoll, 9 Beechwood Court, Newtown,
Cobh, Co. Cork
Cork Harbour Islands Project, Claire Stack, 5 Coolamber Close, Cobh, Co. Cork
Cork Historical and Archaeological Society, Ann Egan, 23 Belmont Park, Ballinlough,
Cork, Co. Cork
Cork South Parish Historical Society, Pat Leger, 30 St. Finbar’s Park, Glasheen Road,
Cork, Co. Cork
Cumann Seanchaise na Banndan, Pat McCarron, Mishells, Bandon, Co. Cork
Dunmanway Historical Society, Marguerite Murray, c/o Dunmanway Historical
Association, Main Street, Dunmanway, Co. Cork
Friends of Cloyne Cathedral, Rowena Walsh, Ardbeg, Cloyne, Co. Cork
Great Island Historical Society, John Hennessy, 25 Belmont Place, Cobh, Co. Cork
History, Heritage and Tourism Group, , Co. Cork
Ibane Local Studies Society, Dr. Leonard Madden, 14, Willow Close, Primrose Gate,
Celbridge, Co. Kildare
Inniscarra Historical Society, Richard Murphy, Belgravia, Magoolla, Dripsey, Co.
Cork.
Kevin Tyrry, Swallow’s Rest, Coolbay, Cloyne, Co. Cork
Kilbrittain Historical Society, Triona O’Sullivan, Coolmain, Kilbrittain, Co. Cork.
Kilmeen-Castleventry Historical Society, Dan O’Leary, Caherkirky, Rossmore,
Clonakilty, Co. Cork
Kinsale Heritage Company, Dermot Ryan, Winter’s Hill, Kinsale, Co. Cork
Kinsale History Society, Dermot Ryan, Winter’s Hill, Kinsale, Co. Cork
Knockraha Historical Society, Pat Mulcahy, Valley View House, Shanballyrea,
Knockraha, Co. Cork
Mallow Field Club, Michael Reidy, Knockbarry, Buttevant, Co. Cork
Mallow Development Partnership Heritage Group, Tim Sheehan, Avonmore, Cork
Road, Mallow, Co. Cork.
Shandon Area History Group, Grace O’Brien, 2 French’s Villas, Wolfe Tone Street,
Cork
Skibbereen and District Historical Society, Niall O’Mahony, Licknavar, Skibbereen,
Co. Cork.
Victor Sullivan, St. Mary’s Villa, Strawberry Hill, Sunday’s Well, Cork
Whitegate and Aghada Historical Society, Joan Rockley, East Ferry, Midleton, Co.
Cork
Youghal Celebrates History, Breeda Phillips, St. Mary’s Collegiate Church, Youghal,
Co. Cork.
Youghal Chamber of Tourism and Development, Catherine Canavan, Market House,
Market Square, Youghal, Co. Cork.
Co. Donegal
Loughros Heritage Group, Conor J. Whyte, Loughros Point, Ardara, Co. Donegal.
Raymochy Parishes Historical Society, William Lindsay, Lurgy, Letterkenny, Co.
Donegal.
Co. Dublin
Accredited Genealogists Ireland, c/o Hon. Secretary, 30 Harlech Crescent, Dublin 14
Ballsbridge, Donnybrook and Sandymount History Society, Gail Wolfe, Pembroke
Library, Anglesea Road, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4
Blanchardstown-Castleknock History Society, Aingeal McMorrow, 28 Cherryfield
Lawn, Hartstown, Clonsilla, Dublin 16.
Clondalkin History Society, Josephine Byrne, 64 Floraville Ave., Clondalkin, Dublin
22
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Clontarf Historical Society, Kay Lonergan, 142 Vernon Ave., Clontarf, Dublin 3
Dun Laoghaire Borough Historical Society, Anna Scudds, 7 Northumberland Park,
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin
Foxrock History Club, Maureen Daly, 33 Tudor Lawns, Foxrock, Dublin 18
Howth Peninsula Heritage Society, Sean O’Brien, 36 Shielmartin Drive, Sutton,
Dublin 13
Irish Family History Society, Maura Flood, 17 Aubrey Park, Shankhill, Dunblin 18.
Irish Genealogical Research Society, E. Rowland, 12 Cranagh Road, Rathfarnham,
Dublin 14
Irish Labour History Society, Kevin Murphy, Beggers Bush, Haddington Road, Dublin
4.
Industrial Heritage Association of Ireland, Ron Cox, Dept. of Civil, Structural and
Environmental Engineering, Trinity College, Dublin 2.
Kilmacud – Stillorgan Local History Society, Clive O’Connor, 9 Marsham Court,
Stillorgan, Co. Dublin
Knocklyon History Society, Aoife O’Tierney, 15 Knocklyon Grove, Templeogue, Dublin
16
Loughshinny and Rush Historical Society, M. McCann Moore, Don Bosco, Harbour
Rd., Rush, Co. Dublin
Margaret Loftus, 29 Newbridge Avenue, Sandymount, Dublin 4.
Mills and Milllers of Ireland, Stephanie Bourke, 67 Hampton Green, Balbriggan, Co.
Dublin
Mount Merrion Historical Society, Tom Ryan, 60 Redesdale Road, Mount Merrion,
Co. Dublin
Old Dublin Society, Barry Farrell, 99 Ramleh Park, Milltown Road, Dublin 6.
Raheny Heritage Society, Brian Wray, 101 Collins Park, Donnycarney, Dublin 9
Rathcoole Heritage Society, Brona uí Loing, 137 Cnoc na Coillte, Rathcuil, Contae
Atha Cliath.
Rathfarnham Historical Society, Vera Bannigan, 1 Aranleigh Park, Rathfarnham,
Dublin 14.
Rathmichael Historical Society, Richard Ryan, 6 Hillcourt Road, Glenageary, Co.
Dublin
Skerries Historical Society, Dr. Brendan Grimes, 17 Little Strand Street, Skerries,
Co. Dublin
Society for Old Lucan, Elaine Hurley, 3 Elm Close, Griffeen Road, Lucan, Co. Dublin.
Trees Rotteveel, 1 Dundela Crescent, Sandycove, Dublin.
Co. Galway
Clarinbridge Heritage Group, Catherine O’Dowd, 18 The Parklands, Clarinbridge, Co.
Galway.
Cumann Staire, Ruaidhrí uí Fhlaitheartaigh, Maigh Cuilinn, Mary O’Shea, Aras Uí
Linn, Moycullen, Co. Galway.
Fohenagh Local History Society, Frank Gavin, Pallas, Caltra, Ballinasloe, Co. Galway
Galway Archaeological and Historical Society, Eugene Jordan, An Chorrbhuaile,
Bearna, Co. Galway
Kiltartan Gregory Cultural Society, Rena McAllen, Kiltartan Cross, Gort, Co. Galway
Old Galway Society, Elizabeth Byrnes, Merville by The Bridge, Oranmore, Co. Galway
Renmore History Society, Richard O’Hanlon, Cois na Coille, Merlin Park Lane,
Galway.
South East Galway Archaeological and Historical Society, Stephen Dolan, St.
Clerans, Craughwell, Co. Galway.
Western Archaeology and Historical Society, Maresa Wrey, 5 St. Mary’s Park, Tailor’s
Hill, Galway
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Co. Kerry
Castleisland & District Culture and Heritage Society, Maggie Prenderville, Cordal
West, Castleisland, Co. Kerry
Kerry Archaeological and Historical Society, Maureen Hanifin, Kerry County Library,
Moyderwell, Tralee, Co. Kerry
Co. Kildare
Athy Museum Society, Eithne Wall, Chanterlands, Athy, Co. Kildare
Ballymore Eustace History Society, Margaret Pearse, 2334 St. Brigid’s Park,
Ballymore Eustace, Co. Kildare
Celbridge Historical Society, Nuala Walker, 6 Elm Park, Celbridge, Co. Kildare.
Cill Dara Historical Society, Joe Connelly, Tullywest, Kildare, Co. Kildare
Clane Local History Group, Una Heffernan, Liosan, Millicent Road, Clane, Co. Kildare
Kildare Archaeological Society, Mrs. E. Connelly, Newington House, Christianstown,
Newbridge, Co. Kildare
Kill Local History Group, Brian McCabe, Ivy Cottages, Johnstown, Co. Kildare
Maynooth Local History Group, Rita Edwards, 20 The Arches, Silken Vale, Maynooth,
Co. Kildare
Newbridge Local History Group, Bob Nugent, Tulladare, Standhouse Road,
Newbridge, Co. Kildare.
Rathcoffey History Group, Mairead Byrne, 135 Dara Court, Celbridge, Co. Kildare
Saint Mochua History Society, Andy Flaherty, Timahoe, Donadea, Co. Kildare
Co. Kilkenny
Conahy Heritage Society, Eileen Gunner, Lisnafunchion, Castlecomer, Co. Kilkenny.
Fassadinin Historical Society, Margaret O’Neill, Skehana, Castlecomer, Co. Kilkenny
Graiguenamanagh Historical Society, David Flynn, Barrowfield, Tinnahinch,
Graiguenamanagh, Co. Kilkenny.
Kilkenny Archaeological Society, Andrew Lewis, c/o Rothe House, Parliament Street,
Kilkenny, Co. Kilkenny
South Kilkenny Historical Society, Eddie Synnott, Weatherstown, Glenmore, via
Mullinavat Post Office, Co. Kilkenny
Tullaherin Heritage Society, Joan Healy, Newtown, Bishops Lough, Bennettsbridge,
Co. Kilkenny
Co. Laois
Laois Heritage Society, Dolores McEvoy, 70 Ashgrove, Mountmellick, Co. Laois.
Co. Leitrim
Carrick-on-Shannon and District Historical Society, Mary C. Dolan, Historical
Centre, Market Yard, Carrick-on-Shannon, Co. Leitrim
Co. Limerick
Castleconnell Historical Society, Anne Murphy, Gouig, Castleconnell, Co. Limerick.
Dun Blaise Historical and Literary Society, Donal Anderson, Doon South, Doon, Co.
Limerick.
Irish Palatine Association, Lorna Shier, Prospect House, Foynes, Co. Limerick
Knockfierna Heritage Society, Marion Hanley, Ballinoe, Ballingarry, Co. Limerick
Limerick Historical Society, Tony Browne, 24 Lifford Park, Limerick
Lough Gur and District Historical Society, Kate Harrold, Lough Gur, Co. Limerick
Mungret Heritage Society, Deirdre Broderick, Corbally, Mungret, Co. Limerick
Thomond Archaeological Society, Mary Kenehan, 51 Rhebogue Meadows, Dublin Rd.,
Limerick, Co. Limerick
Co. Longford
Granard Area Historical Society, Andrew Smith, c/o Roth Mhuire Resource, Barrack
Street, Granard, Co. Longford
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Longford Historical Society, Josephine O’Donnell, 8 Duet, The Courtyard,
Newtownforbes, Co. Longford
Co. Louth
Annagassan and District Historical Scoiety, Luke Torris, Wyanstown, Togher,
Dunleer, Co. Louth
Dunleer and District Historical Society, Muriel Sheils, Grattanstown, Dunleer, Co.
Louth
Louth Archaeological and Historical Society, Seamus Bellew, 27 Stamanaran,
Blackrock, Dundalk, Co. Louth
Old Drogheda Society, Eamon Thornton, Millmount Museum, Drogheda, Co. Louth
Old Dundalk Society, Nuala Bellew, Claret House, Upper Faughart, Dundalk, Co.
Louth
Co. Mayo
Achill Historical and Archaeological Society, Paddy Lineen, Achill Sound, Westport,
Co. Mayo.
Ballinrobe Archaeological and Historical Society, Averil Staunton, Spring Vale,
Ballinrobe, Co. Mayo.
Cong Moytura Heritage Society, Marian McHugh, Drumshell Upper, Cong, Co. Mayo
Mayo North Heritage / Research Centre, P. J. Lynn, Enniscoe, Castlehill, Balla, Co.
Mayo
Noel Cambell, National Museum of Ireland – Country Life, Turlough Park, Castlebar,
Co. Mayo.
North Mayo-West Sligo Heritage Group, Paddy Tuffy, Church View House, Lacken,
Enniscrone P.O., Co. Sligo.
Terry Reilly, Killala Road, Ballina, Co. Mayo
Westport Historical Society, Bronach Joyce, Clew Bay Heritage Centre, Westport, Co.
Mayo
Co. Meath
Ashbourne Historical Society, Ann Kavanagh, 55 Bourne View, Ashbourne, Co.
Meath
Meath Archaeological and Historical Society, Julitta Clancy, Parsonstown,
Bettystown, Co. Meath
Navan and District History Society, Ethna Cantwell, Windtown, Navan, Co. Meath
Rathfraigh Historical Society, Nicola Dowling, 187 Kilcarn Court, Navan, Co. Meath
Slane History and Archaeology Society, Mary McDonnell, Townley Hall Road,
Tullyallen, Co. Meath
St. Ultan’s Bohermeen Historical Society, Stephen Ball, Neilstown, Bohermeen,
Navan, Co. Meath
Co. Offaly
Birr Historical Society, Jimmy Shortt, Ballaghanoher, Birr, Co. Offaly
Offaly Heritage Centre Ltd., Michael Byrne, Bury Quay, Tullamore, Co. Offaly
Co. Roscommon
The Old Athlone Society, Richard Collins, St. John’s House, Lecarrow, Co.
Roscommon
Co. Roscommon Historical and Arch. Society, Albert Siggens, Castlestrange,
Castlecoote, Co. Roscommon
Tisrara Heritage Society, Rev. Francis Beirne, Tisrara, Four Roads, Roscommon, Co.
Roscommon
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Co. Sligo
Ballymote Heritage Group, John Coleman, O’Connell Street, Ballymote, Co. Sligo.
Calry Local History Society, Mary C. Dolan, Faughts Lane, Sligo.
Friends of Sligo Gaol, Tamlyn McHugh, 17 Cooldrumman, Upper Carney, Co. Sligo
Sligo Field Club, Jim Foran, 13 Bawn Owl, Kevinstown, Sligo, Co. Sligo.
Co. Tipperary
Boherlahan/Dualla Historical Journal Society, Mr. T. A. Ryan, Ballinree House,
Ballinree, Boherlahan, Co. Tipperary
Borrisoleigh Historical Society, Delia Ryan, 5 St. Bridget’s Villas, Borrisoleigh,
Thurles, Co. Tipperary
Cahir Historical and Social Society, Sheila Collins, c/o Commercial House, Cahir, Co.
Tipperary
Clonmel and District Historical Society, Michael Dolan, 36 Rosemount Park,
Rosegreen, Cashel, Co. Tipperary
Dunikerrin Parish History Society, Joe O’Brien, 18 Cluain Doire, Kiltillnane,
Templemore, Co. Tipperary
Fethard Historical Society, Mary Hanrahan, Rathcoole, Fethard, Co. Tipperary
Irish Kennedy Heritage Society, Phyllis Kennedy, Garnafana, Toomevara, Nenagh,
Co. Tipperary
Kilbarron-Terryglass Historical Society, Colum Hardy, Shanakill, Ballinderry,
Nenagh, Co. Tipperary
Mary Alice O’Connor, c/o Tipperary Excel Centre, Tipperary Town, Co. Tipperary.
Maura Kiely, Goatenbridge, Ardfinnan, Clonmel, Co. Tipperary
Newcastle Historical Society, Anita Coyne, Priestown, Ballnamult, Clonmel, Co.
Tipperary
Ormond Historical Society, Mary Ryan, Crowle, Cloughjordan, Co. Tipperary.
Silvermines Historical Society, Betty Gleeson, Tullymoylan, Doola, Nenagh, Co.
Tipperary
Tipperary Clans Heritage Society, John Bradshaw, Goats’ Lane, Bansha Rd.,
Tipperary, Co. Tipperary
Tipperary County Historical Society, Dr. Denis G. Marnane, 20 Main Street,
Tipperary, Co. Tipperary
Tipperary in the Decade of Revolution Historical Society, Maura Kiely, Goaten Bridge,
Ardfinnan, Clonmel, Co. Tipperary.
Co. Waterford
Portlaw Heritage Centre, Ger Crotty, c/o Malcomson Square, Portlaw, Co. Waterford.
Waterford Archaeological and Historical Society, Michael Maher, 26 Kenure Court,
Powerscourt, Waterford, Co. Waterford
Co Westmeath
Moate Historical Society, Marie Fitzgerald, Glebe House, Mount Temple, Moate, Co.
Westmeath
Westmeath Archaeological and Heritage Society, Mrs. Rosemary Cassidy, Slanemore,
Mullingar, Co. Westmeath
Co. Wexford
Bannow Historical Society, Dermot McCarthy, Skiathos, Sea View, Forth Mountain,
Wexford, Co. Wexford.
North Wexford Historical Society, Philip Jones, Alaya, Barnadown Upper, Gorey, Co.
Wexford
Old Kilenor Historical Society, Damian Nash, Borleagh, Inch, Gorey, Co. Wexford
Taghmon Historical Society, Vera Power, Newtown, Taghmon, Co. Wexford
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Ui Cinsealaigh Historical Society, Mary J. Mackey, Ballypreacus, Bunclody, Co.
Wexford
Co. Wicklow
Blessington History Society, Jim Corley, Crosschapel, Blessington, Co. Wicklow
Bray Cualann Historical Society, May Harte, Royston, Westfield Park, Bray, Co.
Wicklow
Greystones Archaeological and Historical Society, Aileen Short, ‘Brookfield’, Glen Rd.,
Delgany, Co. Wicklow
Kilmacanogue History Society, Bat Masterson, Pembroke Lodge, Dargle Lane, Bray,
Co. Wicklow.
Rathdangan Historical Society, Kathleen Cullen, Killamoat, Rathdangan, Kiltegan,
Co. Wicklow
Roundwood & District Historical & Folklore Society, Derek Neilson, Beaumont,
Roundwood, Bray, Co. Wicklow
The Medieval Bray Project, David McIlreavy, 8 Haven Court, Convent Avenue, Bray,
Co. Wicklow
West Wicklow Historical Society, Donal McDonnell, Coolnarrig, Baltinglass, Co.
Wicklow.
Wicklow Historical Society, Stan J. O’Reilly, 1 The Bank, Rathnew, Co. Wicklow
Jim Rees, 3 Meadows Lane, Arklow, Co. Wicklow.
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Federation of Local History
Societies
Membership Application/Renewal Form
Society __________________________________________________________
Secretary ________________________________________________________
Address _________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Telephone No._______________ _______

Mobile:____________________

e-mail: ___________________________________________________________
Other Contact Phone _____________________________________________
Number of members in Society _________________*Fee €___________
*Membership fee per annum:
Individual:
40 members or less:
41+ members:

€10
€25
€50

Cheques should be made payable to:
The Federation of Local History Societies,
c/o Mairead Byrne, 135 Dara Court, Celbridge, Co. Kildare
Email - maireadccbyrne@gmail.com
Note: This form may be downloaded from the Federation Web Site,
www.localhistory.ie
Only fully paid-up members of the Federation are covered under the
discounted Group Insurance Scheme provided by Alan B. Kidd & Co. Ltd, E6
Nutgrove Office Park, Rathfarnham, Dublin 14.
Tel. No. 01 207 9400

E-mail info@kiddinsurances.ie

The Federation sends a list of paid-up members to the insurers.
Renewal
notices have now been issued.
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